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Foreword

The deeply rooted trend of American postsecondary education
to reach out to an ever widening clientele is nowhere clearer in recent
years than in the rise of adult enrollments in the nation's postsecondary
institutions.

This new clienteleolder, more persistent, more pragmatic,
with varying levels of education, occupations, and goalsis making de-
mands for new services and new structures in curricula, delivery sys
terns, counseling, and teaching-learning in general. In this technologi
cal 'society, ,learning is coming,to be recognized as a lifelong process
for career and personal 'clbveloprhent.

The Vocational Edulatiob Act of 1963 and the 1.968 Amend-
mentsments have begun to estab ,new priorities that emphasize contem
porary and future job demands and training needs and specify kdefi
nite percentage of funds to be expended at the vostsecondary level.

Theie demands are beginning to overreach the boundaries of
adult and continuing education. Thus, it behooves the vocationatedu
cator to look into the implications.of these new demands for vocational _
education. This conference, "Continuing and Adult Education in Voca-
tional Education," attempts to`focus on ohe major set of,thos'e,hpli
cations. t. .

4 -
We believe the papers generated for apd by, this conference and

contained in this volume of the proceedirts will be most useftil, to
those who are Concefned With serving the adult student`/ needs in vo-
cationaland postsecondary education..

G. Lester Anderson
DireCtor
Center for the Study of Higher Education

I
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. Preface

The papers presented in this mdnograph have evolved from the
-SixtiOnnual Pennsylvania Conference on Postsecondar' Occupational'

Eduction. Tech year participants from the.previoug conference are
asked to sUfiest the theme for the foltin.g year. With thOs input from
the participants of the fourth annual event, "Continuirig and Adult
Education in Vocational Education" was selected as the theme this year.

In addition to the presentatiOn', at the conference itself, several
papers from recognized educators in the ,field related to this theme
were solicited. Dr. Arthur Oswald prepared a thougtit provoking paper
on the role of continuing and adult education in uan community
colleges, much of which waS derived from an earlier national study of
urban two-year colleges in which he was deeply involved. The role of
research in adult vocational education, a seldom considered topic, was
treated in 'a masterful way by Dr. O'Reilly. This is followed by a well-
organized presentation of the implications of adult and continuing edu
cation by Dr. Glenn. The utilization of several principles of adult edu-
cation for developing and expanding health occupations programs,for
rural and migrant health aides was tie subject of a proyoking paper by
Dr. King.

As usual, the conference was evaluated by utilization of a ques-
tionnaire. The results of this effort are presented in the final section
by Edward Mann. Several other graduate students provided papers re-'
lated to this important theme_Ms..Lewis wrote on contemporary"- con ,

cerns in adult and vocational educatiori,and Ms. Robinson provided a
brief history of.adult and continuing education in the United States.

Thanks is offered l)y this writer to the advisory committees('s4
Appendix C) and tethe several graduate assistants who helped to keep

e conference flowingsmoothly, particularly Edward Mann. A note of
. special Thanks to Ms. Anna ,DeSantis, who assisted througl1out the

'planning and conduct of the conference and in the prepaiatioT of the
monograph. Lastly, ``acknowledgement and appreciation for financial
support of the annil I .event is given to Penn State's Center for the
St y of Higher Edu ation and the Department of Vocational Educa

IC
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tion, which received finding from the Pennsylvania Bureau of Voca
tional Education.

P.

Angelo C. Gilli, Sr
Professor of Vocatio4 and/

Higher
and

Associate, Cente'r for the Study
of Higher Education

,
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CONTINUING EDUCATI
PEN1NSYLVANIA STAT
ASSOCIATE DEGREE

Angelo C. Gilli,

N HISTORY OF
UNIVERSITY

ADUATES

Professor-of Vocational and Higher Education
and #

Associate, Center for the Study of Higher Education. '

No type of education c n be conside d "terminal" during this
period, of rapid, changes in the. ational ecqn y and technology., The
time when secidary school arlid community ollege educational pro-

, grams could be dichotomized into "college preparatory, and "work,
preparatory" is ehind Us. The, realization that educa4nal endeavors
ought to go on ei,,her continuously. or perildically.in the Lives of.all our.
citizens is manife ted by the very substanti l growth.of ontinuing and

radult eduCation recent years. Other in iCatiOrfs of S fetal concern
for this aspect of an individual's personal ational evelopment in

. clude the now common concepts of the xternal de ree, university
without walls, credit for relevant ,ex erience, and a Bost of kindred
activities. , . -

, 0
When firs conceived about 75 ears ago, associte degree pro-

.

grams consiste0.1f the fi t two years o the traditional senior college,
and were meant toscreen ut the acade, ically less qualified from the
last. two years of, baccalau eateprograms. This view has changed of
late, particularly during the last decade (Gilli 1974). T e associate
degree is viewed' in many places as a legitimate acadecni a'vard for
graduates of two year vocational, as well as academic, os econdary
programs. With the broadening of the associate degree, so 'ducators
contend that differences be ween graduates of "academic,' a d "voca-
tional" associate. degree pr grar% can be established on he basis of
their post associate degree educational histories. Such a dis inc ion Can
be disputed, and arbanswer in terms of follow up continuing educa
tion histories of associate degree graduates neAs to be made \.

With the ao°ve dispute, in mind, a study was und aken of
Pennsylvania State 0 iversity asociate degree graduates to termine ,r
the extent to which cational associate degree program gra ates at

4
....,.

910
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tempt to further their education. The major research question can be
expressed as,follows. To what extent do graduates of vocational asso-
ciate degree programs par'ticipate in continuing education?

'An examination of these results, in comparison to Some na-
.tiOnal data on the number of community college graduates vtiho. trans-
fer to senioricolleges, provides some confirmati& of the contention
that associate degree vocational prograT, graduates are no%more educa-,
tionally terminal than nonvocational two-year'gfyduates.

1 ,
Review of, the Literature ,

There has been some question about the, differences and sirri- #

ilarities betweencontinuing and ,adult education (Verner 1964, p.
_Burch 1971; p. 50; Murphy 1969). Many educators tend to use the
two toms interchangeably. This study will follow this practce and us71
the tei-ry continuingeducation 'throughout. Continuing education is an
open system of providing education for sundry reasons for sundry in-
dividtials in sundry institutions and places. IristitUtionalsponsorship
of such endeavors have been acid .pre expected to expand (Knowles
1962, p. 249). (hie regent estimate placed the ',Umber of persons
actively involved et 25 to 30 million postseconday individuals, with
more than three fourths involved with noncollege type institutions
(Troutt Tilde institutions include churches, community organ-
izationsfbusineis industry, governmental agencies, the military, and
the pilbljc ancrprivate secondary and postsecondary schools (Kleis and
Butcner''19691'.

F,or the ribitidse of this study, continuing education consists of
courses taken for credit or noncredit beyond the last degree held by'
the resPondent. With itris,delimitation, the investigator was able to \

categorize the types of courses, as discussed in the methodology sec-
tion.' This\ type Of continuing e'clUcation activity on ,he part of post-
associate degree graduates is probably pursued for e or more of the
following easons:

1 pg rad jog. The graduate seeks to move up' the occupational
ladder by acquisition of store knowledge, skills, and possibly
a higher degree.

2. Upbt'ing9t,he worker returns, to school in order to keep
abreaStof new developments in his occupation.



.

3. Change of occupation. P number of peFsons seek ti move
into another occupation, which requires retraining or educa-
tion in another Subject area.

4. Maturation- avocation. After ,an heS acquired oc-
cupational stability, he may, desire other' educational ex-

it periences to broaden his view of the world and his own life..

This study did not identify''the reasons why graduates took jhe
post associate degree courses that they did. On the other hartd, it did,
identifycourseitt taken by subject category (with and without credit). .

Also, the number who had, already earned baCcalaureate degrees and
,,those actively working toward a bachelor's degree were ascertained.
Tkie identification of continuing education efforts in terms of thes4
fattors helped to determine ireAcins behind the coursdaking, ,

pointed out in the findings section.

The Study

.Research Question

The major.research question of this study was: To What extent
do graduates of vocational associate degree programs participate in
continuing education?

Participation in continuing education in this study was re-
stricted to taking courses (credit and noncredit) in seven generic cate-
gorieswhich are described in the following section. it should be.
Pointedout that some of the sample could have been involved in other
activities that Would fall within the definition of continuing education
used here but were beyond the scope of this inquiry.

Population and Meth dblogy J -
s

The findings reported in this study are derived from a question,
naire sent to 33 pe ent of the more than 10,000 associate deOee
graduates (1955-71) f The Pennsylvnia State University. The total
usable sample exceed d 1,700 graduates; with .host of therlcogiplet-
Lng their associate deg ee work during the pa five years. Thearricu-
lums in which gradu

Drafting
were queried were. lectrical Engineering

Technology (EET), Drafting Design Technol gy (DDT), Business
(BUS), Retailing (RTL), Surveying Technolog (SRT), and Forest

3



TABLE 1

?.,$AMPLE BY GRAQUATION YEAR AND CURRICULUM
,

Year of
Graduation

Total
Numberof
Graduates Sample N

Curriculum

DDT EET BUSa RTLa .FORTa SliTa

1955 205 19 9 9-
1956 226 23,- 10 " 9

1957 367 41 19 22
f ,

1958 450. 54 39 15

1959 437 59 37 22
1960 478 52 29 23

11.
1961 405 39

°

21 18

1962 449 44 19 25 w
1963 544 55 34 21

1964 497 45 21 24
1965 601 60 31 29 , ,`

1966 636 / -62 30 32 -
1967 , 717 64 35 29

1968 920. 62 33 28 .1

19613 964 85. 46
1

36 2 1

1970 1050 124 37 50 21 6 7

1971 1120 110 37 ' 28 25 . 3. 1D

Totals 10,066 997 491 420 48 a. , 10 1Q 18

aFirst graduates in:1968.

Technology (FORT). The distribution of the sample by gra'duation
year and curriculum is displayed in Table 1. , .

This was the second follOw-up conducted in a longitudinal
study of Pennsylvania State University aisoCiat& degree graduates. The

. overall concern in the study dealt with obtaining inform'ation about
the graduates of the curriculums indicated. Two (5(f these programs
(ET ,and DDT) have had associate degree graduates since 1955, while
the qTher four have had graduates only since the late 1960s. The study
is restricted to graduates from programs that have had a minimum, of
75 graduates up to and including the 1971 graduatiop class. The kind
of information sought in this study dealt with continuing education

. characteristics.

The Sample andthe Respondents

" One part of the sample, the 1955 through 1969 graduates,
as used in the first phase of the'follow.up study which`was conducted

in 1969-70 (Gilli 1971). They were originally selected on a stratified
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random basis where strata were year of graduation and curriculum.
For the present study, a similar .ample of the 197Q and 1971 gradua-
tion ciesses was added.

After final selection of the sample and revisions of the question-
. naire, it was mailed to 1,748 graduates. (See Table 1 for sample distri

bution by currieu4um and graduation year.) estrategy Was inaugurated
(Gil li 1971) in which a series of several follow -up letters was sent

, to increase the rate of response. About 57 percent of the respondents
returned their questiOnnaires (see Table 2), while another 4.4 percent
were declared "undeliverable" by postal authorities. This entire pro-
cedure Wok abciut 4.5 weeks. Itifinal rate of response by curriculum
is shown in Table 2.

TABLE2 y it

RATE OF RESPONSE BY CURRICUIUM

Curriculum .

Electrical-Engineering Technology (EET)

it Drafting Design Technology'IDD% .

Business (BUS)

'>'C.-
i

Retailing (RTL) . - .

Forest Technology (FORT)
1
Surveyi9g Technology (SRT)

Total/Average
ti

Number
Sent

Number
Returneda

Percent
Returned

665 t 420 63.2

813 491 60.4

203 48 23.6

21 ; 14 66 7

20 6 30.0

26 18 69:2

1,748 , 997 57,3

aTtfe nunibe of usable returns

)n orderlto determine, to some extent at least, whether thpse
whb did not respond were "different" rn terms of answers to the
questionnaire

s

items, 10 percerit of the nonrespondertts were randomly
selected and con*ted by ,telephone: Sixty. graduates were contacted
in this manner, altd 54 o.f them (90 percent) responded with com-
pleted questionnaires (29' EET, 20 DDT, and 6 from the other OR-,
grams). 1

From the first 25 percent of the respcindents, 54 graduates
were randomly selected. \54 graduates were randomly selected'
from the last 25 percent,of the espondents. Comparisons of selected
responses between these two r sponding -groups and the telephone
follbwup group wdre made.

4

4,1

.5
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This was accomplished in the following manner. A est among
the three types of groups mentioned on the six selFted questions was
conducted. The analysis of variance for five of the six questions showed
no difference among the three groups (early respondents, late re-
spondents, telephone iespondents). In one of the analyses, a difference
among the three groups was established. Using a follow-up test of pos-
sible t-tests (ANOVS/ANOVUM 197.1), it was found that the tele-
phone group differed.from the early and late responding groups. How-
ever, the overall ANOVA that (uncovered the difference among group
means violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance and there-
fore should be interpreted with caution. This enabled us to at least sus-
lint that there were no significant differences between. (a) early and
late respondents, (b) late respondents and nonrespondents, or (c)
early respondents and nonrespondents in terms of the questionnaire
topics. Having identified this likely homogeneity, we. p ceeded to
analyze the data received,

The Questionnaire
I

Many of the items included in the questionnaire were obtained
from the faculty in the several curriculums. Included among thetopics
common to all graduates were questions related to courses *en since
receipt of their last degree. This Was Considered to be the continuing
education component of the study. Courses:and items included were

.stated in the following manner:

6'.

Courses Taken Since Completing Your Last Degree
A. mathematics' (algebra, geometry, calculus, differential

equations, statistics, etc.)-zniimber of credit hours, for
credit and noncredit courses;

,

B. b*.logical" and physical sciences (physics, chemistry..geol.
y, botany?, zoology, etc.)%--number of credit hours for

redit,and noncredit coursesii

social sciences (sociology, history, psychology, anthropol-
ogy, economics, politicarscience, etc.)number of eredit,
hours for.credit and noncredit courses;

D. humanities (English, literature, foreign languages, philos-
ophy, etc.)numbe? of credit hours for credit. and non-

.

credit courses;

E. fine arts (music, painting, sculpture, Ceramics, eirnum-
ber of credit hours for credit and noncredit courses;

015
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F. courses directly related to your associate degree program
(examplefinance course by a business graduate, etc.)
number of credit hour's for credit and noncredit courses;'.

\G. other coursesnumber of credit hours for credit and non-
credit courses;

H. courses completed by me were paid for (employer paid
for all; employer paid for more than half; I paid for all; 1

, paid for more than half; G. I. Bill'paid for all; G. I. Bill
paid for more than rialf; all were paid for by other means;
more than half were paid by other means; none of the
above);

I. courses taken by me sinc leting the associate de-
gree were (all taken on company time; more than half
taken on company time? all takerton my own time; mere
than half taken o my own time).'

The mean value 'of ponse to each of these questions, as
well as a num er of relationships between these and other que'stion-
naire topics, Vs amined in the fin ings section.

The Findings

A. Continuing Education Profiles for the EE Groups

The seven course area profiles for the EET graduation groups
reveal some very clear-cut, salient points. Th continuing education
emphasis for 8 of the 17 graddating clas as found to be in mathe-
matics. The course area "directly rely to associate degree program"
received the greatest amount of attention (as expressed in mean credit
hours) for 5 of the classes, while the major category for the clas of
1963 was social science. Two classes had their highest overall means in
the "other" cot:irse category.

Viewing the, 1'7 EET 13rofiles as a whole, the major continuing
education efforts were in the categories of "mathematics" and "directly
related to associate degree programs."

-

B. Continuing Education Profiles for the DDT Groups

Ten of the 17 graduationlasses had their highest mean con-
tinuing education activities in the math tategory. The next largest
(three graduation groups) was the "other" category. Social science was

7



the chief selection for two other classes, but in both cases the means
were orlyslightly higher than the math category. Theeccugoulation of
continuing education courses by the last two classes was not s cent
to establish trends.

Each orthe categories, with the exception of fine arts, occu-
pied second pike iret leaseone of the profiles. Second and third place
were most often made in the "other" and "directly related to the as
societe degree program" categories.

Viewing the 17 DDT profiles as a whole, the main continuing
eduCation'efforts were found to be in mathematics and those courses
related to the occupational specialization.

C. 'Continuing Education Protikes for the Other Graduation Groups
'(Business: Forest Technology, Retailing, and Surveying Tech- 1,
nology) ft 1 +

The continuing education profiles.for the three business classes
displayed no clear cut treliCLOneclass focused on social sciences, while
another selected courses Jrectly related to their associate degree
prog am. The only class profile for the forest technololy program
(1.97 ) showed its continuing education efforts concentrated in the
"ma emetics" and "directly related to associate degree" categories.
The ajor continuia.9ducation efforts of the two retailing program
classe were in the "(Met" course category.

The only surveying technology group withoa continuing educa-
tion p ofile showed its main continuing education activities to be in
the ma hematics and humanities'categories. ,

Because these four surriculums have only a few graduation
groups, no discernible 'cocttinLing education 'trend was found.

,

D. Cont nuing Education Profiles for All Graduates by Class .

t"
When masking curriculums in examining all graduates for each

graduation class, the trend denoted earlier was much in evidence. The
majority of the classes (12) focused on mathematics as their heaviest - ,

continuing education activity. for three classes, the greatest amount of
continuing education courses were in the "other" category. No clear
cut trend was apparent for the last two classes (1970 and 197/), since
these graduates had not been Out long enough to accumulate sizable

.
continuing education credit hours.

8



Although mathematics was most popular in terms of credit
hours, the "directly related to their associate degree progfams" cate-
gory was the second.or third most active category for most of the
classes.- There waCmeasurpble activity in the social science acid bio-
logi851 and physical science categories, but it was consistently lower
than the.three mentioned above. In most years fine arts bottomed out, :
followed closely by Courses in the humanities category.

E Some Aelationships Between Continuing Education Courses Taken
and Several Other Variables

Using the Pearson Pr oduct Moment Correlation Statistic, sev-.eral relationships were examined.
,

The first relationship examined was between year of gradua
tion 41955-71) and hours completed in each,of the seven continuin

...

TABLE 3 O

. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YEAR OF ND ,
HOURS COMPLETED IN CONTINUING EDUCATION SUBJECT AREAS

FOR ALL GRADUATES \

S.

Course Category Correlation Coefficient Significance

r,

..-

.t.

.

4

Math

Credit
Noncredit

Bio.Phy. Se!
Credit
Noncredit

Soc. Sci
Credit
Noncredit

Humanities
Credit /
Noncredit.

Fine Arts
Credit '
Noncredit

DirecRy Related
Credit
Noncredit

Other 1

Credit'
Noncredit,

:.,

/ ,
'

"--k

1

0.0332
0.0421

0.0515
0 1073

-0.0608
0.2223

0.0250
r ck 0047

0.0168
0.0127

0.0449
0.0059

0.0272
0:0526

t

NS ,
NS -

.1

.00T

.001,
V

NS
..NS

NS

NS .

N$
Np,

.ni-s.1 .

5'
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TABLE 4

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YEAR OF GRADUAiON AND
CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE HOURS COMPLETED

FOR THOSE WITH ASSOCIATE DEGREE ONLY

Course Ca @gory Correlation Coefficient Significance

Math
Credit \
Nonctedit

Sci.
Credit
Noncredit

Soc. Sci.
Credit
Noncredit

Humanities
Credit

creciit

Ar
Credi

Ctly Re
Credit
Noncredit

Other
Cr it
No credit

0.3531
0.0422

0.3536
0.0365:

0.3898)
0.0546

\

+.001

NS

+.001
NS

+.001

\t.!

0.2696. .001
0.0423 NS

%.1296 .001
0.0197/

/
NS

.0.06 8
.001

' +.05

0.2/01 ,001
0:0852 +.01

education c urse categories (see Table 3). Since there were two com-
ponents in eh course catoory (credit and noncredit courses), a total
of 14 relati ships we examined. Only 5 of these were significant a\t
the .001 to 0.1 revels, nd the correlation coefficient value's ranged\
from a Ow of .05 a high of 7.22e(see Table 3). With such low \
values it can be assumed the relationshtps were not strong.

The second relationship examined'was between year of gradua-
tion and hours completed in tile continuing education course cate-
gories and was restricted to those whose academic award was theras'
sociate degree. When sorting out the sample in this manner,,10 of the
14 relationships were found to be significant between the 0.1 and .1001
levels. But, as in the first case, the significa'ht Correlation Coefficients
were not very large, ranging from .05 to .35. The slightly larger
values indicated only mildly stronger rdationships (see Table 4).
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The third relationship was between year of graduation and

hoUrs completed in the continuing education course categories and
was restricted to those whose highest degree was the baccalaureate or
above. The sample size was 15 Even less impressive results were ob-
tained, with only two significan relationships (both Vhe 0.1 level).
In both cases the correlation coefficient was about 0.14gain indicat-', ,
int rather weak relationships (see Table 5).

F. Other Findings

The followinggeneral statements were derived:

1. Of the sample, 55.4 percent had taken at least one course
since the completion of their associate degree.

t

A.,

\: .._/---
\

TABLE 5
' RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YEAR OF GRADUATION AND

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSE HOURS COMPLETED
FOR THOSE WITH BACHELOR'S DEGREE OR ABOVE

Cou tegory Correlation Coefficient Significance

/
1

Math
Credit
Noncredit

Bio.Phy Sci.,,
tCredit Q.0884 NS
Noncredit erroneous data NS

Soc.'Sci. i s

Credit 0.0029 NS'I
Noncredit 0.0364 NS

Humanities
.Credit 0.0066 4NS

Noncredit 0.1330 +.1

Fe 4rts
'Cr4edit

1

a 0.0157 , NS
Noncredit

1

0.0403 NS

Directly Related
1 ,.Credit
1 0:1034 NS

Noncredit 0.0471 NS
.$3

Other ' .1 i%

Credit ;4.40.1439 :'/ +:1
Noncredit 1.. '--0.0401 NS

0.1184
0.0378

NS

NS

, -41-
i4.

A k

0
ilr

4

11
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TABLES

METHOD OF FINANCING COURSES COMPLETED

Method of Financing

All Graduates

Graduates Currently
Working Toward
Another Degree

a
Graduates Who Have
Taken at Least one
Course Since A.A.

k

N

Employer paid for
all

?mplovirer paid for
more than half ....

I all of
the -

I paid for more
than halfs

G.I.Bill paid for
all of them

G.I. Bin paid for 4ti
more than half

All were paid 131
other means

More than half
I
were

paid by other means

None of the above

Total ..

154

148

7

28

45

24
,

23

0

63

c

27.5

26.4

13.4

'5.0

'8.0

4.3

4.i

0

11.3

57 26.9

59 27.8

34................,;,16.0

.13 6.1

23 10.8

9 4.2

13 6.1

0 0.

i ,

4 1.9

145

4 123

64

23

38

18

19

.

0

14

'

'

32.7

27.7

14.4

5.2

8.6

4.1

- 4.3-
A

0

3.2

560 212 444

2. Of the sample, 22.8 percent were working toward another
degree at the time they were queried.

3. Of those presently working toward another degree, 36.2
percent were full -time students, the other 63.8 percent were
part-time.

4. Of .the sample, 11.6 percent had completed the bachelor's,
1.5 peitent the master's, and 0.8 percent the doctorate.

Another question asked relattd to who paid for the continuing
education courses. The responses to the nine possible answers are
shown in Table 6. Of interest to continuing educators is that over'half
of the courses takeri,since graduatlOn.by all the goduates were eithet
totally or partially paid for by theifemployers.

On the other hand, the results showed the great majority of the
graduates took continuing education courses on their own time, as dig
\played in Table 7. \

12
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tABL 7
COURSES TAKEN ON COMPANY TIME OR ON OWN TIME

SINCE COMPLETING THE ASSOCIATE DEGREE

mit Taken

All Graduates

'Graduates Currently
Working Toward
Another Degree

Graduatel Who Have
TakeAat Least One
CodigSinca A.A.

N XN 1

I
IL N ILr

All tel.; 4:: company
time

More than h f taken
n company me

II takqn'on o
/timeti .

More than hal f`t en
on own time

4

7

552

1.,
53

9,8

7.4

75.5

7.3

1

5

\252

'.11
\

N

t

i

;,, .4

1.9 .

'93.7

4.1

53

38

508

50

1,

8.2

5.9

78.3

7.7

Total 731 269 649

The'' receding data show that the amount of cohtinuin edu-
ation taken by the associate degree graduates is considerable an that
uch of it is Supported by emplOyers. The 'following section draws

conclusions and proposes slrggestions based upon these findings.t

ConcluTions and Suggestions

The findings provide abasis for examination f the continuing
education activities of a selected group of ass ate degree graduates in
several ways.

It &an. be said that continuing education is an important activ-
ity for, these graduates, as evidenced by the fact that 55)iercent of.
them took ore or more continuing education course since graduation.
Furthermore,,about'14 percel had already earned degrees beyond the
associate, and mother 36 percent indicated they were working toward
a higher degree. 1

Upon examination of courses taken by graduates of all years,
and all curriculums, continuing education courses in,,the generic area
of fine arts are of virtually no interest to this sample. This was found
to be equally true of all the graduat S (regardless of curriculum and
the time, since graduation). Therefore, nth belief that the older gradu-
ates, after 'prefteauihg off" ip their caree would turn to continuing
education courses of an avocational nature s not supported by their

.' participation in firle arts courses.

-



Courses in the na.atiematics category were the most often se-
lected continuing education activity. Furthermore, they held a,strong
second place in most of the groups where another category received a
higher average. From this, it is reasonable to conclude that course-tak-
ing in the area of mathematics, particularly the formal type in which
academic credit is provided, is The most frequent continuing education
endeavor for those who elect to take6ourses after they receive their
associate de6ree..., N C.

Another observation is that courses in the "other" category are
second it\ popularity for several of the graduation groups. When design

\ ing the questionnaire, this was intended to be 4 catch all category for,
the continOing education courses that could not be conveniently

laced in arty of the six categoTies. Because of the noes ecificity of
this category; it is impossible to clarify from the data just hat would
fall within this rubric. A conclusion one mkght draw from this observe- .,

tion_is that graduates who participate in continuing education engage
in a considerable amount of course work with topics that don't fall

i

;
within the conven ional course ca egories. Course taking in the cate-
gories of biologica hysical sciences, and sociak sciences were the third
most ft1 queently tak n. .

;.

It is difficult,to conclude' wh courses in the "other" and bio-
logical physioal pciences and social sci Inc s were taken. One can con-
jecture hat the graduates had professin al advancement goals in viind,.t4

since co rses of these varieties are co only included in the third
nd four h years of the kinds of baccala re te programs to which\ these

-.....
graduate would aspire. Continuing e,dudt on courses in the fine arts
and humanities catego6es were not pqpu146- ith his sample, regardless
df ar'aduation year or curriculum. Th

\

ture that graduates
N

I' I
use rkontinuing educatid icle a occupational cep
'aration and prO...h.39.tion agrees with t is ng, ce courses in f ne
arts and humamties are least likely to fit i to suc
conclusions the (ollowing suggestions appea to be

Ian. From th e\\
rder.

Suggestion). Sio e continuing education arently utilize
to a considerable extent b many of the associate d regraduates fo
professional growth and vanccment, cour es in he ate oriel. o
m Oematics, biological-ph ical sciences, n sbcia scie)ices shquld

.\ b made more readily availab {e to them.
(

The findings herein report that m t of the curses are taken
dur\ingi the individual's time away from ork, althou h many of the
con4uing education courses are fully or partially rei Igiursed by em

`a3
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\ Ployers. Therefore the time when the courses are made available ap-
pears to bea more important consideration than their cost, which leads
to a second sugges'tion: ' I > .

\ , , `Suggestion 2 ;Since cOntiAuing education is an aftgr-work-
Ihours activity' for most of those. who take Courses upon completion

f their associate degree, courses should be made available during those
:?

Mies and in locations where he graduates,do not ihaveto travel long
. r ,;stances. z'

I

: 'I ' It seems this suggestion can be implemented through,the vehi-.
I of e great number and variety of postsecondary elucaiional in- ,

s 4utio s 'found in most statp. Since rhatheroatics is the le'adirifcon:-
t uing d

I

ucation course caegory foe all graduates, it is of more or
1 '

sin)! r importance to DDT, EFT; and the other curriculum gradu-
a s. The efOre, it is safe to assume that there will likely be "takers"
f r such-c urses in the geographic areas where there is a reasonable con-

i.ent ation of graduates. -
i . .

iSu c4fion 3 .Since little or no demand has thferi indicated
for brainting education courses in fine arts and humanities, it is sug-
geste d that no serious effort be made to provide such, offerings for the

1

associate degree graduates. ,
.

4

Although this is a negative recommendation, it is useful to be
aware of those course categories,in which the associate degree grOu-
atts of these types of programs are unlikely,to want Continuing edtpcia-

."( titn s'ervipes. The order graduates, who were expected to takeincreaked
interest in fine'arts and humanities after being away from teir asso-
ciate degree progrpm for 10 or rho e years, displayed the same absence
of interest as the, more recent gr uates. TherefiSre, these graduates
apparentli/ did not seek hobby rec ation person,l enrichment courses
in the fine arts humanities categoric

t.
It would be Interesting to 'investi-

gategate why ;this, holds true for g'radua es Of these curriculums:As a part
of this query, it would be interesting to learn whether the lack of
availability of such continuing education courses is relatbd to the
situation as it presently exists.

Because of the relatively small number of graduates in the
"other" cufricuium category (hich includes business, surveying tech-
nology, retailing, and' forest c nol,ogy programs), no suggestions
for this specific group are ma e here. Perhaps. tV, major value of the
continuin ducation data obt fined from them is that it seryes ps the

\ beginning of a longitudinal study of these graduatei.
I

02,1,
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Suggestion 4. A comprehensive array of continuing education
'for credit courses in areas not covered by the six other catqgories
sjioul4 be made available to the associate degree graduates.

The total nurhber of asspciate degree graduates in the rdups
studied (gradu4tion yers 1955 th

I I
`Since the sample examined is a r

nd graduation year), it is reason
to be typical of most of the gra

I
,tics of the, associate degree gradu
vesity are considered ,typical of
(such as public communit\i cc Ileg
fore, the suggestions made 'her

Iciate
degree graduates of these

I

i

ough 1971 inclusive) exceeds 1 ,Cip0.

ndom stratified one (by curriculbm
le to assume these findings ar-e\like
uates. Furthermore, the characteris
tes of The Pennsylvania state Uni
heir ,counterparts in other schools
s and technical institutes). There-

are likely to be appropriate for asso1
i ?ds of prpgrarns throughout the na-

tion.

, .
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A MERE MATTER
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We are hurnahs. umans is a word. Thus, we kno ourselves
in terms of language. First, t function of words. Words lirrit thought,
words measure thought. In sho the thoughtthought we have is based on ,

words. Anothet funct!on of words ill tii-ely social. Langu e a tool,
of hiving. It is the deilfelopmeht of corn ni ation, and a 1he living
that involves language s social living. As t the eavor to attain prdp-
er exactness and perspective in definition. "Wor ,aour tnost essen-
tial tools: if they are not exact they cease to be tools pour service
and quickly become instruments for our destruction" (Huffy 1964,
p. 1). "A mere Matter of words," we say contemptuously, forg ng
that words have the power.to mold thinking, canalize feelings, an
direct wilting aqd acting.

To say that language and thought must be taken as one activity
isinot to state an intention of building anything on the statement. It
is td, announce a limiting condition applicable to our present investiga:
tions of humans in society without precluding the possibility that at
some other time with increased knowledge the limit may e entirely
tr nsformed or superseded.

To examine the relationship of adult and continuing education
to v ational education, we will first take a Itiok at definitions of each.

AdultEducation

The philosophy of adult education is found,in the pluralistic
system of values in our society, notably the perfectability of humans
and the equality of h mans in pursuing equal opportunity sand social
mobility ,

Adult educati i'crultyof purpose:1
'4(1\Education being'py.irpb

into
an is pro er to inquire

ifiko their nature; bbt any inquiry nto he aims o adult educe;

17
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ti
do
tha

- sticc
za

So

strength, T
no edticati
adults onti
reaso r

Seemsup with some paradoxes. In one dense, adult
Seems to haye no aim at all. Profusibri and-yariefy
unityand order characterize its programs, and the

\ssful tjiese programs become the more apt this0char
nkbecomes (Broady, 1969). ,

. r..
e educators are troubled by this, butt others see

paradox f adult education ii that it has no aim, and yet, ,

program s as well "aimed" as the adult problemWnyl do
ue to participate in,.educational endeavdrs? Some of the

er
re

st a

ernedial or literacy education
ultural education
etraining 41$

Ocationaeducation
velopment of recreational-or leisure time skills
Itivation of pirilosophy of maturi%and tranquili in
nge

elopment. of human relations skills
T . \Wing in such techniques al reading improvement

. F Mily life edudatioh
Consumer edurlition,
Heservation and perpetuation of cultural heritage
Health and safety education
Techniques of informational retrieval
Knowledgg of the history of *hUmankind

f new knowledge and integration of this knowl-
---,--edge with li e eeds,,24,.

. .

Creation of change, developmer4t of methods of adaptability,
and learning how people change , , .-.,

~r ...,
Self-understanding

. Citiienship ekucatiOn
, .

. ---",'

A liberal education, mental stimulation, anckself- expression,
Idea e5chabge 1,

e 1 -

Degree completiqn .
1 .

Cyril 0. Houle (1969) lists reas6ns for adult participation, in
educational programs:, , , ,,

M ike up fot deficiencies of incomplete earlier sch3oth4Q,
-

1 . s
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/
Extend an in rest already hel

. Meet personal! felt needs .., 1 .
Fulfillment of c mpulsory.requirements set on individuals

/' from the 'outsid fl. _

Follow a consdi us pattern of maintaining breadth of view,-
ICarry, on a habit

. \
Vocational Education

Vocational education includes the fiillowaig in its broad in-
tentions: -

of.

Training for the,rworld of work at both secondaryand,post-
secondary levels' '"

Provisidriof insjtruc ion related to, the occupation or occu-
pations for which st dents are training

Job'placement servi s

Preparation of pers ns engaged as, or intending to become,
teachers in a vocational program

Provision of voCetional_guidance and counseling

If education is concerned with equalizing opportunity for large seg-

p1ents of society: then vocational education is the most humane of
the educational institutions.--Woheinoian--is by all rights and purposes
a slaveto his oin-bgdy---whenevery second ,of thought regards his
feeding h4nself. Vocational education can help people free themselves

'1 of ttas by offering them the greater options provided by marketable
skills. kdult ,education and vocational education are not identical in
every aspect,' but each has equally needed as ts to, contribute to
people.

Relationship Between Adult and Vocational Education
-

`'`The vocatishal edkication comp eittf uft ed uc a tro n and
the adult, education component of yoc tional educa ion are essentially
si'milar: both deei with adult .sThni r-suing education via occupational,
itudi . Adult education and vocational education s re) components

a and loat in the sea ogducation, which is a componen of the concern
for human developmeni and betterment, and the free ciety of which)
industry, is a tool.

0

t
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The names or symbel we use to designate the actions are arbi-
trary. We, as educator human fimctioning as learning vehicles, are all
involved in a similar process, w rking toward the same end I f.there is a

. difference between adyitieduc tion and vocational education, it is t at
vocati I education deals wit occu ational training and evelop ent

for all a ners, while adult ed cati n is aimed at persons cdnsi red

to b is de the secondary sch of I, vel with no restriction ' on ty e or
level su jeot matter.

1

Adult Ed catio: Some Other Pro of Definition
,

A.tprevalent attitude tends to separate adulliand c iirinuing
education, with the latter being r erved for professionals. ll adult
education is a continuance from s,me educational point. S e &IL
cators contend that adults who are in *the.act of pursuing-a ditional
training and development would be dlassed asprressionals, r gar'clless
of the occupational level or type. Web ter's

and great kill in aprofession. Having much kill x

ter's ,''ert,if,t'orld Dicti nary de-
fines professional as "of, engaged in, r ,worthyfof the big standards'

of,. 'a
special role." 417o,the cries of "continuing education for pro essional-
ism's sake,"which tend to exclude c rtain groups, a true,pr fessional
is one who not only promotes high s ndards, but shares the eeling of
being an occupatidnally worthwhil individual, regardless of socio-
e mic status. I ..

o seems to be a problem of definition about voca-
nonallawcational a c rrrii ratron Adding to the complexity of the
dilemma definitioni is th,e fact thatione person's occupation is an-
other's hobby. Consider a self-employed artist enrolled in "Pottery
213" or a retired accountant changirig,careers to become a florist en-
rolled in "Worticultyre 53, Modern Floral Arrangement."

E)panding the reasonipg to include the idea, that all reas of

study are.poten 'Ms leading to occupation' wodld supply educe

tiOnal in itution a leverage on economic conditions by o ening many.,
more ar s to vo nal development.

.
..,;,, .Another reap cconfusion exists firr differentiating between

huliii,ecaoniks and ad t wcational education- Home economics is
dichotomized as either "gainful" or "useful." The former implies
wages earned and has traditionally been delineated as a concern of vo
cational education, whereas "useful" home economics belies the

.,
.
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American bias that ork in the home is not onsideted to be "real"
work. This artificial s paration has been challen d:

It h s been est mated that working women spend an average of
for hours pe week on housework, which, when added to
thei market w k, means that they probably end up doing a
muc higher pro onion of society's work during a given.year
than In.(Richar son 1971).

A trend to hinge this is4rception of "housework" has begun.
Courses, such child care t hnician, home management, ho e budget-
ing, sanitation in the home, and domestic eng neeiing .are tak ng shape.
Society is be inning to vie both kinds of h me economics s occupa-.

mbination with other occupati nal roles.tions in themselves and "n

I
Summary

To reduce this semantic Confusion, tie author suggests we
forget old' classifications and stereotypes and identify that p by

,'wtch adults seek additional knowledge and acquire skills for present
orluture vocations as adult education. Adult education is the seeking
of such knowledge and skills in an educational setting, it is continuing
occupational, renewal and should be thought of as such.
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HISTORY OF ADULT CONTINUING EDUCATION
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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I

Tl4 changes in education have be?n deeply rooted in the
changes ip

,

industrial life and scientific thought which have brought a
broader and deeper understandin,g of the purpose. and function of
education. The idea that there are different types of education for
different types Of individuals has gained ground. Applied psychology
has established tests and measurements which many believe can guide
an individual in the choice and progress of his life work. Education has
come to mean the harm6nious development of the whole person. The

.

fact that the person must be a wage earner, a fact once overlooked by
academic systems of education, is a keystone in the' structUre of
modern education. Education has become a lifelong process for
eve ..

It is the purpose of this paper to seek the origins and beginping
of adult vocational education. The Office of Education (Title 45, .,
Section 102.3) defines adult vocational education as vocational eduCa
tion which is designed to provide training.or retraining to insure stabil-
ity or advantement in employment of persons who have already en
tered the labor market and who are either employed or seeking em
ployment (Federal Register 1970).

Adult vocational education has survived many p ases of
reconst ction. The prime reason it has maintained its latitude is the
sealizatio of employers and employees that this Modern day calls for
a higher level of technical skill and information about the activities in
the world of work. Not only is it necessary for people to ba better pre
pared in their occupations, but the individual who gets ready for ad
vancement will find greater prosperity and happiness as a result of his
effort.
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Inception of Adult Education
. ---

he growth of adult education in the United States has been
traced to Colonial days. The development of adult education can be
attributed to the Protestant revolt of the sixteenth century and the
general awakening of Ebrope at that time'. The proprietary school in
Ameriaa was an early form of education that included vocational sub-
jects, p1ymarily Nening,classes.

.

The lyceum movement was an important institutional form for
.....

self-culture, debate, or 'discussion. Mechanics, farmers, and other
groups weI concerned with the development of a public school sys m
as well as the improvement of their own learning. Josiah Holbrook w
a leader in establishment of lyceums in New England,"the first o
them being eld at Millbury, Ma sachusetts, in 1826 (Grattan 1955, p.

:30). By 183 more than 3,000 ly ums existed throughout the coun-,.. `.
try. through the years they becarn-,pOtent influences in promoting A
public education. Many participants, such as Abraham Lincoln, Oliver
W. Holmes, and Frederick Douglas, assumed educational leadership. .

In 1874, Bishop Vincent and colleagues established the Chau-
taugua Institution to expand a Sunday school Association into a gen- .

eral aid venture. Thousands of people went there to hear lectures
and music artd to attend cOLirses of instruction especially developed for
Sunda%) school _teachers. \Ancent's early emphasis was on,training'Surk
day school teachers, but he soon added a variety of additional subjects. .

Chautaugua offered one of the earliest,correspondence study ,

program's in Ar,nerica: The early program was carried on through the
Chautaugua Literary and Scientific Circle (known as CLSC), founded ,

_-- ir(1878 (Grattan, p. 32). In 1883 pa 'xarogram leading to a diploma
through correspondence study was also added to Chiutaugua. Uni,ver-

,--

sity extension adopted this pattern . when William Rainey Harper
founded the University of Chicago in 1892. In 1880, university exten-
sion was another expression of the desire of adults in America for in-
crea::i enlightenment. The basic idea behind it was that knowledge
should be diffused through society and that the universities should
participate largely in its diffusion to the people. It was first publicly
presented, in the United States at the American Library Associatioal
at Thousand Islands, New York, in 1887. The Philadelphia Society for
the Extension of University Teaching. prompted' the idea of lectures 1

and classes. I

23



The University of Wisconsin pioneered in the development of .a
general educational outreach in this country, and over the years it was
the leader in dynamic programs of adult education and public service.
Wisconsin has provided education for its adults not only through the
University of Wisconsin but also through other inst4tions. A system
of V ationaltnd Adult 'Schools was founded throuhh imaginative

ip of C. McCarthy in 1911.
\ch national organiiations as were developed fkr the promo-

tion of adult education. were. National University Extension Assoc,ia-
tion (19151, Adult Education Association, USA (1951 , and National
Association for Public School Adult Education (1959).

Thus, it may be 4aid that while in 1924 and befog there was
adult educkion in America in proportions quite worthy of public
notice, there was a lack of consciousness on the part of those concerned
with education both of the amount and the character of the work -

done. At that time, the desirability of a pooling of academic'resources
or of a planned attack on the edUcational problem's involved se ms not
to have occurred to anyone.

Co'mmencement of Adult Vocational Education.

Some of what is now.called vocational, education was referred
to in Colonial times as home training and "domestic apprenticeship," a
.form which seems to have sufficed until th4 end of the eighteenth
century. As the techniques of production changed in the nineteenth
century, the domestic apprenticeship system declined in importance,
and as the home ceased to be something like a self contained economic
unit, its teaching functions rlarrowed. Yet, the need for vocational
training continued and ways to provide it were soon devied, such as
the mechanics institutions. Vocqiional education in that particular
form did not work successfully: In fact, the Society for Promoting"
Manual

was
in Literary Institutions, founded in 1831 in New York

City, was a quite short lived example of this type of education.
The technial (vocational) sqools came into prominence dur-

ing the first quarter of the nineteatli..century. These schools were
similar to mechanics institutions, they aimed to`provide education in
the practical applications of mathematics and science.

The Gardiner Lyceum (Gardiner, Maine), established in/1821,
was the first of these schools. It was Classified as a manual labor school
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in which classical studies were combined with manual labor so that
students could earn part of the cost of their education. However the
Gardiner Lyceum was really a full time techreal and scientific school
with e phasis on li4 beralicultu01 subjects.

e second and most important technical institute was the
Rensselaer SchoOl established at Troy, New York, in 1824. The name
of the institute was changed from Rensselaer Institute in 1833
to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1850. This school was the 'Iti

; first institu *on to offer a curriculum in agriculture leading tb a degree
and to provi e for the scientific education of yvomen. The first course
of study inclu ed land surveying, chemistry, mensuratiqn, astronomy,
etc. In 1828, *vil engineering was added, and the first class in civil

.

engineering grad ted in 1835.
,

o ,

The Gardiner Lyceum and the Rensselaer Institute viere the -
forerunners o
tion of scienti
the Civil War)
mechanic arts.'
with agriculture

To Mak
lege grade,". org
Institute (Massac
Institute (Brookl
phia, Pennsylvani

many schools which emphasized the practical applica-
ic facts. Later the land grant colleges came along (after
jth the double charge to offer work in "agriculture and
They mo ly met the latter duty, after first dealing
by establish dschools of engineering.
something of ocational education of ,rlegs than col-.
ized shop wo was devised. Worcester Polytechnic
usetts, 1868) toneer d the way, folloWe.d by Pratt
n, New York, 887)
, 1891).

Many 'trade schools for. employb
industrial vocations were organied dur
nineteenth century, including proprietary sch
and endowed schools. In 1870, hbme economics
cooking schools (including serving and 14:Iressm

,
was pushed into the high schools after 1880 alo

nd
$

Drexel Institute (Philadel-

and prospective workers in
rig the later part of the

s, corporation schools,
as started with private
king) for adults and

with manual train
ing. It moved up to the college level through the land grant agriiiultural

Little attention had been given to educating adults for voca-
tional life, urVil the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning
of the twentieth, in spite of the great, growth of-industrialization and
occupational specialization that had occurred in previous decades. The
first private trade school was founded in New York in 1881, and by
1190b some half doten had been established in othel parts of the

ountry, All were open to adults for the purpose of learning.

college. 1
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By 1906, sentiment was favorable to he principle that voca-
tional education of all kinds,at Jess than college grade should be

\ generally available at public expense.
in 1917 Congress passed the Smith-Hughes Vocational Educa-

tional Act, making available federal to be matched by state funds
to, promote couj\ses in agriculture, ho e economics, and ades and in-
dustries in the public schools. The act also created the Fe eral Board
for Vocational Education to supervise this program. As a re ult of this
f:!eral state ,,matching support, an expanding curriculum of ational
s sects was offered in American high schools. Such programs were
of en to and widely used by experienced workers who wished to up-4
gr de,their skills.

As the years passed vocational edubation for adults became
sporadic and disconnected. Due to the hysteria that possessed the na:
tio from the Armistice Day of 1918 to the stock market crash of 1929,
voc tional education for adults seemed to retrogress. So it may be said
that while in 1929 there was adult education in Arierica in pr portions
quit worthy of public notice, there still was a lack of cOnscio sness on
the p rt of vocational educators. At this time only 18 reasona y sold
instit tons offered vocational education curricula for adults.

..-
Progr ion of Adult Vocational Education-0930

The Federal Board for Vocational Education (a divisio of he
Depart ent of the Interior, Office, of Education), administering su
port ds under the Smith Hughes Act, reported that oyie400,00
adults ere in/ evening vocational class under the st and local -

supervision in 1932. This number incluiied 89,000 farmers, 159,000
trade and industrial Workers, and 152,000 homemakers. Enrollment -_

of employe youths and adults in state and local programs in part-time_
classes tot led 367,000 for that (Cartwrigh 1935, p. 193).

T e compulsory, part-time program as a stimulus to more
I

closely knit coordination of school subject atter with the type of
activities performed on the job, especially for older students w4 had
opportunities to exercise some degree of skill. The cooperative, plan
(with, time divided between school and work) was the most effedtive
kind of vocational' education. A notable example was the cooperkon
of the school at Beverly, Massachusetts:with the United Shoe Ma-
chinery Company. During the Depression, continuing education'enroll-
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nts dropped tremendouily as \tudents foun it hard to find wor.
y remained in school full -time, crowding boo academic and trade
ols.

In a report on evening vocational educaio for adults, Kelldf
state \ that there were 12 engineering colleges and echnical institutes
in grea er New York ,City, 9 of which offered evening instructions. He
also reprted,,that 4 YMCA evening schools offered technical institute
type courses. In addition, there were 25 public evening trade and voca-
tional schools and 35 other evening trade and vocational schools in the
New York City industrial area (Cartwright, P. 194). The National
Council of YMCA reported enrollment of 90,000 students in its ea-.
leges of engineering, law, busi less, and technical schools in the y ar
1932.

,,

After World War II

i'l IDuring World ar I I the
an im ortant instru t ent for raining Workers for
The pr gram's succe in rapid y preparing large n
perienc d men for seIrniskilled p oduction jobs led't
that a imilar progran would be useful for reconverti
to peacetime pursuits. Consequ ntly, the George-B
passed in 1946, which provided r preemployment t
trial training for unemployed wor

The early 1950s were yea
education. At this time, theovera

deral-state vocational system beca
war industrie
tubers of ine
Ithe convictio
g war worke
rden Act wa
ade and indus-

rs.

s of ,beleaguerment for vocational
I success of this Country's interna-

tional effort and a rising economy v,ith full employment were taken.to
vindicate the work of our educational system and reinforced the posi-
tion of those favoring its general/hiberal arts orient6tion. Vocational
programs were caught up in various,controversial issues on federal aid.
In 1956, practical nursing and fisher' trades were added to the George-
Barden Act.

The 1958 National Defense Educational Act was considered
to be a major boostto vocational education. Under Title VIII of the
'Pact, federal funds Were made available for the training of individuals as

highly skilled technicians in recognized occupations (Wolfbein 1967,
p. 192). Th'e new_fitle contemplated, the support of "area vocational
education p ogrems," a harbinger of the now popular area,vocational
schools. -,
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In\ many respects, 1963 was the mos exciting and important

year in the hist ry of \vocational education for dults. After a year long
, study by a spec I presidential panel of consu ants, Congress enacted
the Vocational E cation Act of 1963 (PL 88-21 ). Its purpose was (1)

'to maintain, extend, and improve existing progra s of vocational educa- .

ton, (2) to develop new programs of vocational education, (3) to
provide part time employrent fbr people who needed such employ
ment in order to continue,their vocational training on full-time basiS,
and (4) to provide instruction so that persons of all ages in all corn
mupities will have ready access to vocational training or retraining
which is of high quality, realistic in relation to employment, and suited\
to the needs, interests, and ability of the person concerned (Venn',
1964, p.78). This act was later amended to the Vocational Education \
Amendments of 1,868 (PL 90-676).*The 1968 Amendments more care-
fully categorized °the clienteld to be served by vocational education.
Also, one intent of the 1968 niiendments was to redirect the priorities
for the use of federal monie his amendment has affected the entire
direction of vocationareduca i n. . t

The enrollment in ad Ii vocational programs has had a
.
gradual

increase, In 1970 the total n ber enrolled in the programs (2,666)
was only about 5 percent gre t r th'an the enroll ent (2,530) in 1966
(USOE 1971, p...63). Enrollm n in the seconds level programs grew
at slightly less than half the p r nt rate of incr e for the postsecon
dary programs.

In July 1972 the Ed tion Amendm ts were formalized.
The section having the greates bearing on adult vocational education

I

was Title X, Community Colle s and Occu-pational Education ..(Public
Law 92118), particularly Part , Establishment of4Agencies. Section
1071 states:. ..

There is hereby established in'USOE a Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education hereinafter referred to .as the Bureau,
which shall be responsible for the administration of this title,
the Vocational Education Act of 1963, including Parts C and I

i:ithereof, the Adult Eduction Act, functions",of the Office re-
lating to vocational, tech ical, and occupational training in com
munity and junior colleges, and any other Act vesting authority
in the Commissioner for vocational occupational, adult aryl
Continuing education and for those portions of any legislatibn
for career education which are relevant, to the purposes of
other acts administered by the Bureau (U. S. Congresi 492.2,
p. 151). . ..
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The: Commissioner of Education, Dr, Sidney Marland, con-
demned vocational and adult education for its "separateness" from the

, // total environment. He emphasized the fact that all educators must be
.concerned with the total student and not with just bits nd pieces.of
the instructional program (Scott 1972, p. 71). Dr.: Mafland coined
the term 'career education!' in January 1971, bridgingthe gap between
the world of education ar\d work.

According to Dr. Roy Dil iori, adults need career education, \
to They need the chance to p ticipate in systematic educational

rograms that could prepare the for a cement, horizontal job
change, new jobs, or job adjOstmen (1973, . 75).

It is felt by this author= tha present day technology demands
workers to possess new knowledg skills, and abilities that were not
acquired during the period when. they attended school. With the rapid
change in technology, it is not unc moron for an individual worker to

ange jobs five to seven times u ring his, years of 4'-e.mpiloyinent.

us, this sitqation generates a grea need for individuali to continu
ly upgrade,therriselv s in order to rain emplOyallle.

,
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ADULT AND CONTINUING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE

ff)

Alfred S. Holt

Former Chief, Continuing Educati n Division
Bureau of Vocational Educ ion

Pennsylvania Department of Fd cation

For 30 years, I have tried to understand khe difference between
adult and continuing education. Adult educa rs have sent tons of
caper to the recycling plant in an attempt to di erentiate the concept
of lifelong learning. If you know the difference, orgei it, for I shall be
using) the two words )interchangeably.

Adul Education Pas

,
For a fewbri f moments, let us look at adult education past,

Historic Ily, adult education has been the poor relation, whether on
the colle e campus, t pe technical school, or the public school. In some
cases, it asn't even oor relations-it was downright illegitimate. This
is notaltogether the fault ofthe educational establishvent. Adult edu-
cators hale developed excellent tech uelfor writing volumes on the
philosophy but have failed to
goals and objectives of a
consumer as well as th
lifelong learning. I

tion to him, if
The adult e
istrative
tli an

slop clear, concise statements of the
t education. It has been difficult for the

practitioner to understand the total concept of
Joe is taking a welding course, that is adult educa-

ary is learning Spanish, that is adult education /o her.
cation movement has suffered because the present admin

ructure tenth to divide it into little interest groups rather
o a progiam of lifelong learning for the whole individual.

'Our goals have-been influenced by the possible sources of
revenue. Shoitly after I became Chief of Continuing Education in the
Department, the National Association for Public School Adult Educa-
tion secUred a'grant from the Fund for Adult Education'to conduct

)

three one wed( seminars for the state directors of adult edutation.
These seminars were designed to get the state directors out of the
cake decorating age into the world of decision making.
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To a man(we agreed
the decision makers in,the community by exposing them to the gr at
philosophers, .past agcl, pres nt. This was a very sensible appro ch
because there was money to stablish new offices of state director in

4.

s
fivestates whece no syCh off. ce existed. However, the Fund for Ad It
Education want out of busin ss after spending a few million doll rs 'n,
many areas of adult education '
' We didn'i t have to yvai very long until President Jormsonis W

on Poverty, appeared on the i merican scene. Manpower trlining an
% adult bask education were fu ded at the federal level and We,twho

few short years before declare
1

that the liberal education f our do
munity leaders Was the,answer to our way, of life, sudden' discovere
that what we really needed wa to teach skills to o. ur unem toyed an
reding and wfiting-to our illite ates. .

; Aclofr educators have been guilty of putting th it mouihs
where the move' ,) is: In the abs nce of nies to conduct balanced,
goal o iented,prograM for lifelong learnin we have compromised a
certa amount of intellectual ntegrity for the sake of "keeping the
sho on the road." 0

el. .

at adult education's role was to educate

,..
In defense of the adult e ucator, great progress has been made

during te past 15 years in teacher preparation, curriculum, counseling,
and adkinistration. However, these advances were primarily made pos-
Sible through theuse \of federal funds. Three Pennsylvania univsrsities
which were ,offering bnly One'or two adult education course three
years ado, 'are now /olering graduate programs in adidt education.
These programs were established with the help of seed money from.
the federal government.

.

,

New Legislation Neeiled , ,t

Although giant strides have been made' in all areas of adult
education we are still'operating programs with piecemeal legislation. 1

In Pennsylvania we need a broad based source of revenue if adult edu-
cation is to fulfill its mission for all the citizens in the Commarivvealth.

Last spring, Dr. John W. Struck, State Director of Vocational
, .

Education, received. an invitation to be a member of -agroup of voca-
tiona educators visiting England, SWeden, Russia, and France for the
purpose of studying the,administration and,organization of ad It voca-
tional education. Dr. Struck was impressed with the relativ ly new
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and far reaching,legislation in France relating to vocational, technical,
and general adult education.

I arri' taking the privilege of qubting from Dr. Struck's report.

In the 196/t, French leaders recognized thelact that if
Great Britain were admitted to the European Common Market,
Franch would be placed in a disadvantaged position because its
workers in industry were at That time unable to effectively com-
pete in the production of goods with such countries as Great
Britain. As a result, new legislation was passed in an attempt to
develop a new method of training and retraining France's entire
labor force. This legislation differs significantly from the adult
education in the United States. For example, Congress passed
manpower legislation providing funds andThpportunities for
unemployed workers. The .French legislation is aimed at train-
ing not only unemployed workers', but the entire work force.

The purpose of the progivms of continuing education is
to assist workers in adapting to new methods and conditions
of work and developing fully as persons, socially and culturally.
To attain these bnds, courses in humaniitic subjects as well as
technical training are offered.,

The legislation provides timeoff to attend approved,
programs of training. Basical17% worker becomes eligible for
training after working for an employer for four. years. A worker
may take .up to one year for training with all his living and
teainigwxpenses paid by .a joint government and emP-loyer
fund?'

The costs of the continuing education program are
shared by government and industry. All businesses employing
10 or more employees are required to contribute to the support
of the continuing education programs. This year the amount is
1 percent of the employer's payroll; by 1976 it must be 2 per-
cent. Government monies re added in an amount nearly equal
fo that raised through t taxation of the employers.

This new and exciting legislation in France will make
and is making a tremendous change in the quality and perform-
ance and lives of the work force.

Maybe we can learn from the French eXperimenfthat there is
a, more feasible way to finance and agiminister continuing education
than by our present method of piecemse"al legislation.

France's new legislation was enacted because she feded Great
Britain's entrance into the Common Markel and'lher inability to, com

.pete with English induary. Maybe vx" e peed some such *patience to
awaken ourselves to the need of- an srgar ed pproach o lifelong.
learning. We need to think of continuing e tion in its entirety. To

ts
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many times we t ink that adult education is an apprentice prograi'n, a

manpower progr a basic education program, or a great books pro-
gram, not seeing that adult education should meet all the needs of the
adult. If adult education is to fulfill its role in society, we must accept
the concept that it deals with the adult's whole life, his occupation, his
family, his community, his leisure, and his retir ment.

, -

Need for Adequate Financing and a Proper Adrninistrative Structure

The two giant obstacles to accompliihing this goal are adequate
financing and a proper adminiitrative structure.

The General Assembly's record of supporting adult education
is, dismal. The Department of Education's legislative program has
never had a very high priority rating for adult education. Therefore,
the General Assembly comes to the conclusion that potholes at a
peDny a gallon are more important than raising the economic and
cultural life of,its citizens.

I suspect that many of yew will disagree with my. suggestion
that we must change our present system of administration and financ -.
ing. . . .

I believe an Adult EdUcation Authority should be established
by, law that would answer directly to the Governor. The Authority's
Board should have broad societal representation from such elements as
basic and higher education, industry, labor, the General Assembly, and
community and public services.

Need hit- Survey of Adult Education' Needs

Preceding such a, move, a very thorough in
Current status and future direction of the educatt

.Pennsylvania should be undertaken to determine th
quirements of adults in the next quarter entury.

New, State is now condu ting such a tudyto recom-
mend policYchanges to be considered byithe Regents. ive particularly
urgent problem that are affecting and' will increasing y .influenu the
lives of adults in t e future will be examined:

estigation of,the
n of adults in
educational re-

0

1: The Nati n's Values. Are there enough shared values to make
people willing to irk together to cope with the .com lex issues that
will threaten the n ion and the world in the future?
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2. Public Affairs Education. Regardin inflation: the energy
crisis, abuses of public office, food shor es, weapons limitations,
etc., how can e help today's adults on a state, national, and world
scale cope with the future problems iri.their public roles as voters and
in their persona lives? .

3'. 0cc pational Education. Can we hel in iduals perform
effectively by helping them keep abreast o new echniques and
knowledge b introducing them to the concept of s eral difrferent
occupations i a working lifetime?

4. Si -fulfillment. What kind ofpducation will in rease capac-
ity for self -f Ifillment and what is the fesponsibility o he Common-
wealth in t is area?, What effect will higher insom s, shorter work
hours, earl r retirement, longer life spans, and eater interests in
leisure acti ities have on today's adults?

5, "oulation Changes. What are the I g -term educational im-
plications .1 the declining birth rate and re Itant smaller proportion
of traditi al schi5b1 age population and w at resources in both people
and dolla s will be required?

T ese are some of the ques
selves. S ouldn't Pennsylva

ns New Yorkers are asking them-
this inquisitive?

4,

1

f
3
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LIFELONG LEARNING:
A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH

IN HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION,

Phyllis Higley

Chairman, Department of Health Services
Education and Evaluation

State University of New York at Byffalo

The educational system in America is changing rapidly. We are
leaving behind a system that supports the notion that young people
need formal education while adults do not, that education once ac-
quired is enough to carry one through 'a lifetime, that education is the
same as schooling, and that the business of education is formal,school-
ing.

With the rapid growth of new knowledge, the shifts in national
priorities, the multiplication and complexity of social problems, and
the close relationship between the application of knowledge and social
progress, educators are learning to build a new system of learning
where learning opportunities are found both inside and outside of
formal academic systems and where the business of educators is not
formal schooling but education..

In responding to this new system of learning, we, as educators,
must support the concept of lifelong learning described by Hesburgh,
Miller, and Wharton in Patterns for Lifelong Learning (1973). They
suggest that the. United States should be conceived of as a learning
society, where the entire population, including children and adults, are
engaged in continuous purposeful learning, where learning opportuni-
ties are found both inside and outside tlie formal academic settings,
and where all institutions share responsibility for helping people to
educate themselves, whether these. institutions be church, industry,
government, families, or whatever.

Professional educators ht3 thuch to contribute to 'this coali-
tion of institutions. Colleges' a d' Lrniversities offer prime locations ',
and mechanisms for drawing be pie together, providing information,
and guiding the organization'of e lational programs.
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i Universities often take the lead in critically analyzing educa-

)

tional problems and in conducting basic and applied research upon
.which 'decisions about future developments are based.

'that then is the mission o,f the community college? Even more
specifically, since the topic of this paper focuses on health occupations,
education, what is the mission of the community college in implement-
ing the new system of lifelong learning within health occupations?
What role should they play and who shall they serve in the new system?

, Gleazers'"After the Boom" (1974), views community colleges
as entering a new period of evolution, where the college becomes com-
munity twed, aggressively searching out community educational needs
as ,the basis for program planning. Perry and Hawthoine's recently
completed study of allied health education in community colleges,
sponsolred by the American Association of Community and Junior.
Colleges through a grant from the Wood Johnson Foundation, sup-
ports this concept of community-centered education as it relates spe-
cifically to allied health education. '

If we accept the concept of lifelong learning and the active role
of community colleges in the implementation of this new system, how
can community colleges, and allied health specifically, affect its
operation? . , --ss) .

1

Houle's Model for Program Planning

Cyril' Houle in The Design of Education (1973) presents a sys-
tem of educational design for planning, setting up, implementing, and
evaluating purposeful learning thatcan be used as the theoretical model
for effective program planning by community colleges..Howeyer,
Houle does warn the reader that no system can itself automatically
guarantee success. The outcome of any program depends Ai large
measure upon the wisdom and competence of the person making the
choices. He further states that every system that is enduringly success
ful must be capable of theoretical change or amplification as it is ap-

plied, and that every learner or educator who uses a system must con-
sciously develop his distinctive style of application. .

Houle's system rests on seven assumptions. (1) Any episode of
learning occurs in a specific situation and is profoundly influenced by
the situation, (2) The analysis oi. plating of educational activities

. mustbe based on the realities of human experience and upon their con-

t
.

. ():1(;.
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stant charige;, (3) Education is a pradtical art that must be used in a
specific situation to bring about a desired end, (4) Education is a cd:
operative rather than an operative art ,which implies action by, both
educator and learner, (5) Planning of an educational activity is usually
abstracted from a coherent total plan, (6) The planning of an edu
tional activity may be undertaken by an educator, learner, indepen-
dent analyst, or some combination of the three; and, finally, (7) An
design of edudation can best be understood as a complex of interact-
ing elements, not as a sequence of events,

Houle's proposed system, is a two-part system. first, he classi-
fies learning situations into four major categories, second, he puts the
plan into action by providing step by step procedures in a basic frame-
work applicable to all categories.

In describing`the first part,. rib,develpps a typology of ate-
gorlg into which learning situations and ultimately the learner can be
fitted. These categories are presented as alternative ways to undertake
theeducative process_ No category' is inherently superior to any other,
they are different frOm one another in establishing'both the ends and
the means of the learning process. Each has its advantages and disad-
vantages depending upon the capabilities and needs of bOth the learner
lacl the educator. The educator has the responsibility of selecting
appropriate categories, used upon the identified needs and capabilities,

.as he designs programs of educational activities. The four major cate-
gories of situations are. (1) Indivicgal Learning Situation. anindividual
designs an activity for ,himself or for another individual, (2) Group
Learhing Situation .-`a group designs an activity for itself or er groups
or a teacher designs an activity for a group, (3) Institatidir Learning
Situation. an institution designs an activity for itself or for another in-
stitution or for a combination of institutions, (4) Mass Learning Situa-
tion an individual, group, or institution designs an activity for a mass
audience.

As the, educator identifies apprOpriaie categories into which
learding situations can be fitted, he is also Performing the second part
of the system. piecing together a framework of .interrelatedcompo-
nents which compose the design of the activity. In conformity with
an assumption, previously identified; these componehts are to bp
understood as a complex of interacting elements. However, to make
the framework clear, it will be briefly sketched as a Iseries of lev
logical steps. These steps are merely decision points in a continuous
flow of planning activities. The following are the sequence of steps
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the framework. (1) A possible educational activity is identified
through one Of the four majOr categories of situations previously dis-
cussed; (2) A decision is made to proceed. This decision may be taken
for granted, it may be rapidly reached, or it may emerge slowly;
(3) Objectives are identified and refined. These must be defined as

specific 'end goals for each activity; (4) A suitable format for the
activity is designed; This format includes such things as selection of
learning resources, methods to be used, time schedule, and criteria for
evaluating progre-ss, (5) The formk is then fitted into the larger pat-
terns of the learner's life. The learning activities must be introduced
into a complex social milieu of the learner which includes work, home,
civic, and other responsibilities, life styles ofithe learner are modified
to allow time for the activity. Financing must alto be arranged, (6)"
The program is then carried out; (7) The results of the activity are
measured arid appraised in terms of the original specified end goals,
(8) The situation is usually examined in terms of a new educationpl
activity or in terms of repeating the same activity.

This two-part system of Houle is offered as one way commun-
ity c011eges'could approach the development and implementation of
an educational system of lif time.learning.

Health Occupations Fduoation in the Two -Year College

The remainder of the presentation will focus on health occu-
pations education at the two -year college, identifying,specific needs,
issues, and stratebies for planqng anial utilizing the identified theoretical
model.

Step 1. The first step in the model involves identificatibn of
possible educational activities thro6gh the. categories of situations
prektiously discussed. The categories give us general population targets
such as individuals, groups, institutions, and masses. But who are thee
specific. potential learners 'withinAach category and hoe do we iden-
tify their educational needs? Some relatively simple ways the educator
can find' answers to these, question are., (1) by identifyihg what is
presently being offerede the comm nity, (2) by developing extensive
follow up of students for evaluatio of completed programs and for
identification of further unmet e ucational needs, (3) by actively
partidipating in community organit tions that may have as their pur-
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pose identification of educational needs (comprehensive heal plan-
ning, regional medical programs, community action progra , P.T.A.,
or whatever), (4) by actively participating in regional planning groups,
(5) by maintaining open communication with the local and-eate health
professional groups such as the hospital association, the health depart
ment, the nursing association, the occupatiorial therapy association,
etc., (6) by utilizing community advisory committees for all academic
planning, and (7)- by openly expressing interest in responding to com-
munity needs in all,communications, formal and informal, with the
community. More indirect ways of identifying need areas or educational
trends for the future are through active participation in state and na-
tional groups. attendance at state and national meetings, that are
focused on health occ ns education on education in general
(American Society of A lied Health Professio s meetings). The travel.
money is well spent in expanding your educati nal perspective beyond
the confines and parochialism of the cpmmu ity and returning with
new ideas and a more cosmopolitan approach planning. An example
of a new national trend identified in Perry's tudy that may not yet
have filtered down to the local levels of prog am planning deals w h
the responsibility of health occupations education for consumer heal
education. Consumer health education, because of tie changing con-
cept of our present .health Care delivery system from acute care to

hot item,health,maintenance and preventi e care, is becoming a very
particularly in state and federal f nding programs. This type of educa-
tion may include health career exploration, self awareness programs,
personal counseling, consumer health education programs dealing with
such interest areas as emergency medical .care, family planning, drug
abuse, alcoholism, venereal disease, heart disease, and weight reduc-
tion. Itraight also includc the consumer's need for orientation to the
health.care delivery system, as components, the location of facilities,
and ways of gaining access. An early awareness of this trend could mean
the jump on competitive institutions, could provide ready access to
t1.4 community, and might even generate seed money for program de
velopment from local, state, or federal sources. q

..,,

!
,

Step 2. The second step in the planning framework involves
the decision to proceed. This decision may be taken for granted, it may
rapidly be reached, or it May emerge slowly. In tiffs step, a previously
stated assumption is extremely important, that "Education is a co-
operative rather than an operative art, implying action by both educator
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and Learner." This cooperative action begins in tkie initial planning
process. Planning learning experiences in a vacuum, without significant
i tifirom the faculty who will be ultimately responsible for imple-
mentation and from selected representa 'yes of the learners, may result
in frustration by all concerned, uncertainty of objectives, and perhips
resistance of both learner and dducator to any further attempts for nay/
program planning. _

Step 3. The third step involves identific tion objectives
that.have specified end performances. Cohen in 0 lee irq for College
Courses (1970) and Cohen and Brawer in Confronting Identity (1972)
support the critical need fOr specifying objectives. Lifelong learning
necessitates performance criteria'. Participants in progrims (nein vary
widely in their entering behavior, entering with a wide range of aca-
demic and practical experience backgrounds -and with ta variety of ca-
pabilities and educational needs,A system th,it involves identification
of students' entering behaviol., progress through a program, and exiting
behavior will facilitate ttather academic, planning for that individual
and will allow for flexible, nontraditional learning experiences by
providing an effective evaluation protocol that will support account
abilityN Health occupatipns education, is in the throes of debate over
prcificiency and equivalency testing, recertification requirements for
professional practice, transferability among academic programs, and
credentializing continuing education experiences 'through a new stan
dardizqd credit system called continuing education units (CEUs). Com
petency based objectives will at least provide a

---1

rmmon reference point
, ;:'for communication:

,
, Step 4: This step involves development of a suitable format

design. As a reference for construction of programs, I would recom-
mend Malcolm Knowles's book The Modern, Practice of Adult Educa-
tion (1974), which presents a comprehensive guide involving both
theory and practical techniques for developing learning experiences.
In identifying a suitable format, a refocus on the four major categories
of learning situations an potential learners suggests that alternative
formats become nec . Programs must now be designed for all
categories. for indivi s, for groups, for institutions, and for large
masses. Health occupations educators must begin using alternatiye for-
mats avilable to them if they are to respond to the varying needs of
these categories of people. For example. the use of new media such as
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public TV, telephone networks, audio-tutori I learning packages, and
video tapes; indep,ndent study through faculty advisors, .cooperative
workshops-with-Professional associ,ns at local, state, and national
meetings; new educational settingar Clinical experiences in nursing
homes, community health centers, schools, outpatient clinics, etc. It is
the responsibility Of the educator to match program fbrmat to the
needs of the learners.

S . This step fits the format into the larger pattern of the
I er's lif . Traditional times for programs have to be reassessed
when-needs of learners become the important focus. Classes may be
moved closer to the learner's life activities, taking programs to the
centers of the learner's life (church, school, superma*L industry),
offering programs in the evenings and on weekends, and fittinOkto
the lifestyle of the participants. This approach will require extensive
faculty orientation to gain their acceptance and commitment to this
new system; for as we adapt to the lifestyle of the participants, we're
probably disrupting the lifestyles of the faculty. Gleazer in "Beyond
the Open Door: The Open College" (1974) discusses this critical con-
sideration with recommendations for action.

Step 6. The planned program is then carried out in Step 6 of
the planning framework. It is usually expected that, however well laid
the plans may be, they will almost always require changes; for not
even the most experienced educator can foresee all of the contingencies
which must be cared for. A formative evaluation system is therefore
recommended to provide continuous monitoring of the program and
to allow necessary changes to be implemented.

Step 7. This step allows for summative evaluation. The learner_
and the educator must examine all available evidence and make a judg-
ment concerning the worth of the prograM.

Even as summative evaluation looks backward, it should also
Idok ahead to plan and shape future learner needs and programs. This,
then, is the final step in the practical application of the conceptual
model for effective program planning of lifelong learning for health
occupations education.

In summary, two-year colleges, if they are to remain viable
educational institutions, must' respond to the changing community
needs through a philosophic commitment and through the development
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of long-range comprehensive institutional plans for dealing with life--
long learning.

By providing means for total institutional cbmmitment and
through positive leadership, support, and direction, the academic
subunits in the institution will be motivated to effectively respond by
developing, specific plans for dealing with lifelong learning and ulti-
mately providing services and programs for the commynity.

I have attempted today.to provide you with a workable system
for academic planning of lifelong learning, using health occupations as

a specific example of the adoptability' of the system to a particular
Interest area.

However, this system or any system you select needs your
wisd8m and your commitment to be successful.
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THE ROLE OF THE AREA VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL
AND ,

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
IN CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES

William Homisak

Director, Community Services Center
The Williamsport Area Community College

Community services and continuing education undoubtedly is
the most romantic aspect of all postsecondary and higher edUcation.
It thrills, one's imagination and encompasses all aspects of ,the,eduCa-
tional ser\vice,areas. It is perhaps mostftetfifficult to define because as
one might include what one feels continuing eduoarkfc and commu

tyser ,ght to be, one will only find that some °pier segment
educational ser ce may have been exckided or a new need has been

identified!
r

I like to t of continuing education and community services
as the grasspot d lifeblood of any educational institution's public
relations. It is arm of, education that is intended to meet the needs
of the community and, as in public institutions, it does primarily serve/
the adultthe taxpayer who supports that institution. As taxpayers,
citizens should be able to call upon those institutions to meet their
educational n eds, whatever they may be.

It May also be defined as that arm of any institution that ex-
tends its cony ntional programs to the eneral public and must defi-
nitely convert Its resources, faCilities, an expertise to meet the needs
of its adult pdpulation above and beyon its ordinary day to day of
ferings.

ince my topic is confined to are vocational technical schools
and co munity colleges, I must comment on the overall continuing
educati n opportunities av ilable to a particular community and then
converge on'the postsecong y and two year community colleges.
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How Does One Identify the Community and Serve Its Needs?
4

. ,

I t behooves a good practitioner and administrator first to kn
/ow

his institution's philosophy, identify his role, and implement what
can best serve the needs of his institution's own clientele, without du-
plicating se ices already available in that particular community.

One must accept the fact that continuing education is pro-

, ..
pro-

vided throug a wide range of institutions and media. It must be recog-
nized that the university, four-year college, YMCA, unions, and busi-
ness and industry all may and are providing some form of continuing
education. This, in itself, is good. However, its would make our jobs
Much simple if some law or taxonomy spelled out the specific.pro-
grams or courses to be provided and delivered to our clientele. This has
not happened, nor in the academic wort would we want this to hap-
pen. We also must recognize that competi ion does exist and should be
supported. Competition'is good as,it pr9rr te$ excellence and possibly
a wider deli,vei-y. system. In addition, i, Op stimulate and prornote an
educational awakening and greater. cg for our product, with the
resulta t.. more irformed citizenry and a better prepared and more pro-
ducti e civilization! '

It is' necessary, though, that we re:og ize the for to
_

p ide the continuing education ,and community service
thai we are best qualified to develop, implement, and deliver: It
apPear foolish for a univ sity to ,offer a course in 'flower arra,/
rhile ap -AVTS offers a course in nuclear physics. ,What each i
tion must strive for are programs of needs that fit into the
objectives and philosophy, considering the econo

ogre s,

ould
ing

s/itu
cation

and progr
practicability of the people it is to serve. As I mentioned before, c
petition is good, but repetition or duplication of like programs bed mes
economically expensive, with neither inst4tion attracting sufficient
enrollments to make the offeI A.ngs ;)ractical

What Is. the Role of the AVTS)and Community College in Meeting the
Continuing Education and timmunity Services Needs on a Local
Level?

V

If a community is fortunate to have both an AVTS and a com-
munity sollege, then both institutions must work cooperatively to
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provide the widest expanse of educational programs. Bo.th .i ti utions
must work jointly to provide the s rvices each can best deliver. Each
must identify its capabilities, facilit es, expertise, and delivery systems
to meet the educational needs for that strata of the population to be
served.

It is generally agreed that the AVTS is career-oriented, pro-
viding vocational and technical education on the secondary and, in
some cases, postsecondary level./Here is where the AVTS mustreoncen-
trate its community services an continuing education pi-99r s. While
the community college usual) provides a higher level o technical

'training and related academic education along with the tw year trans-
fer programs, it must structure continuing educatio rograms in these
areas. s.

#L

I g each institution, the expertise of the staff must be considered
Ilas well as the uniqueness' of the facilities, whether hey be elaborately
equipped shops, modern machinery, sophisticated labs, or special pro-
grams to meet the needs for\ which they were designed. After this
identification is made, both must establish their educational priorities
and develop programs based upon that community's needs and the,a

\ ,,,each is to serve. -,
..

Wherem community college also serve's as an 'eV'TS, as does
, ,

The Williamsport Ares Community College, then it be rnes relatively
simple to encompass all of the above into a community rvite program
that can best serve the entire community. Permit Tr..-to--iatettject that
any educational institution' must also provide the educational leader-
ship to identify and implement programs beyond what the community
might feel it needs. Education must be able to command programs, to
be innovative and create interests beyOnd the conventional so-called ,

needs of its people.

VI

The educational leadership must be provided to stimulate
learning for a wide variety of reasons, but mainly to enable man today
to become aware of the constant changes in hissocieN, whether they
be technical advances, economic and political changes, or preparation
for one's own personal changes in lifespan..or/ the proverbial career
changes of his productive wort years. Our daily living is '§o technical,
and sophisticated that in orde to keep abreat of oureveryd4 living
continuing education for lifelo g learning is a must. Continuing educa-
tion must alio be geared to serve the Mplion,students whc\ drop out of
our schools eath year and for those thousands who are completing
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theii secondary education with only- elementary school, achievement
standards, as well as those who have no salable skill upon completion
of 12 years of schooling. ii

The question can alffi,be raised why we constantly see increases
in pdverty, crime, and other social ills in this Kee nation of prositerity
and 'technological advancement and deal with them only after the dis-
ease- has set in. Can continuing education and community services, on
whatever academic level speak of, be the preventive force to ward
off these social problemsLcommunity services must be so structured
as to be innovative, flexible, and timely. This is the greatest asset any
continuing education and community services school or division holds.
It Can and must shed the stereotype. educational programs, the stag:
nan% academic course the sterile delivery system, and conventional
traditions that academia has been labeled with Innovation and imagi-
nation are the key. Programs and delivery must meet the needs of and
appeal to its clientele'.

0,.
Who Is This Clientele Continuing Education and Community 8eryjces
Is to Sbrye?

We often identify gilt education with continuing education',
v.19 basically this is correct. However, we must be able to first define the

adult; lethe..ttriCtest sense, an adult might be classified as one'who ha's
completed hissecondary eduCefion or postgraduate work, Of perhaps
he or she may be a high school dropout: At any rate, he is one who is
not considered a "professional student," that is, one .who spends the
major portion of his time at some other activify or vocation.:For this
reason community services must then be gearad.and hold special prom-
ise foi this person because he is attendirfg classes for a different
feason, than the "professional student."

To cite some examples, of this "nonprofessiorlal" student, he
nIglit be the man who lias never been able to read well and now wants

. , td do'as well as his sixth grade daughter, or the woman college pro-
feskir who wishes to take cake decorating as a hobby, the farmer who

'has done welding on his farm for the past 20 years and 11.01N Wants to
know how to braze his plow tips, or'Nemight be the busy M. D. who
wishes to take up painting to get away from the phone and compels

'himself to relax with a new interest, or the young businessman aspiring

"
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to,g, into politics who wants to enroll in the Great Decisions course'.
Yes, this person may be the sixteen-year-old black dropout who
couldn't "cut" the English class because he couldn't read, but is now
building a color TV set in the electronics lab with the help of his tech-
nical manual, or perha s the blind youth who couldn't learn a trade in
high schdol because of hs handicap and is now learning to become a
machihist while workin as a packager in an assembly plant. She may
even be the college gr uate whq cannot get a job teaching.

As diversif" as each may be, one common.thread is preval nt.
each is attendi the community services program because of a gen ine
interest, thusc relevance and a meaningful program are a must!

Since Our Clientele Has Been Identified, What Programs Might
Consider to Meet Their Needs?

lo explore the program possibiliti
lege and the area vocational technical schoo
become aware of ,vthat continuitg educ ti
their particular area. After this,.only the
imagination s ould be employed) to dete

..
nity needs. \

, .

te;. There is no magic formula about
the offerings must be as and to
nity OM "buy" and participate in. A comp
clude f the personal, economic, and educ

s, both he community c
t investigate a
are availableA
tive and wildmt
tential commu:;,

s must
,

in servi
.1

st inn v
ne they,he p

A

e programs should: \

,l. Provide an opportunity for persona

p
e

t should
ehensive

ensive o
qal nee

rovvtill

rogram a
credit,ai

ti

2. Offer as wide a general educationa
tiOn is capable of delivering skh
courses or an extension etk its day,
tures,tworkshops, and culturd series.

3.,Develop Programs for use d leisure
hobbies. .

4.'Provide an opportunity for furthe
leadingto advanced study, whether t
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. Develop physical prqgiams in sports for life, s ch as recrea-
tion, dapc0,,and yoga. '

. Provide community services, a "catch-all" term for the ,ex-
tensio of. school cetollege facilities for use by the general
public for such acti ities as consultation, resea(ch'and de-
velop ent, and suc other s laws as he institution can

, provid . , i ', I , ,

There is no' ne formu a for ontinui4-\eduCatitm,or co
nj-- services progra s for any one, stitution. These will all depend
upon the communi , its need: the (vomit conditions, the techno-
logical and social changes, and Ihe.k °cis of institutions to be served-
whtther

,
they be hospitals, prisons,' hi omes-for the aged or the han0i-

capped-the demographic conditiOnsl or whatever must be taken into
consideration. Each institution must know its capabilities, utilize its
resources and be a catalyst to muster ouierde resources to provide/the. ,/
confirming education and comrrfunity services not provided by, any
oilier agency or institution...

By all means, each institution should extend its campus o the
community and, where possible, utilize the community as its c mpus.

A successful continuing education and community services pro-
gram of any one vocational technical school or community Allege in
a particular community or area maybe a complete failure in another
community or area. Eaclb area is unique. A rkable program must
take into consideration the'Specific kinds of in stria!, hilliness, and
economic conditions, the, social make-up, and e hundred and one
other reasons why a community's needs are exclusive. Each program
must be as different from its sister institution as the particular com-
munity itself may command, but the programs must be tailor-made to
thepeople they serve.

u-

Summary

In conclusion, the success of.. ,any continuing education and
community services piogram is dependent upon its dedication to its
clientele, the community's needs, and the establishment of that insti-
tution's philosophy to serve them. But, most importantly, there must
be a true com itment by the area vocational technical school or com-
munity college continuing education and community services pro-
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grams b providing the leadership, expertise, and financial backing to
. ,

' make a'fiilabl'e those services ideritified to fulfill the community's
educational needs. ,

1
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CONTINUING AND ADULT EDUCATION:
ROLE OFI'HE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Edmund J. Gleatet, Jr.

piedident
;;

American iation of Community
and Junior Colleges

As we say in Washington, I would like to insert in the record
two letters which speak directly to the topic of this conference. You
will recall that bn August 30, 1974, President Ford made a commence-
ment address at Ohio State University in which he Called for improved
ties between organized labor and higher education. On September 6, I

wrote to the Secretaries of Labor, Commerce, and HEW, and to the
White House to report on our ihterest in what the President said. I read
from the letter to the Secretary of Labor:

The Honorableileer J. Brennan
Seetetary of Labor 1405

Dear Secretary Brennan:

In view of the President's August 30 address M Ohio State University, you may be in
terested to know that we are developing increasingly strong)ies with labor, both at the
national level and in our colleges. We are meeting September 30-October 1 in Detroit with
the education directors of six of the major labor unions in the country. The meeting is
being called by this Association and the United Auto Workers. We will discuss union co- -
operation with labor education curriculums, apprenticeship education programs, local ad-
visory committees, legislation affecting tuition levels, preretirement education services,
manpower development programs, and other items identified in a planning meeting held
here July 24.

I note The President indicated in his address that he is asking you and Secretary Weinberger
to report on ways to bring the worlds of work and of education closer together. This Asso-
ciation and its member institutions would be happy to assist in thateffort.

Our member institutions have offered educational servs to labor for many years and
, they have drawn on labor resources for instruction and program development. We have, in

the words of President Ford, "opened our do2irs wide to working man end women, both
as students and as teachers. We are working to open the doors even wider.

.

The most significant innovation in postsecondary education in this century his been the
advent of the community college. Much of the education community has been charac

OGO-
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terized by practices of exclusion, screening out and limited opportunities for entry, and
on the development of a methodology that works primarily for the gifted student.

Community colleges have been striving to provide easy entry, a wide array of programs
and services essential to human development, and individualized treatment of needsall
within commuting diktance A high degree of local control and financial support charac-
terize community colleges, putting the community colleges to the strategic position of
active participttion in addressing priorities of community development and renewal.

Ampng the issUes addtessed by community colleges which are of particular interest to
working men and women of our nation.

1 Opportunities for development of marketable skills-for themselves and their
children.

2. Education to improve the collective batgaining process.

3.. Upgrading 0 the level of awarenessemong employees, supervisory personnel,
'employers, and employee organizations regarding the development of a safe
and healthy work environment.

4. The decisions that face individuals in preparation fcir retirement.

A large number of community colleges work cooperatively with labor organizations in pro-
viding apprenticeship ,training and in suipplernenting,agprenticeship programs with related

'.edutation and training.
rt

Working men and women and representatives of labor organilations bring to training pro-
grams practical experience 'of the world, of work by serving on,advisory committees for
occupational programs. Additionally, many community colleges utilize members of the.,
labor community as faculty and guest instructors to add technical content and frectical
working knowledge to strengthen training and education pi.ogramS.

Community colleges have served as a local delivery vehicle for training programs under the
Comprehensive Employment Training Act, Vocational Education Act, Occupational Safe-
ty and Health Act, and numerous other programs providing training and education oppor-
tunities for members of our working population, increasing their employability, earning
power, and economic independence.

The many programs to prepare and upgrade craftsmen, midlevel managers, paraprofes-
sionals, and technicians contribute not only to the advancement of opportunities for merri
bers of the la,bor force but have the effect of increasing the productivity in our manufac-
turing, natural resource, and service industries.

The role of the community colleges: even though given attention in the 1974 Manpower
Report of the President (pages 182-83), is not generally recognized as being much different,
than traditional institutions with the emphasis on the classical curriculum and related
rigidities The open ended nature of community colleges separates these institutions from
much o the rest of the education community giving members of our communities alterna-
tives r Bless of age, stationin life, or ethnic heritage.

enclos ng a recent publication by Andrew Korim of our staff..lt describes some of the
work tieing one by our institutions wittl,workerl in their communities. We would be hap-

,
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per to provide additional information if you wish And l would be especially happy to,
have an opportunity to discuss apy of these pbints with you at your convenience..

Befit personal.regards.

Sincerely,

Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr.

E nc.: Manpower 7cliningoin Community Colleges

A .response from.the secietary's office acknowledged the important
contributions of community colleges and urged them to strengthen
their ties with the planning and adminis,trative agencie,Of CETA prime .

sponsdrs in their communities. Incidentally, one community college
president wrote to me recently, "I n. New Jersey, I find that we can aug-
rdent CETA funds with $600 per FTE from state aid to community
colleges. This, of course, is a very practical consideration for our prime
sponsor in determining how to get the most mileage from the CETA
'funds."

I continued tb reflect on the setting for the president's call for
education and the world of wock,A0be much more closely telated and
this reminded me, the commencement ceremony, of something that I
have been teg-ipted to say at community college commencerpentvcon-
vocations for time. Let me hazard my thoughts here.

It is posiible that the world has changed so much, the, times
are so different now from what they were even a few.years ago, that
our ways of behaving are not at all appropriate to the circumstances
that surround us, but we go .on acting as if they were. For example,
let's 'take a look at the commencement ceremony. Traditionally, it is
based on the notion that ,students of ''college age" had dome together
into ;a sepai=ate academic community for a periyd .of some years for
study. At the commencement cOnvO6tion they were launched into the
world with the gdod wishes and admonitions of their profegiors. Com-
mencement speakers usually spent a great deal of time describing to
the young and somewhat apprehensive graduates Ahe problems, pit-
fallsand sometimes possibilitieSof That World out there. Co Pious
tears were shed, more by the students than by the faculty. It was a
time of parting after some years al fellowship, and it was assumed that
the college would not see its graduates again nor would they see each
other again until the twenty.-fifth and fiftieth class reunions, although
they would. keep in toLt..h through alumni bulletins and frequent, fund-
raising campaigns.
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BLt what happens to the meaning of the ceremonial when the
college is seen as an educational resource center for the community, to
be used by young and old alike in a continuing way? Someth:mg like a
public library. When you want to pursue an interest, develop a skill,
stimulate the intellect, be amused, or associate with the arts, humani-

. ties, or earth travelers, you turn to the college. When you get your
library card, the librarian expects you to be a long-term constituent.

How does the concept of going forth into the world change
when half Rf the students or more have been working part time or full
time in the 2bmmunitc, while they were in college and most of them
are living in their own homesor in their parents' homes? What happens
xo the view that the graduates are of "college age" because they are 18
and 19 years of age when we find parents and 'grandparents in the,
graduating class and when the average age of students in community
colleges is higher than that of students in the universities?

And what. is the significance of the academic disciplines as

represented in caps and gowns and hoods, when the process of deter-
Mining what the college is to do does not start with "what courses are
we going to teach?" but with a careful examination of the educational
needs of #ie people in the community, The process begins with. "Who

.
are the People?" "What pre their needs?" "What needs are not now
being met?" What ,happens to some of our traditional concepts about
what the college is and does when, instead of challenging people to
storm the citadel for ifs prizes, this community-based institution started
with the "customer's needs"? Suppose the approach were to create
value-satisfying goods and services that consumers will want to buy.

Too often these days we debunk, the past and abandon tradi-
tions before developing more appropriate behavior to take,their place,
so I'm not proposing to do away with the color and dignity of the

r college cornmencement at least until we have a promising substitute,
but I am concerned about the ideas in our heads about what education
is and what the community college should do. This world has changed
dramatically in a very short time, and education along with it,. while
the academic garb remains the same. But 1 am not concerned about
the costume, I am concerned about the concepts. Let's look at a few.

Learning Is a LifelOng Process

Increasingly we are describing ours as a learning society. Tax-
payers are saying, "I am just as entitled to these educational services
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for which I arfi paying my taxes as are the young." The concept of
education for the young, work for the middle-aged, and leisure for the
senior citizens is being challenged with rapidly mounting force. More
peOple are saying it makes more sense to have a mix of these as we
move through our lives. Just a little more than 20 years from now
More than half the people in this country will be over 50. In some
of the recent labor agreements, retirement is posilble after 30 years of
work or at ages 51 and 52. Now thaw/ people are echoing the old
Scotsman's prayer: "Lord, keep me alii/e as long as I live." .'

In the all volunteer military force and in labor agreements there
is recogflition that educational opportuni ies are among the most in-
viting benefits. The United Auto Worker ,now have a provision for a

$700 tuitioh refund which can be utiliz d on an'annual basis for the
1,700,000 members of that organization. '

Speaking of labor groups reminds us that jobs continue to
change in their requirements, for example, the aerospace industry
grew rapidly and has now decreased greatly in manpower needs, now
the energy industries are growing. Individuals must le"arn new skills and
institutions must be adaptable enough and responsive enough to pro-
vide those learning opportunities. Theovorld4roations sometimes
appears to be so complex that it is most difficult for an individual to
decides "what he is going to be." Many young people; perceived by
their,parents to be lazy or indifferent, are rather confused and uncer-'
tain about what occupational choices to make. They afe afraid of
making wrong choices and of getting into a dead-end street or, worse
than that, a tunnel, and then find they have to back up to get out of it
if they have m e a mistake. But, if the student conceives Of education
and training fo job entry rather than as an irrevocable career choice,
his whole attic de may change. He makes a beginning and gets exper-
ience as he becomes acquainted with other vocational options as well
as with, himself and his own capabilities. Then, if he wishes to change,
'educ &nal opportunities will be open to him without judgments
ma e by himself or the institution that he has made a mistake and in
so.doing committed a grieSous sin. .

You don't have to get it all at one time:nor is it evidence of
some serious deficiency in personality if your ultimate objectives are
something less than crystal clear. Learning resources called community
colleges'ke there during the person's life to assist in career.choices that
persist throughout life. I like the way one author described these
"depas" which are there to be used as required:

to
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With more intensive adult edu ation it ray be possible totreduce the pressure on t f suppli s of educe kon to adolescents
and young, adults. Ayth presen time, there is everywhere a
tendency tooverload these sup lies, because they are con-
sidered the baggage for a lifetime We can compare it with an
expedition to a big deserttropic I or arcticwhere no supply
stations of any kind are established. By the time it sets off oti
its lengthy, journey to the desert, the expedition must 'have
large supplies of food and other necessities. The situation would

...,

be entirely different if there were stations or depots gong the
_ route. The Ilferong journey should in the future be supported

by. supply stations. It will, therefore, be possible to travel more
lightly, which means it will not be necessary to load the mem-
ories of young people so much. This will at thejsame time be of
great value to the educational processes during these earlier
years. It will be an easier task for the teachers m:!, ensure the
motivation and attention of their young sti)dents (Rasmussen
1970, p. 422).

I call tiles & supply stations"community colleges. Need we be reminded
that the inorirration we package now to carry with us may be a very
perishable commodity, and there is very little that we can pack as
compared with the information avalanche that seems just at our heels
no matter how fast we try to keep in front of it.

If we accept the idea of lifelong learning and that the com-
munity college is a resource to tie used when you need up-to-date in-
formation or want to sharpen skills, then the approadh to what it is
important to learn in the initial years in' the college setting may change
considerably frpm the conventional. For example; how many, of you
studied languages of another country While you were in college, and 20
years later found yourself' in a position- where yoU could use the Ian-
.guage? How much did that memdry bank in your Mind retain? But
don't think you are a failure. Why not work at the language around the
time you'll be able to use it? How many of you boned up on tax laws
in preparing'for your vocation and then found .out.that your job assign-
ment wouldn't cover tax laws for 10 yeaFs, by which time all the laws
changed?,Why not study tax laws 'about the time you are going to
work in the field? And what about a I f other facts and figuies you
tried to memorize, hold on to?. Some f it was.held in suspensi,on until
the .final expm .?.licl thr:i.clgr,e0fr.9.C.0. p_sYqq,r11, We biye information
storage .and, retrieval, systems for.the vast in1prrnation supply of today
anctomorrow that ridicule our effort at picking information for our
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journey. We might better concentrate our energies on the skills of
locating information appropriate, to our problem, learning how to
utilize it, and critically appraising its relevance and quality. Learning
the ways of logic. Or how to communicate. Tq speak so our thoughts
can be understood, to listen critically, to write, to read, to organize
our views and articulate them. ITo perceive the snow job or the soft sell
in advertising. To recognize Oopaganda when we meet it. To appreci-
ate the beauty of the arts of communication in color, sound, and sym-
bol. Much of the world's great literature cannot be understood by us
until we've weathered some of the experiences ourselyes. But we can
meet the authors, sample their thoughts, and become better acquainted
when our times and mood join with theirs.

Learning is a lifelong process, but we cling to old forms that
served far different days. Is not "adult" education such an ill-fitting
form? And even occupational education to differentiate it from some-
thing else. What is the something else? "Academic"? Are we talking
about "two-year" colleges or "fifty-year" colleges?

Recently an observer of the educational scene in Europe exam-
ined the implications of the Carnegie Commission's reports for Euro-
pean education. In a chapter on recurrent education, he gets right to
the point. He writes of a comprehensive bill enacted in Austria to set
up; a national planning framework in adult education.

.7:
Within its own context it is a highly progressive piece of legis-
lation but from the point of view of recurrent education, it
suffers, as do adult education arran,,gements in most Western
countries, from a major structural defect: it preserves "adult"
education as a separate educational sector, divOrced from other
postsecondary enterprises, from the immediate postschool
apprenticeship system and from the normal diploma and degree
courses of the universities and other institutions of higher edu--
cati6n. What alone can fully meet the needs of workers and
citizens is an integrated system which preserves all options
(Embling 1974, p. 231).

Actually almost all our students are adults. Some are part-time
and some are full time. The part -time students are in the majority"and
their proportion will continue to growTA report I received a few days
ago from one .of our member institutions revealed institutional trends
over a ten year period that reflect what is happening nationally.

Lee Henderson of the state of Florida reported to me very re-
centIy on,how the community college world is changing in his state.
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TABLE 8

POSTSECONDARY STUDENT PROFILE:
FALL SEMESTER 1964-73

Year

Average
Hours

Enrollment' Taken

(Parcantagn)

Full-Time PartTime Transfer Career Mali' Female

1964 2,018 ,9.049 57 43 62 3.8 62 38
19650 2,504 10.030 53 47 66 34 60 40
1966 3,188 10.327 56 44 67.4 32.6 61 39
1967 3,9060, 9.722 50 50 64 36 63 37
1968 4,660 9.592 51 49 58.4 41.6 ,64 36
1969 5,149 9.578. 50 50 58.2 41.8. 64 36
1970 5,296 9.766 50 50 56.3 43.7 63 37 a,
1971 6,017 9.248 43 57 55.6 44.4 61 39
1972 '5,848" 8.738 63 52.6 47.4 59 41
1973 6,370 8.537 34 66 45.4 54.6 57 43

SOURCE Annual Report, 1973-1974, Livonia, Michigan. School aft C
Note' Since community services classes were not offered as s prior

for 1972 and 1973 excludes institutional credit enrollment to provide for
parison to previous years However, when communityservices enrollments_
enrollment for the fill semester was 6,763 in 1 &72 and 8,157 in 1973.

ollege, p. 90
to 1972, the data
an equitable corn-
are included, total

In 1968 the Division of Community Colleges made an enrollment pro-
jection which showed that in 1973-74 the community colleges of Flor-
ida would enroll approximately 125,000 full-time equivalent students.
These full -time equivalencies would come from enrollments of 250,000
individuals. This year the actual enrollments total about 130,000 fujI-
time equivalents, but the FTEs will be made up of between 450,000
and 500,0007Tidividuals. During the period -since the projection date,
the percentage of high school graduates going directly into college has
declined. There apparently is a new constituency comprised of older
students and many more part -time students. As a result of thpse trends,
the Division of Community Colleges is now attempting to find a .valid
way of projecting community college enrollments as a percentage ot,
total populatiop, rather than as a percentage of high schOol graduates
or as a straight line trend. Dr. Henderson concluded by saying that the
enrollment increases during the past few years have almost paralleled
the percentage of increase in the state population as a whole..

Let me recapitulate: Community colleges are edUcational in-
stitutions for adults. They exist to serve, adults throughout their-life-
times as learning needs and interests arise. Trend line data now indi-
cate that many of .the institutions are well along the road to being,
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"depots" for that lifelong journey. The proportion of part-time stu-
dentsdents is increasing markedly and the average age of persons served
shows a similar rite.

Large numbers of those students are enrolled in occupational
'education programs-which continue to grow. In testimony given at
hearings of the General Subcommittee on Education of thejlouse
Committee on Education and Labor last August, Dr. Peter Msasiko,
Chairman of the Board of AACJC, reported that in 1973, 44 percent
of all community college students initially enrolled in occupational
education prograrns. This percentage contrasts significantly with 13
percent enrolled in similar programs in 1965. Dr. Masiko cited a
number of states in which at least half of all initial enrollments in 1973
were in occupational programs. Among these were Massachusetts,
California, New York, and Illinois.

New Population Groups Served by Community Colleges

Perhaps even more significant than the growing proportions of
persons enrolled in occupational programs is the fact that new popula-
tion groups are being served. In days when many educators speak of
shrinking enrollments, commucity colleges are addressing themselves to
programs and services beyond-the traditional group of young people
just out of high school to inclUde the entire community; nationally the,
numbers of people served continues,to rise. Let me giye a few examples
of, ervice areas that are developing.

Senior Citizens. I have already referred to an older population.
At the same time that there are more older people, the proportion of
persons over 60 in the labor\market is declining. Recently AACJC sur-
veyed 1,137 community and junior collegR to determine the extent
and nature of educational programs designed to prepare manpower for
the field of aging and direct service programs established to improve
the quality of life of the elderly. In surveying education and training
programs, the association identified 389 colleges that offer courses per-
taining to aging in such career curricula as recreational leadership,
mental health, nursing, human services, etc. Another 112 colleges
indicated plans to implement an aging program in either 1973 or 1974.
The largest training effort-43 programsis directed toward upgrading
the skills of presemployed practitioners, managers of senior
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,genters, nursing,home administrators, nurse's aides, anegeriatric aides.
Honolulu Commtmity College an
operate state supported senior

Elko Community College in Nevada
itizens'. centers. Fifty-one,.colleges

indicated receipt of state or federal funds to operate programs to sere
the aging. Amopg..the associate, degree programs offered are. Htalth
Care Managemdnt, Medical Administration, Long Term Care Adminis-
tration, Nursing Home and Small Home AdMinistration, Mental Health
(Geriatric Specialist), and Gerontology. And Korim has concluded as
the result of his observations and the survey that "improving the qual-
ity of life for the nation's 22,000,000 s 1w-citizens represents a,
major priority for the more than 1,100 com unity and junior colleges
and technical institutes."

Community College Services to Governmental, Agencies for
Training. Demands are being placed on government agencies to im-
prove the delivery of services. A significant emphasis is being placed on
strengthening local, state, and federal governments through extensive
programs to upgrade existing employees and to provide improved
training and education opportunities for new employees. Major efforts
are underway or n the making that create the means by which the ifn-
proyements in the quality of government personnel may be realized.
Among these are:

1. Public service-careers progra of the U. S. Department of
Labor. Under this program, fur separate,plans are struc-
tured to provide education a d training for public service
careers.

2. The passage of the Intergover ental Personnel At admin-
istered by the U. S. Civil Service Commission. This act pro-
vides for strengthening local and state governmertts by im-
proving the quality of personnel employed in these govern-
ments.

3. Modifications in the allocation of tax revenues through fed
eral revenue sharing. Under federal revenue sharing, Tunds
are made available to state and local governments for their
allocation to community priorities, which may include funds
to improve the quality of the delivery system in state and
local governments. Community colleges have the capability
to provide these services effectively. Government agencies
must be made aware of these capabilities. You know that
AACJC has been active\in the public services careers fields
for many years'oith attetion given to law enforcement
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traffic:technicians, criminal justice, fire seice, human
services, and government careers.-

_
y Correctional Education. Lee College in TexasAers 42 sections r

of academic work and 28 sections of technical-vocational work to 920
students in the inmate population of correctional institutions in
state, under an agreement with the Texas Department of Corrections.
Other' Texas junior colleges ace also participating. Preliminary teports
,have shown a reduction in recidivism in the Texas Department of Cor-
rections from 50 percent in'1965 to approximately 15 percent in 1970.
Recidivism rates in penal institutions often run as high as 65 and 70
percent. Thirty seven community colleges and technical institutes in
North Carolina are offering instruction in 67 of the state's 72 prison
units. The growth in programs of this type confirms the belief of
critninologists that the correctional system of the future will be largely
based on an educational model, not an industrial or medical one. There
is` considerable evidence that the community college will assume an im-
portant role in aiding is the rehabilitation of the nation's numerous

. .

wards of correctional agencies.

Health,, Education. increasing rapidly ,to bef,come a major item
in the individual and national budget, are the costs of, health care, and
these are particularly great when there is need for institutionalized care.
AACJC hae'receOtly completed a shomterm national study to gather
and 8isseminate 'information ,that will help community and junior
Colleges strengthen their roles in professional education for ambulatory
and primary health care practice, Dr. David E. Rogers, president of
the Robert Wood_ Johnson Foundation, has told us:

The na s junior collegtsystem, with the help of concerted
stuc/, and action programs organized by AACJC, has emerged
as an import-training resource for professional staff required
by the coMry's hospital's and related diagnostic facilities.

' Hopefully, this Association study will help the colleges, to de-
fine the steps required in the way 9f clinical teaching experi-
ences and other needs to enable them to play a similar role in
training staff for doCtors' offices, community health centers,
and setting's pi-oviding ambultaytpnd primary care.

He spoke of the rising need for new types of health profess
sionals nurse practitioners and physician's aides, for instancetrained

'1 for specifillesin primary care practice.
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Services to Mentally
;
Retarded. Dr. Jane Matson of California

State University at Los Angeles has reported to me on a survey of com-
munity colleges offering instructional services, to mentally retarded
addlts. In Dr. Matson's words. ','I was surprised 4 what a variety and
to what an extent tile community colleges have become involved in
this area. I believe this reflects ational efforts toward diminishing
the institutionaliation of mentally retarded adults and assisting them
in finding an economically and socially useful fife 'within. a com-l.%munity." Services are of tWo ty . First, direct services to the men-
tally retarded, individuals andlo thei parents, second, instructional
programs. designed to serve those who are working4kith the mentally
retarded or planning tg work), usually in a publif,d4Srivatq commun-
ity agency or Organization. Many colleges report short-term training
programs for staff deuglopment of Isersons currently employed in
agencies serving the mentally retarded. The most extensive and usually
the most successf61 programs are those where there has been a close
working relationship .vyith the other community agencies. In some in-
stances, there has been financial support, in others, cooperation and
coordination onl4, Funding possibilities include the Rehabilitation
Services Administrationand, interestingly enough, the Department
of Agriculture., AACJC is examining the possibility of making an.ap,-..
proach to this field of social need similar to efforts in the field Of aging.

1 . On Monday and Tuesday of,this week, several community col-
.
presidents, representatives of AACJC, the ACE_ Commission

on Educational Credit, are the Officb of Education met wi`th repre-
sentAtives of several of the nation's largest unions at Solidarity House,
U ITV headquarters, ig Detroit. The meeting' was held to explore the
e'clu Lionel needs and interests of the unions to which the community
colleges could be responsive. Among the areas,Of interest which will be
further develo/Oed in future programs are the training of personnel to
administer the provisions of the Occupational Health and Safety Act,
associate degree programs in labor studies, preretirement educational
programs, postretirement learning needs, utilization of educational en-
titlements contained in many of the contracts now in effect, and the
translating into academic currency of or.Onized programs of learning
taken 'under unron wonsorship. .-' . .

. Many other illustrations could be gin of the almosf unlimited
dducational "markets" to whih 6omrnunity colleges are giving atten-
tion in rapidly' mounting ways. Same of these were referred to in the,
testimony given to Chairman Perkins' committee:

14.-
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1. Paraprofessionals for newhuman services careers.

2. Upgrading of personnel employed by agencies and private
service organizations working with offender rehabilitation,
handicapped persons, and the elderly.

3. Retraining of workers who are displaced from their careers
due to retirement policies,or technological change,

4. Technical manpower for energy resource research and prO-
, duction.

5. Proviion of occupational and vocational education programs
and services t90 persons in correctional institutions.

6. Training to strengthen emplojtees of local governments.

7. Technical training to serve the manpower needs of industries
undergoing rapid technological change and/or gtowth.

8. Short-term preparation of personnel required to implement
state and federal standards pertaining to industrial and trans- .

portation safety, environmental regulation, consumer pro-
tection, and related priorities.

9. Training to volunteers engaged in public protectioh and.
emergency services. ,

Let a give one mare very practical illustration of fruitful
areas of service for community colleges in the "adult". occupational
education mode: Last year, Mike -Kipp, formerly with the American* :14..
Management Association, worked with the association for awhile in a
planning exercise. He has now gone tO a new position as deputy com-
missioner for mental health in one of the large counties of New York
State. I asked Mike to report to me his impressions from the other side
of thejence.

Onondaga County, of which Syracuse is the county seat, has a
population of slightly more than half a million. Even with this
relatively small population, there are over 50 distinct publicly
funded organizations working in the human services. These in-
clude probation department, social services department, the
department,. of mental health, the penitentiary, the com-
munity college, the office of parole, the city and county jail,
and a variety of others. Taken together, the "price tag" on
human services in the county is something slightly in excess of
one billion dollars a year.

Inquiring at some of the sister departments around the
county since I have been on the job (mid June), I have found
that employee turnover per year is in excess of 60 per.cent.
Naturally, this varies among departments, but what it says is

*b.
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that there is a tremendous need to train and retrain people in
the field. One of rnydeinlier suggestions was to develop, Aith .

the assistance of the crosnunily,college, a training and orienta-
tion prqgrani to be run every quarter (one each three months)
to take in all newcomers to the human services field in the
county. This would apply to case aides, plobation officers,

"dvuty commissioners, pe ple of all job descfttions, and might
incilicle- a Variety of spe 'fic skills and-techniques, an introduc-
tion to, the "system" a ork in the area, and a high degree of
socialization or introduction to other professionals workIng in
the area. This would. providt some sense, of continuity and
farnirlarity in a situation in which a vast army of untrained
people spend half their time trying to figure out who to call to
solve any ,given problem. Passing the idea around some of the
peopje with whom I am presently working, I find that the reac-

lion' on most people's part is lukewarm. The reasons are two-
'fold. First, few have seen such an experience really work.
Every, department has its own training .division and spends a
Considerable amount,of time on training. Few find that their
investment pays off, but they continue to make the invest-
ment. This seems to me to be sianificant for the community
colleges. More importantly, th tjgh, most people feel that
should such an orientation and. training "course" be offered it
should be offered under the auspices of the university rather
than the college (the community college) inasmvch as the con-
tent would be "beyond the two-year level" in the minds of

'.those with whom I spoke. The real lesson here for the commun-
,. ity .iollege field is that there is a concept of just what these

institutions can appropriately be expected to do. Hierarchically
they sepm to represent a fairly pedestrian level of training
which is in noway appropriate to an adult who happens to
find himself in a new job.

Insofar as manpower development in the mental health
field is concerned, there is reason in my mind to believe that a
tremendous and, insofar as I know, untapped market exists.

* Granted, most community colleges have a human services track
for people wanting to go into the field. I am referring, how-
ever, to the need for programs for other than. youngsters who
might wish to work In the field. Let rn6 be specific. New York
State, as are most other states, is on the track of implementing
a policy of "normalization" for mental illness. What this means
is a deckled preference for caring for people in the community
rather than in the back wards of mental institutions. Just how
real this trend is can be illustrated by recognizing that in 1950
about half the patients in hospital beds were pwchiatric
patients. This number was about 700,000. Today, there are
fewer than 500,000 people in psychiatric beds, much of the re-
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duction having taken place within the last few.-years. This
trend will continue and will not be matched by, a diminution
of behavior and condition we've historically regarded as Mental
illness. In my own setting I recently went,through ancpRercise
with some of our local institutions in which we found we
could identify more than 1,500 people who could profit from
some form of sheltered living.- Right now we have a capiacity
for caring for less than 200 people in sheltered,living arrange-
mentshospitals, group homes, half-way houses, family care
and the like. This 'gives us a planning gap over the several years
of at least 1,306 sheltered living places. It's important to note
that this doesn't count people who aren't presently institution-
alized. Given a special type of work, the funding patterns, and
the natural resistance in the community to "haVing crazy
people living near you," the planning job is considerable. For
the community college, though, two things seern to be signifi-
cant. First, the need for 1,300 placements cteates a need for
almost an equal nurr,ther of caretakers and probably twice that
many candidates. The manpower development problem is
enormous. Even 'Solving the residential Component of the
problem would only melt the tip of the iceberg. The more im-
portant and even more sizable aspect of the problem is the need
to provide programs for this population for/the 16 hdurs a day
they are not sleeping. This means sheltered workshops, so-
cialization programs, training and daily living skills, recreational
programs, and the. like. Experience around the country has
shown that without programs ofithis sort, readmission is a cer-
tainty in nearly 70 percent of the cases. Here, it seems, is an
ideal place to "strip the educational component out' of public
services." ,Second, what .kind of community education is re-
quired to encourage the commonweal to embrace the notion
of normalization? The policy runs several years ahead of public
attitude. Deschooling and deinstitutionalizing are part of the
same continuo. What is needed is a concerted process to educe
from the community an attitude o caring for its own and
developing itself %tith the assistance of the coihinunity college.

As community colleges move in the direction indicated,facilita-
tive efforts are required. What are _these?

1. The concept needs promotion and interpretation that the
community college is indeed an education4 resource center for the

-.community to be utilized by the citizens throughout their lives. Edu-
cation in community colleges is "adult" education. Adults are the
primary target population. And education and work will interrelate in
the individual's career. There are values in this process. It is not a sec-
ond choice learning opportunity.
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2. performance rather than a degree requirement or hours of
credit taken will be used as an evaluative.measure of learning. The
Washington 'Star-News of August 21), 1974, carried a story about a
group of Arlington felicern,en "rallying to the cry 'equal pay for equal
woK.'" They yvere ffireatenipg to sue the couqty over its policy of giv-
ing /extra , incentive pay to police officers who earn college credits,
Said the 'attorney representing the group,,,"Unless they can show that
your degree makes your work better than mine, they can't pay vol.rta'
more." The attorney said the incentive pay vibra.tes the officers' rights
under the Fourteenth Amendment. "We can find no evidence that
Arlington County, nor fer that matter arty police jurisdiction, has
sucfcessfully lien able to demonstrate thatcollege education bears a

demonstrable relationship to job performanc(e," the attorney stated.
As we move Out beyond the confines of traditional higher

education, we will be pressed to evaluate new kinds of objectives with
new kirids of measures. If the purpose of evaluation"is to be anything
but punitive it must be based on 'the relative success in achieving ob-
jectives that do not reduce all performance to an hour' of academic
credit. The Arlington ease is symptomatic of the need for new measures
of learning to-mattb, new c.clicepts of who learns, howAey learn, and
why they learn.

3. Working relationships must be developed_by the community
colleges with new "allies." Among these are community schools; area
vocational schools, CETA planning councils, state emplqyment service
area councils; area .agencies for .the aging, union organizations, trade
associations, etc. The community college is not the only adult educa-
tion resource. It should take initiative tdieStablish productive relations
with related groups.

4. Articulation with other community organizations in recrea-
tion, health, manpower, etc., will call for a different stance and a new
set 6f. relationshipsfoi. administrative and faculty personnel in many

,,community colleges. 'Many Vvhd are at home in the "higher education
communin' will need to give deliberate attention to implications of a

broader.base in the community.
5. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the 1968 amend-

thents significantly broadened,, ,,the, traditional agriculture, trades and
industry, and home economics emphasis of earlier vocational educa-
tion legislation, establishing new priorities that emphasized contem-
porary and future job demands and training needs. As testified 14
AACJC.,Lecently, however, certain new priorities need to be established.
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Among these are the need for vocational education and guidance for
older citizens. The mid career unemployed and underemployed and
early retirees are two examples. As a practical matter, the provision
that not less than '15 percent of Part B vocational education funds
"must be used at the postsecondary level might well be raised to at least
50 percent in view of the developments that have been reported here
tonight.

And What of the Future (Or Is There)?

In pursuing my round otmeetings this seek, I was exposed to
a real prophet of gloom and from a community college of all places!
He had been looking at the trend in the ,numbers of high school
graduates in his city and the trend was down. He had been visiting,
with a colleague in a municipal university, and much to his dismay the
colleague indicated that the university would be offering some new
programs in the fall that the community college also offered. My
gloomy friend rehearsed the problems of inflation, compdtition, by
the universities, the, faculty union, and declining marketSas he per-
ceived themand honestly asked, "Is there a future f& the community
college?"

I would like to respond to that question because I think there----,-
%

is in it more than a concern about the community college; I think the
question also gets to the ways in which we perceive a society wit*e
wave of westward expansion . no longer possible, a society of zero
population growth and a steady state economy. There is no question
that the time has come for the settling of accounts, fdi taking 6 look at
consequences, for checking our inventory, and for establishing priori-
ties. Up till now it's been a story of discovery and populatioh growth,
ever increasing gross national product, and resources unlimited. Ques-
tions are now being asked about our society and about education that
were not asked in previous times when society's resources seemed more
nearly adequate for all of our social tasks. Limited resources require
informed decision making and the establishment of priorities in accord-
ance with a set of values. As I see the future-of the community col-
lege, it will be acknowledged as a valuable learning resource by increas-
ing numbers of people who want to earn a living (nothing wrong with
that4 and more, anq who see life as more than an endurance contest. I
see the community college perceiving 'other social needs such as mass
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transit-health Care, welfare, environmental pollution, not as com-
petitors for limited dollars, but as contributors to critical social pi-O-
len-is with educational elements that can be identified and dealt with in
positive ways, thereby r'edocing. the need for society's rescue or clean-
up crews.

As I visit institutions like this across the country, I am impressed
by the ways that the educational .structures are being changed to re-
spond to the needs of people. I see colleges meeting people where they
are with continuous registration, open laboratories, peer counseling,
and leirning laboratories, all of which reveal to me a genbine respect
for the almost infinite variety.qf, personality that make up our institu-
tions. I shared with some of you who are in.this assembly -tonight the
excitement of the explosive growth of the 1960s, a new..community.
colleg every week, a decade of brick and mortar, bigger and, it is
hoped, better. As I look ahead I see growth continuing, although not. at
that same breathless pace, I see steady grOwth and excitement, too,
with the college more and more interfused with community; not so
much serving the communitythat's a little presumptuousbut being
used by the community. The community at learning. that's the com-
munity college. , .

I have similar feelings about the social environment in which
tflkse colleges have their setting. It is wholesome for us to have to sort
out our values, establish our priorities, and deploy our 'resources,
knowing that if there are some things we want to do, there are some
things we must do. Close to the top of our priorities in this new era we
are entering, I think, will be a greatly improved quality of community
life, in social relationships as well as physical setting, and that brings
me back to, the nature of this institution. The action is going to be in
the community. You are of the community college. Which reminds me

- of the city dweller female newspaper reporter who was doing a story
on the work life of a farmer. She asked him. what time he got up in the
morning to go to work. His response was, "I don't go to work. When I
get up I am surrounded lost." You don't go out into the community.
You a're surrounded by it. )

A
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. IMPLEMENTING A
MANAGEMENT-BY-OBJECTIVES SYSTEM-

,

Raymond Bern. abei

Assistant Executive Director
Bucks County Public Schools

4

I

A 'school organization or school system could be considered
as the rational, coordination of activities performed by people for the
commonality of purpose or goal (that of educating youth) through
which the division of labor, functions, and responsibility rests in a

hierarchy. Achieving work tasks by groups seems to be most effective
when managers are perceived to be supportive and influential in deal-
ing with problems which affect the well -being of individuals within the
group. ,.

There was never a more propitious time for testing and-per-.

fectinglhe management theories applied in business and industry based
on conditions under which people operate in our schools..Among the
driving force's which impel school Organizations toward experiMenta-.,
tion with a different management style for the 70s and 80s are: (1) in-
flation and recession pushing management toward the ,use of new
knowledge to increase effectivenels and 'reduce costs and the (2) recog-
nition that new technology requires better management of human ca-.
pacities.

'4 There continue to be myths about motivation and work. The
follottang examples are some which have, evolved most recently
(Heriberg 1968)`:

1. Deduce Time at Work

Reducing a work schedule does not motivate people to work.
2. Spiraling Wages

This motivates many people only to seek the next wage in-
crease.

3. Fringe Benefits

Educational institutions are beginning to duplicate the union-

industry thrust for welfare benefits. Many wage dollars are
fringe; yet, there is a continual cry for motivating People to

431work. .
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4. Human Relations Training Programs
Thirty years of promotional efforts have only added to costs;
yet, ,the same question arises, "How do you motivate people
to work?"

5. Sensitivity Training Sessions

Do you really understand yourself? Do you truly trust
others? Yet, how does one appreciate his worth to the or-
ganization?

The question "How do you install a motivation generator in an em-
ployee?" is still the primary consideration in the role of a manager.

It is assumed that the key to productivity of human capacities
is individual motivation. However, the factors influencing motivation
are needs, perceptions, and individual goals and how these are met.
Human motivation, then, is actually germane to managerial considera-_
tion in providing a work climate conducive to self-initiative and self
appraisal.appraisal.

School systems or school organizations do not exist in them-
selves. They are connected with a variety of other units which influ-
ence their direction. Yet, the educational manager (educational ad-
ministrator) is, a creature with his own value environment. It is this
value environm,ent which becomes paramount in initiating a logical
system for management of people in work.

A great deal of interest has been generated in the concept,
management by objectives. This interest stems from a,number of is-
sues.

1 The number of school systems developing and using system-
atic appraisal procedures for administrators has tripled in the
past 10 years.

2. Business and industry procedures for evaluating supervisory
personnel have entered the education circre.

3. The push for accountability and its meaning is literally
forcing boards of education to look at means for assessing
administrative effectiveness.

4. Public uneasiness about the role of the administrator in an
educational institutOn begins to propose serious doubts.

5. The lack of discrete infOrmation as to "whb" is, responsible
for "what" in the educational institution is leading boards
of education into demanding administrator appraisal sys-
tems.
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6. Pupil failures and dissatisfaction with the schools are being
attributed to lack of proper teacher and administrator evalu-
ations.

7. States are mandating' accounitbility systems, assessment pro-
grams, and administrator evaluations (i.e., California, Colo-
rado, Florida, New York, and Pennsylvania).

'Stages of Development
o

Bernabei and. Le les (1972) postulate at least three stages of de-
velopment in instituting a management-by-objectives system.

Stage I/Setting Individual Objectives

Setting individual goals and objectives related to rnajOr job
responsibilities is a motivational approach to managing a system. Each'
individual sets high personal regard on his objectives, knowing full well
that he will be measured against them. Individual needs become pri-
mary, organization needs secondary. Yet, the two must be compatible
for an institution to function properly.

Stage I I/Setting Organizational Goals

Each indiidual must relate his goals and objectives to the or-
ganizational system wide effort. The realization that individual mana-
gers (administrators) are part of the larger organization is the next step
in establishing additional objectives.

Many management by Objectives advocates prefer to start with
organizational system wide goals as the basis for writing objectives. It is
this author's premise that self actualization can only be realized by
having'each individual manager look at himself in terms of his own job
responsibilities-I-and objectives. Then he can relate these to organiza-
tional efforts or sistern wide goals. It is at this point that the individual
Manager identifies the discrepancy tbetween his self-perceptions and
those of the system. this leads to discovering differences between in-
dividual perceptions and the, perceptions of others. Here the individual
begins to see a common thrust toward organizational unity. Where the
perceptions of the individual are the same as or close to the percep-.
tions of his supervisor or organizational thrust, the result is positive
and. productive.
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If, managers continue without knowing the organizational effort
or goals, how then can unity evolve? What motivating factors are evi-
dent for each indivklual, representing a subunit within the system, to
work toward? MBO is aimed at better performance appraisals and the
integration of the individual's performance with the task at hand for
and within the organization (system). If the MB9 concept is going to,
make an impact on organizational unity, there must, therefore, be a
resulting effdrt of relating individual goals and objectives to systffn
wide .goals.

V becomes necessary, then, for each individual manager (ad-
ministrator)ministrator) to go through the experience of writing his objectives for
his position and gaining approval from his superior prior to a concen
trated effort in order to achieVe both horizontal and vertical integre:
tion of objectives. Thi meads that Stage I must preCede Stage II. At
least two years are necessary to achieve a reasonable vertical horizontal
relatedness in managing by objectives.

Stage III/Setting Up an Appraisal and Monitoring System

Stage III encompasses efforts toward setting up an appraisal
and monitoring system, in addition, to the vertical horizontal objec
tive writing stages. This process should be attrpted in the second and
third years, of program development in order to achieve an effective
MBO system. Although possibilities for reducing the average length of
time required to move through each stage might exist, it has,been this
author's experience that educational administrators do not wish to
move any faster.

s.

Problems of Measurement
L

Educators are more, prone to write tasks than objectives, since
objectives are more difficult to measure with precision. I n'educational
practice, both qualitative and quantitative measures are acceptable. It
is not critical, at least during the first two years, to expect precision
measurement in all cases, As time progresses in the use of the MBO
system, measurements of achievemenfwill become more precise. Do
not expect each individual to measure "everything" that he does. If
objectives get in the way of smooth operation, distontinue the system
empfoyed for writing objectives or revise it.
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Many have asked the question, "How many objectives should
an individual manager write?" There' is no set quota. However, as a
rule of thumb, practice dictates that no individual manager should
write less than 8 nor more than 16 to 18. The point to remember is
that One- should write objectives relatedto his major responsibilities and
major organizational goals for measurement appraisal purposes.

Once mutually agreed upon by supervisor and subordinate,
rank ordering the objectives provides fOr a more balanced effort toward
realistic performance. A weight given to each objective, once ranked
in priority, signifies the relative merit of attaining the objective. It also
forces the individual manager to plan more realistically as it relates to
his time and effort.

Do not exp9ct.the ultimate in improvement the first year. It is
better, to expect a 2 to 3 percent gain than to. set 10 percent as an un-
realistic standard. A 2 percent gain in management performance will
often provide a 20 percent gain in teacher productivity and eventual
gain for the learner. Setting realistic ranges to shoot for encourages.
managerial styles for tneeting objectives. It encourages the self-actuali
zation concept through successful ,stimuli, as may be evidenCed by re-
duced anxiety levels. It is not necessary to cover all aspects of the job
the first year. A workable plan, to develop and encourage a better un-

lstanding of the system, will get improvements:
If properly'conducted, an.,MBO system can become a vehicle

for every iruiividual to improve self and Ale organization. But MBO is
time-consuming and difficult to achieve, unless there is a firm commit-
ment by all. Educational MBO is fast'becoming one of the best means
to develop an interactive communications network among staff. This
interactive network produces a systematic feedback to individuals for
personal growth, as well as organizational growth.

4,

Performance Feedback

nivo types of performance feedback can be used,in the MBO
system. One commonly referred to in programs of this type is the kind,
the supervisor gives to his subordinate. This allows the employee to
obtain a practical, realistic view of the standards used by his superior
This can only be accomplished with periodic interaction of super r
and subordinate. Yet, the best method for feedback is that whicethe
individual _provides himself. Such a performance feedback system pro

OR 2
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vides a more coherent and sustaining effort on the part of the
. individual performing.

The theory behind scheduled performance reviews ie that the
individual knows what is expected of him and that established Stan-
dards,are agreed upon prior to the reviews.These two factors are per-
haps the technical flaws in an appraisal system:

Odiorne (1965, pp. 1,74.-77) identifies ,four of the most com-
mon flaws in standards of performance:

t Measurement of Man Against a List of Personality Traits
Formulating a list of predetermined traits against which a
manager will make evaluative judgments is the weakest meth-
od for measuring a man's work.

2. Man-to-Man Ranking

Appraising individuals on "alikeness" has flaws which cast
doubt amohg individuals, being evaluated.

3. The Master Scale of Managerial Performance

Master charts used to appraise an individual's capability to
I 'organize, plan, motivate, or control are hardly adequate. Ex-

perience or longevity are no guarantee of maximum mana-
gerial performance.

4: Mixing Appraisal of Performance and Potential
Here, the tendency is to appraise one's ultimate worth re-
lated to his performance. By practice -alone, we know that
an individual with an IQ of 140 has potential. However, the
question still rests, "What has fie achieved tp date?"

"In short, ratings, founded as they are on human perception and judg-
ment, must naturally be inaccurate," (Odiorne, p. 179). It becdrnes,,
clear, then, that each supervisor must delineate clearly with his subor-,
&nate what is expected from the subordinate on a job and to establish
an acceptable set of performance standards..This method will elimi-
nate of the confusion that exists in 'evaluating educational ad-
ministratiVe management

Salary and Job Positions

,

Administrator salary increments in schoolksystems are often
given on the basis of two common factors. (11 job position status and
(2) job position performance. The latter is used quite sparingly in
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educational management. For example, many building principals are,
7 : paid on 11.differential kale 'rel ted to a time and,respont /Pity factor.

'The is defined as ten (10); bnths employment versus twelve (12)
mon'ths g'mployment) Respon ibility factor is related to the number
of teachers assigned to a building. These factors are related usually to
job position status: . .

.

. _._ _

.
'Central staff administrators are primarily paid on the basis -of. .

job position statin only. Fctor -example, an assistant superintendent-with
like number of years in the system, holding like degrees as his peers, isf a warded salary increments, based on job position status, i.e.,

-assistant4 ,in charge of elementary eclOcation, business, secondary educttiort, or
personnel. , t

4, - Unless job performance objectives and standards are\ estab-
lished; 'salary increments are given on a weak fodndation. While the,
work is widely different between any two individuals in a system, in-

'ternal' equity can only be brought about by measuring the worth of
the position with a scale of perforpance standards. To d9 this, indivi-
dual job-pwitions re identified initl§11Y. Each position flas its major
functionliusinie airs, curricultim at instruction, pupil personnel,
'staff personnel, cornmOity relations, and personal growth factors;
VOtttio,each of these manor jobVsponsibilities unique to each job posi-
tion evolve. These responsibilities describe kcomrnon.pattern of work
to be performed. Yet, When each individual describes his major re-
sponsibilities on his own, he is essentially contributing his own value
system to the appraisal process. For this reason, MBO principle is an
attitude.as much as a technique br device.

. .. One could as7sume,' th#n, that determining salary increments
for educational managers is a ma ter of viewing a particular job posi-.,

`these
identifying the major res onsibilities for -that job, and equating

these to the.funds
The probl , however resent, is in establishing internal equity

of funds based up n the degree of achievement of those responsibilities.
A more realistic opproach Would be to measure each individual's per-,

formance against some predetermined expectancy. This, of,course,.is
where the concept of objectives related to individual respo'nsibilities
and organizational goals come into play.. ,

It becomes quite evidgnt, then, that.no simple formula exists
which can be applied t'o rewarding individuals on the basis of job re-.

'tponsibilities alone. According to George Redfln (1972, p. 88), "[Ad-
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rpinistrator] productivity cap be evaluated. The process for doing so
is evaluation by objectives."
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PROBLEMS IN COUNSELING
THEIWCATIONAL ADULT AND

CONTINUING EDUCATION STUDENT

Charles C° Spence

Dean of Students
Butler County Community College

An examination of the literature on counseling adults in voca
tional or continuing education may indicate the low priority these stu-
dents often have in our institutions. From reading the current litera-
ture, we learn very little abod these students, which is ironic, as the -

adultstudenfpopulation is no doubt the single most important growth
area in postsecondary education.

"Time 1as when students cane to college . .. for an education;
to avuire knowledge and wisdom, to be steeped in the classics, and to
pondgr the variegated paths of truth': (Farmer 1971, p. 60). Some stu-
dents still study Plato, Latin, and mediev6I poetry. However, inflation,
unemnloyinent, and mechanization are sending more adults back,to
school to study the metric system, electronics, and Worm canning.

As our society changes at an even faster pace than we are now
experiencing, we, will have more and more adults entering our institu-
tions. Continuing education and retraining are now a way of life. It is
important thatmy fellow professionals accept this as fact because many
now need to experience some retraining themselves if we are to ade-
quately meet the psychological needs of the adult student.

7

Researih On the Adult Student

-At,the present time, we know yeti/ littleitut the adult stu-
dent and what he or she needs. A disproportionate amount of research
has been done on the baccalaureate, student. Very little research has
examined the adult student in any educational setting. This situation
is similar to the dilemma educators experienced in the late 195Qs with
the "typical adolescent" college. student. There had been a sudden
surge 'in college growth, and few researchers had taken the-time to ex-

.
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amine the impact of college on students or the developmental needs of
late adolescents. During the 1960s and early 1970s, our knowledge
about the developmental needs bf adolescents has grown a great deal.
That knowledge has been very helpful to me and my colleagues in
planning more systematicaNy how to satisfy the needs of adolescent
students.

We do not have th research background luxury with the adult
student today. A huge ga now exists between the need and the prac-
tice of research on adulti. Reseakhers have long focused away from
adults. We know in much more detail the developmental stages of
childhood and early adolescence. The years from age 18 to 65 were
simply labeled adulthood by developmental psychologists. You and I
know these Years to be moretomplex, filled with varying ne'eds and
having patterns too definite to simply label these 47 years between 18
and 65as one nal deVelopmental stage.

, It is important to make this point that we lack knowledge
about adults, because you can do something about it. It is not a diffi-
cult thing to gather demographic data about your adott students and
systematically seek to u.nderstand their needs. As we all gather and
share this data, we will better be,able to counsel our adult students be-
cause we will understand them better. "With more informption on the
cognitive and affective chardaeristics, interests, and abilities, coun-
seling ana instruction may be belter, planned and excitinrto the bene-
fit of all concerned' (Martorana and Stunt 1973, p. 30). "Affective)

.needs have been especially ignored with the emph'asis of most data

.gathering on cqgnitive interest inventories and ability tests" (Farmer,
p. 60).

What implications for counseling ddes the available research
offer?

The adult student in vocational or continuing education prob
ably has lower educational aspirations than the four year college:stu
dent. He is often educationally unable to compete in the classroom. He
frequently has a lower level of communication skills, which makes it
even more diffi6ult to articulate his needs. His other interpersonal com
petencies are also frequently lower than our previously typical college
student.

- Most adult students are back in school to get a better job or to
improve the skills .on their present job..?They are exceptionally task
oriented, having little patience for assignments which are not relevant
to their needs.
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Aduit'stuents also have less time in The classroom to learn the
copinD skills needed to adjust to a continually changirig, work world.
We are all trying to overcome that. "Me] need to develop within each
individual according to his own capacities; interests and standards
the requisite skills and technical know-hoyv to compete in the labor
market. [Educators] must develop a new kind of general education
that will better prepare each person for future changes" (Martorana
and_Sturtz,_ra. 27).

r. Counseling of Adult Students_

How are we now typically respbnding to the counseling needs
of adults?

In institution where adolescents are a sizable portion of the
student population adult4ervices are usually weaker. Financial aid,
student activities, and counseliq centers are mostly oriented to the
full -time adolescent student. This is me tioident when the majority
of adults attend classes in the eveninbitgornpare the number of ser-;
vices and offices open during the day to the numbier in the evening.
You'll find the typical institution ha's shortchanged its adult student.
Because most adults are so task-oriented and resistant ,to bureaucracy
we do not always hear from them when we fail to fully meet their
needs.

From the scant literature available and from my own experi-
ence, the most common counseling problems of adult students are
caused by:

1. Poor educational .backgrounds
2: Inadequate study skills
3; Lack of confidence
4. Unrealistic. expectations
5. Irrelevancy^of their curriculum
6.*Conflict with teachers /spouses,'
7. Improper orientation to the college

The majority, of these issues cover areas typically not dealt with
by counselors #'adults. The emphasis on counseling adults in the past
was information oriented and

that
heavily on interest testing. Many

apparently' still believed that adults do not need help with familyt,
problems, feelihgs of inadequacy, job unhappiness, etc. Not true! We

4
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% need to discover more creative ways of ioging adults to us with their
counseling needs., It takes courage for a mature adult to seek advice
from another adult. As courageous as he may appear to be, the adult

...fears change and the delving into his dreams and vocational aspirations.
The counselor's role then becomes pn: of helping the adult to perceive
the basis for' his fears and the very real obstructions which or
promote the actualization of his plans" (Farmer, p. 64).

The role of the counselor with the adult student's family should
also be examined. The spouse of the student plays,a very significant
part in the student's success level. Spouses g&seldom given any .recog-
nition for the sacrifiCes they must make 1111Ithe adult student. This
can build resentment and interfere with the student's education. This
cp happen during orientation, throih student activities, or in the
counseling center.

There are addinal areas counselors should be examining from
this list of major adult counseling problems.

Adults will often feel more confident and study more effec-
tively if they attend a precollege study skills workshop. When adults
are in the minority at an instituTion, they will feel more able to corn-,
pete with teenagers if they have a support group of other adults.Coun-
seling centers should be aware of the strength of peer group reinforce-
ment and bring the adults together. The sharing of problems and mu-
tual support found in such a group enhances academic success.

Wherever counselors perceive irrelevancy or conflict in an insti-
tution for adults, whether it be in outhioded curriculums, entrance re-
quirements, or administrative roadblocks, they have an ethical obliga-
tion to advocate change. Most adults simply do not have the time or
sophistication to work for institutional change. (Adult students differ
in this respect from the activist student of the late 1960s.) Ifsthe insti-
tution is irrelevant to adult needs, they will probably riot attend, rather
than seek change.

As professionals, that means we have to be much more in tune
to -their needs and be far more creative and flexible in attempting to
meet them. ,-

I suggest that you sit down with some adults in your institu-
tion and ask them how you can better meet their needs. I am sure you
will discover new services and programs to develop which will enhance
academic success and make your institution more relevant.
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'11e
CONTINUING AND ADULT EDUCATION

,INCORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Ronna,lie Roper Howard

Bureau of Correction Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education

The world of corrections rarely impinges on our daily lives. For
the most part it is tucked away in ironically idyllic rural settings or
housed in enigmatic structures in the midst of ourtities and towns. Of
the eight state correctional institutions, only onOthe State Correc-
tional Institution at Pittsburgh) is located within a city, and even then
most residents of Pittsburgh probably do not Jcnaw exactly where it is.,

NeveFtheless, the eight state cos'- sectional institutions and the
,0*

sixty some count,/ prisons in Pennsylvania touch the lives of a goo
many people in this state. In any given year, approximately 10,00
people are incarcerated at least part of the year in a state correction I

institution, at any one time, an average of 6,000 people are residents
(inmates) of these institutions. The county prison system also has
about 6,000 inmates Alt any one time, and, since the turnover in the
county system is much' more rapid than in the state system, t's diffi-
cult to even guess how many people pass through the doorso.kounty
prisons in a year,

0

Difference Bptween State and County Prison Systems

The state and counN systems differ in important ways, ways
Yvtitch,affect the approach to adult education in each system. The state
system has a central organization, the Buktau of Correction, Depart-
ment of Justice, and, although the individual institutions have a great
deal of authonomy in their day to-day operations, at, ast there is cen-
tralized c8ntrol of finances and centralizBd information sharing. Hence,
there -is Central authority for implementing education prografs in the
stStEtorrectional institutions.

county prisons, on the other hand, are funded and ad-
`ministered\ at the local county level. At the present time, the initiative
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fo'rtheiPnplementation of education programs comes largely from local
people. Needless to say, there is no uniformit of program offering for
the many county prisons. Among the few county prisons 1 have visited,,
I have discovered everything from an extensive education program
coupled with a good work release program to no education program
(or any other kind of treatment progra ) at all. In one county there is
a limited adult basic education progra or themen (who are housed
in the new prison) but nothing for the two Or three women (who are
hoOsed in the old prison). I have not visited the county prison just off
the square in the town where I live; but if the picture given by the local
paper is correct, the whole of the prison's resources are devoted to just

' keeping inmates in, while the whole of the inmates' resources are de-
' ,' voted diligently (and frequently successfully) to getting out.

Even' though there is central administration for the state cor-
rectional institution system, it also has a wide diversity of facilities,
operations, and programs. For example, the Regional Correctional
Facility at Greensburg houses residents (inmates) for generally shorter
than two-year terms, allows both study and work release, and has a
somewhat relaxed atmosphere. Its total capacity is 202 residents, and
it is usually full to capacity. As of April 1974, Greensburg had five
students in masonry, eight in welding, six in auto mechanics, four in
carpentry, and ten in photography. ,, , -

On the otheryiand, the State Correctional Institution at Grater:
ford looks, and is, far more restrictive. The average length of stay in-
Graterford is two years. Until this year there was not astudy release

-program, and the present program is necessarily..liatitedGrAtertor..
capacity is 2,000 residents, anglitusu-411V.Iias- aliopulation of around

- -.1,800. As of -Apri11974, .C.vra'reffOr-d had a total of 37 participants in
three vocational programs auto mechanics, electricity, and typewriter
repair.

:s., .

MN&

The 1 nmate

Although residents of our state correctional institutions vary
from each other as much as people-do in the free world, a profile of
the population isperhaps relevabt here.The average school grade com-
pleted by the residents is 8.58, but the average grade equivalency (as
measured by S.A,T. scores) is 5.60. The average IQ it 96.45. About
60 percent of the prison population is black, anothar small percentage
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is Spanish speaking. At the time of admission"almost 53 percent are un-
employed,' and the remaining 47 percent are employed mainly at un-
skilled and semiskilled jobs. Generally speaking, the residents of both
the state and county correctional systems tend to be from economically
disadvantaged backgrounds.

Problems Related to Prison,Education
.

Various problems beset educators in the state correctional in-,
stitutions, including the educational facilities or the lack of educational
facilities. Space is frequently.at a premium. The first time I went to, the
State Correctional Institution at Pittsburgh I visited the.auto me-
chanicschanics shop on the second floor. Car engines for practice had to be
dismanPed and carried up in pieces. At Huntingdon, the teabhers have
t9 devise ways tb offset the negative effecPof the prison structure.
From a central hallway, the cell blocks radiate out like gigantic spokes
on a wheel, and the only place for clawoorns.is at the ends of the
blocks. It takes courage' for a 4rqwn man to walk through a block to
ichobl, 'especially carrying elementary texts.

Each of the slate correctional' institutions has a library, but
the libraries, vary widely in their usability. Some of them have no li-
brarians, so e have resident librarians, several have part time librarians.
The collet ons are supplied by state and federal funds, and by not
alyvays w' e donations. Among donated books at Graterford (emen's
Orison) I happened to1pbt The American Girls,.Boult of Horses book
pi-,obably-long since discarded by the American girl.

The correctional officer/resident relationship is another.plob-
lern built into the pi-esent system. The majority of the residents are
black inner city dwellers, and most of the correctional officers are
white and from the rural areas where the prisons areolocaied. The
cultural gap does,not 'Make for a ready underStandingin any case, and
when you add to that the fact that these are the jailers and the jailed,
the2confkict seems almost insurmountable.. ButOat quite. at Grater- /
ford, correctional officers andreSidents are students in college classes
together, and there aregratifying reports of their studying. together on
the blocks.
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Correctional officer jealousy of the educational opportunities
offered residents is u derstandable. Some of the correctional officers
themselves do not ha high school diplomas, Most have not gone, to
college. The best solo ion would seem to be to extend educational op-

ortunityto them a well as to the residents.
*One would hink that the rehabilitative staff (including eddica-

tors), as opposed o the guard staff (correctional officers), would be
acting in some kind of concert. But not necessarily. People in correc-
tional industries believe that acquiring stability in employment is what
residents most need, counselors believe that getting onelis head on right
is most important; educators believe that_basic academic skills, voca-
tional education, and postsecondary academic skills (for a few, up to
20 percent of the' prison population) legcling,to meaningful employ-
ment, are the answer. ThLis there are various demands on the residents'
timemaintenance jobs, correctional industries (license plates, furni-
ture, uniforms, for example), counseling and group therapy, recreation,
and education. Everyone seems to want prime time morning and
afternoon. Precisely the p*Erson whocould most benefit from vocational,'
training is the one who is most sought after for maintenance crews and
correctional industriesbecause he or she is a reliable worker: And
when-the pay. is 'S,56 a day. for maintenance work, up to $1.00 a day
for correctional industries, and nothing for going to school, the choice
for even -a very motivated resident becomes extremely difficult4he
effort.,is being made now to pay residents to go To sctiool and to re-
dude scheduling conflicts so that residents have easier access to all as-
pects of the rehabilitation program. That effort will,need to be a con-
tinuing oqe. t

Efforts to Increase Edikational Opportunity in Pennsylvania Prisons

A nation al trend to increase educational' opportunity in our'
prisons is currently underway: In keeping with this trend, the Pennsyl-
vania bureau of ',Correction has had educational staff in the state cor-
rectional institutions for dome years now, More recently, the Pennsyl-
vania Department of Education has

-

entered- the picture. In°44ugust of
-1973 the Bureau of Correction and the Department of Education
signed an 'agreernent giving the e artment privnary responsibility for

,:educational programs in the state co ectional institutions, effectivid
of July 1974. Here is what is happening underthat agreement.
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1. The departmetrt is in the process of creating a Division of
Correction Education in the Office of Basic Education.

2. Adult basic education programs are continuing, as they have
for some-Years now, through the Continuing Education Di-
vision, PDE.

3. In 1973-74, federally funded vocational programs costing
$500,000 were conducted in the eight state corTctional.in-.stitutions. -- _._ . 0

4. These programs are being continued for 1974-75.

5. A para-teacher training program for residents was initiated
by the PDE and implemented by Northampton County
Area Community College. In this,program residents learn to
function as teacher's aides,and tutors in their home institu-
tions.,

6. Teachers and school principals are now certified on the
basis of experience in prison schools, just as they would be
in regular public schools. . .

7. A comprehensive poitsecondary program has been iniiiated
this fall in the State Correctional Institution at Pittsburgh.
The Community College" of Allegheny County is offering
freshman and sophomore courses; the University of Pitts-
burgh is offering upper level courses; several of the men will
go out to college while living in the community treatment
center,.

., 8. Fifteen Lehigh University Social 'Restoration Teacher in-
termare being hired to do their internships in the state cork
rectional institutions at, Dallas, Graterford, and Camp Hill.

9. Corrections eduction coordinators are being hired in appro-
priate intermediate units to assist the education directors in

4* the correctional institutions with programming, *proposal,
writing, and general administration.

This venture is one which cuts across the lines of the educa-
tional cbmnisunity., In the PDE it involves bath the Office of Higher
Education and the Office Of Basic Education2ln jhe field it has in-
volved (and will increasingly involVe) almost every segmentInter-
mediate Units, vocational technical schools, community -colleges,
branch camp(rses; universities, state colleges, private colleges. It is
PDE policy to continue to work through the existing resources to
provide the necessary programs in the state correctional institutions.
institutions.

Finally, let me mention briefly what we may expect from this
effort. Education by and of itself will not be the panacea for the
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criminal justice system; it will not effect a total rehabilitation of the
offender. It is important that the resident get her/his head on right
and learn coping skills as well as vocational skills. It is equally impor-
tant that jobs be available for residents on release. In short, We canOt
expect educational programs to be the cure all for a wider social ail-
ment. But we c n provide the opportunity for realistic and effective
job skill trainin and that raining can be an important element in the
ex-offender's assumption of k productive role in the free world.
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THE CFIGING ROLE OF ADULT
AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR WOMEN

Susan .F. Weis

Assistant Professor
Home Eeonbmics Education

The Pennsylvania State Uniiiersity

The approaching midpoint of a decade designated by some as
the "Decade of Women" seems to be a reasonable time to review the
progress of the contempo* women's rights movement and to sum
marize what is emerging regarding thelkstatus of women.

The goals of the'women's right;movement have been described
from a variety of perjpectives. One of the best approaches to this topic
that. I have found was an outline of the major tepets of th:Lexinist
movement contained iria speech 'by JaCk Willers. Willers tified
four elementary goals:

1. Theeconomic and political opportunities for women are not
to be limited by socially defined expectations and conven-
tions; women are to be free to choose their, own life styles,
purposes, and social roles.

2. Stereotypes and myths about t,omen, which curtail their
human development and socioeconomic advancement are to
be struck down. . ,

3. The male domination of social, political, economic, and
educational systems is to be replaced by women's equality
with men and a recognition of female potentials and con-
tributions,,to the general Welfare.

4. Subtle, even subliminal, negative influences on the female
self-concept which lower aspirations and internalize negative
appraisals of the female sex must be eliminated from all
forms of social process (1973, p. 2744.

These goals reach into,every aspect of our social system. The
achievement of these aims requires change iri the family, the work
world, the educational'and socializing institutions, and especially the
attitudes and behaviors-of individuals.
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This past year has seen progress in advancing the:equalityoof

women's rights. Sex discrimination in public and higher education is
being exposed and attacked. Investigations of personnel and staffing

r practices, curriculum materials, textbooks, athletic programs, and other
' aspects of school life are being scrutinized, reconsidered, and changed

to provide greater equity in educational opportunities for males and
ferhales. Discrimination against women in terms and conditions of em
ployment is being ,fought by .legal actions and pressure groups. Male
and female salary differentials are gradually disappearing, spurred by
some legal actions which rule for the.payment of back wages in dis-
criminatron suits (Tirne:1Une17,' 1974, p. 90).

'The sports world was rocked by a tennis match which has now
come to symbolize the legitimacy of female athletic interests and abili
ties. ))yorcien won a place in the Little League and, despite the current
efforts underway by the

of
Collegiate Athletic Association and

e National Asstciation of Collegiatebirectors of Athletics to exclude
r athletics from the enforcement regulations of Title IX of the'Educa-
- tional Amendments of 1972, greater attention by the, public and the

media to women's athletics has been apparent. ,

Bills have been introduced in the Congresi to amend the Truth .'
in Lending Act to prphibit discrimination based on sex or marital stat
us, to provide educational and business equity for, women, to promote
public health and welfare by expanding or imprOving the family plan
ning services and population sciences research, activities of the federate
government, to amend Title II of the Social 'Security Act to peymit
-the payment of benefits to a married couple on their combined earnings
record, and to amend the Internal Revenue.Code to extend the head
of household benefits to unremarried yidpws and widowers and per
sohs who are unmarried, separated, or dived /

DisgUst with the nation's health care system has led marry femi-
nist groups to take steps to overcome what is perceived as ignorance
and mysticism surrounding female healthcare, disease prevention, and
health enhancement. Feminist concern,and action has resulted in gyne
cological self help clinics, education, Counseling and referral services
on birth control, venereal diseases, abortion, menstrual extraction,
menopause, and vaginal infections, helping women to understand and
evaluate available medical care arfd services, and encouraging the in
crease in numbers and status of women in the.medical profession.

The Women's Equal Rights Amendment to the United States
Constitution is §upported as the constitutional basis for all legal

...,
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equality for' women. ntroduced in the Congress in 1923, it passed the
House in 1971 and th&Senate in 1972. Requiring ratification by 38
ktatei bef re 197,9, the ERA. is currently 5 states short of ratification.
States vy ic13' have not ratified the ERIC include Alabama, Arkansas,
Arizona, Finida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, 'Louisiana, Mississippi,
Missouri, 14evada, orth Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, 'Utah, an Virginia. Aribuing for its passage, proponentsge
the ERA as a me of establishing legal foundations for male &lire-
male equal right while overcoming the English Common Law base Of
our legal system. pponents of ERA.believe that it will damage the
social order by ero ing the family, will remove labor laws that were
intended to protect women, and will subject women to military ser- 4-*
vjce. Although these beliefs are strongly held, they are not fully accu-
rate: The 1964 Civil Rights Act has banned protective labor laws ap-
PI mg only to women, Congress has always 'had' the power to draft
w men into military service, and the impact of equal rights on marriage

d family life is ,ybf.,unknoWn. Couples now experimenting with
qualitarian 'relatidnships do not indicate adverse effects (Holmstrom

1972). .

The Uciqe'd States Supreme Coureisdecision on abortion pro- ,

'vided that it be the private 'concern of a woman and her d,octorduring,
the first trimester of pregnancy. States may legislate to protect mater-
nal health during the, second trimester of pregnancy but not to regu-
latequalifications for abortiOn. Abortion during"the third trimester of
pregnancy.,is subject to state regulation except when abortion is neces-.

`tary to P-teserve-thp, woman's life and health. This decision is attacked
by persons believing abortion to be humanly punitive and immoral and
endorsed by those who perceive abortion, ,be humanly curative.
Gnpupsvromoting women's rights tend to line Lip as endorsers and de-
fenders of. the SOP`reme, Court decision believing; the availability of
abortion to be a 'part of a woman's right to control her body and her
destiV.-

Child care services have not been systematically established and
the prospect of publicly supported universal child care is not evident
in the near future. -According to Lathom:

'
Child care will haye to become viewed as alight rather than a
privilege. The concept of the child as priyate property must
also be replaced with a pelief that society has the ultimate
.responsibility for the wellbeing and optitnum development of
children ,(1974, p. 514).
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Day care proponents .have fought this year to prevent reduction. in
existing child care services available under Title IV-A of the Social
Security Act, which will remain in effect until the end of 1974.

These and other activities are visible evidence. of the poteqcy
and current scope of the Woman's rights movement. While the sum-
mary indicates optimism in the achievement of equitable human rights,
Serious gaps still exist between human rights and feminine reality. The
gaps are economic, psychological, social, and political in nature. Eco-
nomic to the extent that "according to a recent Labor Department
study of jobs, women who do work similar to men's earn "$.60 for
every $1.00 earned by their male equals" (Time. June 17, 1974, p. 90);
Psychological to the extent that women are handicapped by inade-
quate selhconaeptscSociat with vagueness or inaccuracy characterizing
adult ferAle role expectations (Brown 1962) and sex role stereotypes
dictating female development, Political, with, women grossly under-
represented in the policy making bodies 9f our social system. No single
or easy remedy will correct these tequities.

Facing the facts on SOX discrimination is a first step toward
change. Intelligently probing and considSring the daily and profes-
sional details we confront ,in the light of these facts is another. Does
our profe'ssiOnal behavior indicate that we are perpetratiQg sex role
stereotyp ? For example, do we automatically assume that:

1 Certain career areas' are for males only and Others are for
only females?

2. Females rather than males will attend to household main-

tenance, cooking, clothing care, and child rearing?
3. People can r'eadily substitute time for money as a resource

to achieve goals?
A 4. The nuclear family is the only acceptable unit of social life?

5. Double standards exist for female and male interpersonal
and sexual activity?

6. Female career aspirations are secondary to primary aspira-
tions of,becoming wife and mother?

7. Females 'are more concerned about their appearance thall
males?

8. Females are destined to be dependent upon males?

9. FemaleS' are interested in expressive activities while males
'are interested in instrumental matters? ,
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These and related assumptions are the b Psis of stereotypes
which breed discrimination and-formulate our expectations on the be-
havior of oneself and ,others. Overcoming stereotypes requires the
audacity to challenge, to clarify, and to change as logic indicates.

We, are in a period_ of time when compensatory efforts for
women and for minorities are needed and appropriate. These efforts
will be unnecessary someday, but, for now, compensatory education,

o
counseling, and attention are vital to provide access to the economic,
political, and _social mainstream for p evimisly ignored segments of
our population.

Educational institutions area slowly responding to women's
needs. A _variety of programs are emergifig to provide education for
job entry, to further career devel,Opment, or to encourage personal
discovery or recreation. Valuable features of some programs include
child care services, educational and occupational counseling, financial
assistance,. flexible class schedules, relaxation of residency require-
ments, and the use of proficiency examinations and other means to
avoid repetitiori4of !earnings acquired from life experiences.

These adult and continuing education programs were reactions
to pressures of women whosseek to prepare for a job, qualify for pro-
motion, retrain for a new career, upgrade physical or intellectual skills,
or expand participation social and political affairs. The revitaliza-
tion afforded by these programs becomes a concomitant value which
seems to encourage a commitment to lifelong.learning.

Ruud and Hall (1
I
ia74) state that adUlt education programs, a

twentieth century VhenomenOn, enroll mores than 25 million Ameri
cans annually. This high level of participation has prompted the coinage
of a new wordandragogyto, represent the study of adultIearning,
as opposed to pedagogy which refers to the study of children's learning.

Women are changing their life'styles, their career aspirations;and
their familial ambitions. Such changes strike, a pioneering, tone. These
pioneers cannotturh to,grandparents or parents for advice and assistance
as they tread a new .path in society, because the extended family is
spliatered by both geographical disuince and frequently conflicting
values. Educational institutions are now called upon to pfovide assis
tance in life planning'.

Postsecondary occupationally oriented programs can respond
to women's needs by eliminating discrimination in enrollment, instruc
tion, and job placement efforts", by running interference with reluctant
unions and employers, and by. influencing the occupational world to
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(devise its predominately mate standards toward human standards. These
programs can afford to provide educational ex'periences which deal
with the conceals of making a living as well as the less tangible con-
cerns of making a life.

Some of the issues Which now face individuals indicate that
programs featuring counseling approaches are appropriate to provide
opportunities for exploration of revised sex roles on the job and in the
home. This means encouraging women to achieve educational and
career equality, to overcome the binds of earlier socialization, and to
accept the resulting responsibilities of equality.

Some Things to Think About

'1. What do' I do in a ,typical daY in my work to advance or encourage
equality for women and meTi?. What do I do daily to detract or re-
tard sex equality? .

2. What do I believe to be the social norms for female -and male be-
havior? Haw do I conform to these norms? How do I deviate from
these norms?

*9
l'How are the homemaking tasks divided among the persons in my

household?

4. How do my professional, religious, or social organizations promote
ix retard the status of women in society?

5. What advice would I give to a young woman who was thinking about
her adult life?

r,

6. HoW do respond to, persons who are negative about advancing the
rights and status of wbthen?

7. Has my life changed in any way since the contemporary woman's
rights movement has been active? In what ways have I changed?

8. How di') the local, state, and nationl politicians I support stand on
.'legislation affecting the status of women?

9. The Un(ited Nations has proclaimed 1975 as International Women's
Year. What are the major actions urged by the.UN during 1975?



.10. In n;iy, state what lahs provide for sex discrimination,? What.6m I
doing to change these laws?

11. Has ray employer eliminated sex discrimination in employment
practices and procedures? If not, what amiJ doing to achieve non-

i discrimination?
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THE ROLE,OF THE PRIVATE JUNIOR-COLLEGE

. IN CONTINUING AND ADULT EDUCATION IN
, VOCATIONAL,EDUCAT;ION -

Lewis'12; Ftbel

- Dean of th,e 'College%

Keystone '

1,..a Plume, PennsylVarita
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Speaker after speaker at the oonference,minirnized the_ektinc-
tions between continuing and adult education, or betwepti adult and`,
nohadult edUcation,, or between occup"atippal and general education.
Nevertheless, the loyalties of molt' speakers. were; apparent, and it
seems that it will be a long time before these- distinctions disappear.

t , There als& was near universal agreement that fifetonglearning
.

-. will be the center of action, and bloody competition tc:eerli011' the '''new''

students" seemed probable. Despite words of coopieatiqn,. there was
- great resistance to assigned role differeptiati4. This Wesdefepded on -

..,

,ttte idealistic basis of instiNtiortal autonomy but may, be more related
to a basic urge forinstftutional surrilyal. , .

While there may be 'significant attempts to 4ttract or to seduce
Itudepts,by more relevant protrams or more,apptopilate rnethodolog/,

crunch is goihg to revolve abtotrt the inancing policies. in the long
run, studens.will atien thole institution where the cost 'to th is

. ,
Least. Thus,,,a1 Pug mariy,kinds pf instit tions *have an intere , the

private
f

private j ior college is els. going to have Rile in this field'
.. .., .

. t p.ropRie to .disc % whit privS,- junior colleges ar doing,
.- .

wha hey 'can do,'and what t , ey should .o. .,
. ,

at Private'junior,Collegel Are 'oing

Many data on junior college,enrolfrpents, their distribution be-
over e."-pdiplic and private sector, between occupational educatjon
and transfer programs, and b,et\Neen "regular", programs and continuing
education exist. The fpllovying reprgsent the best approimations of
these data. AlthOugh put 20 percent Of all two year colleges are pri

vate, they,enroll or1 5 percent of the total student population; both
. 95
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ercenrages hale shown a steady decline -in the last decade. A first
a'ction might be'thatsthe orivatejunior'colleges are only a trivial part

- of higher education in thistountry .and that effokts II; prolong their
survival are not warranted.1 disNred with this idea,and shall deal with

, " it at greater length in a later section of this paper. ,,,
..:

A
The ..tatal enrollment pictufe, moreover, varies from state to ---

state, In- Pennsylvania,-34 public, twO-yeaf colleges (including the Penn ,
. State btench campuses) enroll 7,026 students, 14 private jdnior:col-

leges'enroll 9,121 (11 percent of the tota. ,
The data for enrollment in, occupational:programs is less aoce,-*

rate; some 'students defy the categorization. The.best figures suggest
that abOut 30 percent of all junior college students are enrolled in oc-
cupationarprograms. prqportionStely more of these are in public than
in private sohools: Howetier, data on the variation ih these figures'from
one' state -to another are not readily available, nor does the data reveal
what proportion of the occupational program graduates enter the field
for wttich-they shave been trained.

Nationally, slightly over half of all two-year-college_students
' are part -time. They can roughly be considered the audience. of con-

tiny ing education. Part-time'students Constituteonly 25 percent of the
private junior college enrollment. Within occupational, programs, the
part-time students exceed full time students in publiC junior colleges,
but not in privitaones,

.

In summary, private juni9r colleges, compared to public, enroll
fewer students, a smaller proportion in.00cupational programs, fewer
part-time students, and a qThaller propdrtion orthese in opcupational
programs. Nevertheless, most private junior colleges do have occupa-
tional, programsi some have a 'majority of their students enrolled in
such progranis. Most junior collegeS have some program of continuing
education, and most have occupational aspects of their continuing edu-
cation activities.

What Private Juni& Colleges Can Do

Neither occupational education nor continuing education are
(or should be) the monopoly of any segment of,the educationarcpm,-._
niunity In addition to both public and private junior colleges, four-'1
year colleges and universities, vocational and general high schools, area
vocational schools, proprietary schools, and business and industry all
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have legitimate roles. Attempts to artificially delineate or delimit edu
cational roles result in rigid controls and discourage innovative ap
proaches to the'sOlution of educational problems.

Why does the private junior college wish to make a contribu-
tion to this field? Occupational programs broaden the potential
dience of a college. They enable the college to meet the needs of more
studenti (i.e., they appeal to a differentfrom those enrolled in stan
Bard transfer, liberal arts programgroup, different, that is, in ability,
achievement, and interest). They also enable the college to make an
additional contribution toward meeting community and societal needs.
The same is true for continuing education. Rirther, continuing elluca-
Iron provides an excellent laboratory ,for trying new curriculk and in-
sstriictipnal approaches that, if successful, can then be introduced into
the regular program.

. What can the private junior college do that the public junior
college cannot? In a broad sense, nothing. But the reverse IS. that public
junior colleges cannot do anything that the private cannot also do. It
would loe nice to settle jurisdictional disputes by assigning resronsi
bility'for the function to that segment which can perform it best. This
is probably beyond our present abilities. A reasonable interim approach

tr would be to let the marketplace make such decisions. This is reasonable
Provided that there is equity of funding, that is, provided that the cost
to the student would be Constant. This idea is develdped rigiOre fully in
tI;e'final portion of this paper.'

Mor,eover, at present, the private junior college attracts an
dience that the public junior college does' not. This consists of those
students who wish (and who can profit from) a resicitnti'al eApertence
away from their homes, and of those who prefer that envirOnment for
other.xeasons. t

Further, the private junior college has the potential (which not
all of them have achieved) of providing a quicker reaction to changes in
requirements to the extent that they are free from bureaucratic con-
trols and delays.

A pluralistic approach to educational services allows for stu
dent choice among institutions to select that one which best meets his
needs, and provides for healthy competition among different ap
proaches to find alte?native solutions to educational problems. The 1
demise of any sector of education will reduce the number of options
ancrredound to the diadvantage of all sectors. .
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What Should Private Junior olleges Do?

I propose that privat -junior colleges take an ,active. role in
continuing occupational edutation at least equal to their present pro-
portionate effort in all higher education activities. This would consti-
tute an expansion of their particular commitment to continuing educa-
tion and to occupational education: Some of this expansion conceiva-
bly would.,be at the expense of such progrOns in other kinds of edu-
cational institutions, but I believe that the majority would be achieved
by reaching new audiences not reached now by any componentof edu-
cation. - e

In order:to effect this effort, financial help will be needed.
Public support for continuing education and for community services
varies from state to state. The Persylvania Department of Education
has recently proposed new and broad definitions of these functions
and a financial support program for these activities when condUcted by
publib community colleges. I propose that the sane stipport be made
available to private junior colleges. This would enable those institu-
tions to be competitiv' with the public sector and would encc...irage
them to try different approaches in offering such programs..The unit

cdst to the Commonwealth would be the same, the financial stability,
of private institution; would be jmpl-Ovgd, and the publi6 would

O
have,

a wider selection of siten which they could 'receive this.kind of

In summary, my thesis is that both the individual student and
society generally benefit from the availability of choice arriOng institu-
tions and among programs and that el ualization. of costs to the indivi-
duar Without additional cost to the state is a legitimate and desirable
way of providing diversity.
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LIEN/NFLUENCE ON ORGANIZATIONAL PRIORITIES*
HEIROLE OF ADULT A D CONTINUING EDUCATION IN

VOCATION L EDUCATION IN
THE URBAN C MMUNITY COLLEGE"-

Arthur Ositu,

Consultant

The "city college", began like two-year colleges elsewhere,
largely unnoticed. If it was significantly differeht from counterparts
established in suburban or exurban or rural sectors, it simply may have
serviced a larger and broader populatioh.base with characteristically
commercial training programs. In wine `regions, it may have been the
only metropolitan institution of its tMliwithin a hundred square miles.
Attending primarily to the educational needs of urban middle-class
youth, city college often acquired a quiet, proper, businesslike image.,
Without ever featuring a broad or dynamic ct. tvlculum in its long his-
tory of service, it negertheless continuously managed to etolve an
adepufite range ipf offerings throughout the years (Weinberg 1970).
In great cities New York and Chicago, this institution managed for
nearly ,half a century (1915-65) an acknowledged competency in
providing first- and second-generation Amer -icans the educition and
slsills training necessary for economic and social mobility, an era which
Ravitch (1974) has suggested to be a Serene hiatus between two un-
settling waves of immigrants to urban centers.

That style of education delivery changed dramatically in the
mid-1960s for all of the now familiar and obviou reasons. The urban
community college was ved to national prom ence, and for many
institutions 'the earlier tt nquillity passed into history. Presideni Harry
Bard of the Baltimore 'Jun or College then set the tone for a new com-
mitment:

The majorpoint of our focus must be that the Baltimore Junior
College isan urban college. While pur co cerns must ornecis-
sity be with the community coirege mov ent and with the
structure of the Maryland system of comm nity colleges, the
awareness that we are a big city school is he thought that
mutt permeate our Fong-range and daily plan ing. We who are
associated with urban schools are a part of the great social
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revolution that has recast the nature of American cities. We
are part of the blight, the unrest, the strife, the violence, the
blood on the streets, the shame, the decay, the crime, the riots,
the schisms, and the confrontations that trouble the United
States and threaten to divide this country at a time when union
and strength are critical to our progress4 But we are also a part

3 of the dream, the renewal, the building, the reconstruction, the
resurrectidn, the promise, the hope, and the fulfillment of the
new American city (1966): 7

Higher education marches to a more measured urban cadence
today. The point in recalling this ringing statement is the new under-
standing of service given to the urban community college. Bard dig
cussed the plight of the poor and the ethnically disadvantaged, the
ravages of the ghetto,-and the urlAn misalignment with equal'access to
educational opportunities. His message focused on mandatory curricu-
lar changes to meeythe new needs of new learners, on the anticipated
federal War on Poverty legislation which would support urban eduea
tional. change of this magnitude, and on the need for- trustees and all
college staff to support and even If lead this new movement. The
words were echoed in. cities across the country, issuing in ah era of
change, upheaval, and achievement unprecedented in the history of
American higher education. All institutional segments and levels were
affected, none more so than the urban community college (Palola and
Oswald 1972). For, whether or not it so desired or even suspected in
the first forced marches of the War on Poverty years, the traditional
limits to its capacity to undergo organizational change would no longer
be self imposed but would remain fluid and susceptible to realignment, a
by increasing external influences.

Nearly a decade later, a key consequence has been the expanded
service responsibilities undertaken by the city institution to provide
for a still diffeitsitt clieritele who have appeared as a function of the

1"C changing metropolitan setting. To be certain, educational resettlement
for the ethnic disadvantaged is yet a prime concern for the urban com
munity college, but many educational problems have been solved or
resolved to the. point of some sort of mutual compromise among,con.
fronting adherents in most institutions, several new inner -city cam
puses have been established whose curricular and service format is con-
gruent with the requirements set forth, by minority citizens (Scott
197Q). Rational .voices in common now dialogue for thb increased par
ticipation of ghetto residents at a responsible pace, consistent with
growth, limitations and economic restraints imposed from without.
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Certainly, any'bne familiar withlecent urben.community, college de-,
Veloprnentwill not gloss over the accomplishments of.the past decade

:cillbehal4of minority students. There are many problems still. However,
student and institutional reractionS are now less emotional and- ap-..

': ,parently more substantive and productive. t
.

14
.

04 I

, ,

A Newer Clientele: Older, Persistent, Pragmatic

. , - . ,

In 10 years, the nation's urban areas have, grown in size and
6

number and in the cor,nplexity and variety of their populations ads well

(Carnegie torrimission 1972). 'Priptiglous progress, statements con-
cerning the statusi of education during this period point to the incased
numbers and kinds of newer publics in 'urban settings for wh. h; the
community college is viewed as a proper vehicle for meeting s ecy and
special needs. For here, the istudies suggest, more than for othef two-/gi
year college service areas,an egalitarian approach to open access avl r

. curiticular accommodation tends to outpace traditional meritocratic
practices. In this. respect, the pan instituition may have catalyzed its

,educational, services to the
p

4rity disadvantagediso well during the
past decade that other defiped ,disadvantaged' segments of the popu:

Ilion have mdved neJqin line. .
The foco4 of this commenta is the increasing influence of

neyter cliente14on institutional areas of respontibiiiity conventionally
referred'to as adult education and/or continuing education, and their
relationship tb ,ifocational,:education preparation and Supplemental
training. The locus of concern is the urban community collegee, although
the influeNe on other types of public two-year colleges is readily seen.

As we attempt to understand them currentl she areas of
adult and contiriping education remain grab bag categori of ttudents..
As such, their servicing can entail enormous difficulties fo ,administra-,
tion and faculty and support staff, generating problems with funding,
facilitation, scheduling, curricular variation, special staffing, coun-
seling, and occupational placement. While some descriptive stfdies
have now appeared, research in this new student area is largely nort-
existent (Boyer et al. 1973, pp. 123 -46). Even operational. definitions
are lacking. In some states thadult student is anyone 18 years of age
or order, and continuing education is "a term we've spread like a musty
blanket over all sorts of instruction for people over 21" (Boyer 1973,
pp. 4-11). As it might tap form in any urban area, the mass of adult
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and continuing education ,students could at any one timCinclhe. el
derly retired persons, vocational rehabilitation clielts, parolees, urban
commune dwellers, tra4I'lfrig,stopOuts, revitalized dropouts, resalvaged
indigents, professionally mobile businessmen, liberated housewives,.
Vjetnam veterans, a legion of community interest ?groups, and The in
dtistrially unemployed. The listing.is certainty not e.xh41,tive' it Perz

f
tains equally to both full- and part-time enrollr*ts.

The two persistent characteristics di tills student groupi
(1) its maturity relative to full time, student youth and (2) its partic
pation primarily as part time enrollees. A recent federal manpowe
tdministration study of 32,000 community college studente,found
that adults performed` more adeqUately than yowlger students gradtp
ated from high school,-and concluded:that "there,is in fact suph a thing
as a maturation gap which,is related ,to the "potential for achievement
(The tnrunicle of Higher Educatrott:3No'vember.12,.1973, . 2). More-

., ,over, enrollment figures indicate'that 88 percent of all co unity 'cbl
lege students over 25 years,of age attend on a part time ba is, the 1974
year alone reflecting ',an Inc ease of 1.1.3 percent (We Chronicle of
Higher Education, November 11, 34974, p.,2).Considering that indivi-
dualpersistence in the pursuit of leaning and the application of varied
program scheduling arrangements are seen as important co ponerits
in the current trend toward competency based traincng in%catiOnal
education, these fi flings solicit the attention ,of college practitioners.

Attempt ti) subcategorize definitively this diverse student
population according to special learning characteristics, interests, and
needs relative to vocational training are not practicable Viking sup
porting, esearch, although some interesting but generalized listings
have been suggested in recent writings (Knoell 1973, Hall et al. 1974,
Menefee 1974, pp. 54-63)., Perhaps more useful are the implementa-
tion and evaluation reports by individual colleges of vocationaT eduCa,,
tion programs for adult' continuing education students. The ERIC
Clearinghouse on Vocational and 'technical Education at Ohio State
University and the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges at UCLA
have prOvided an important service by bringing together many of these
studies. Similar notable studies, however, do not find their way to the
clearinghouses, are not so widely disseminated, and thus remain "fugi,
five."

More specific data haye been systematically provided by the
AACJC (Older Americans 197~4). Although, the Cominunttj and Junior
allege Journal format, policy for piesentation of feature articles.has
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seemed for many years to be that of " nette" (it would
be instructive occasionally to be made,aware of program or a
disappointing organizatjonal turnabout-qo learn what brought sticlz
events to pass,,and to profit thereby from the experience of the staffs
who dealf'subsequenth/ with such setbacks), the coverage of current
and topical matters been Substantial:, Since 19W2, increasing num-
bers of articles have reported oiist-afee r and occupational offerings and
on adult and continuing education for the new learner. Single issues
have been devoted in their entirety to the latter curricula. Finally, re-
cent presentations by Bulpitt (1973, pp. 55-69) and Robbins (1973,
pp. 71-82) provide concise overviews of adult ntin ing education.

Two recent research reportS speak more dir tly to the role of
continuing and adult education in Vocational education. Implications
are great for the urban community college betauselfivre appears to be
no logistically rational past experience for so great a responsibility for
such a massive and divtgrse clientele. First, Trivett (1974) reports a com-
pendium of, studies dealing with marketing the new learners and indi-
cates them to be essentially adults who seek continuing education on
a part time basis. Approximately threp'put of four adult learners are
interested in vocational subjects and wish to learn either more about
them or how to be better prepared in such skills. Student desires cen-
ter on practical and job-related topics, with no particular inter In
whether or not such offerings are credit-bearing. The bulk of this clien-
tele is already employed but seeks training makeup and upgrading or
retraiRi htact_2Leadiness to move to an allied occupational position.
Women and veterans in particular wish toletUrn to earn, tzplace the
matter squarely. Trivett concludes that "'ihe Changing, valves among
college-age youth and the continued interest of a preponderance of
'adults' in vocational or career oriented learning makes it unlikely that
Massive num,bers _of traditional students will buy conventional higher
education in its customary packaging" (p. 6).

The' Commission oh Nontraditional Study (1974) reports that,
of 3,000 adults surveyed from ages 18 through 60, a choice of voca-
tional subjects is the overall selection of nearly 80 percent of respon-
dents. Vocational education is the first choice of 43 percent. It in-
cludes such offerings as nursing and other allied health occupations,
commercial and business skills,cosmetology, industrial trades, ancrtech-
nical skills. Of only relative interest is general education, registering 13,
Percent of first choices of study. Major impediments to continuing
education are overall'cost, insufficient time, relaiive to other commit-
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ments, and not wanting to attend college ull time. A significant finding'!

) is the stfttcing lack of interest in attain; g,a collecdegree. Major corn
mission recornrwn,dations include new nstitutiOnaltterns of instruc
tion, curticula congruent with stude t needs, less'emphasiS upon
credits and degreeg, and-the opening of more relationshia'with sup
portive community agencies and businesses thatkcan effectively corn
plemept adult learning at the home institution. .

Meanings for both vocational education and the community
college for an even conservative interpretation of references in this
section are clear. Adults as Myer before are seeking postsecondary edu
cation, including those,adults who did not finish high school. A sub-
stantial

'.

,.. majority seeps vocational training. General education offerings
register low interest. Course credits and degrees are of little concern. Jr

Transfer to a senior institution is not a primer goal. Program cost/
benefit to the adult is a major considarition. finally, to learn aid all,
adults must have flexible atte ance scheduling worked around prior
commitments. Attheve /east, then, the traditional curriculum is
called iritq question. '/ '

'One might speculate that vocational education, which has so
'often been characterized rhetorically as "just emerging" intWe public
_community college consciousness, has arrived as a.neeessary adjunct to
the urban dweller'S p:,4 eption of the need for critical preparation for
security in a time of tv ..tracted economic d,eclin And yet sq much
about this new learner movement indicates it to e more than simply _
the hedge against the present unstable economy and that it will con-

% - tinue with vitality into future natibnal climates. oreover, the persist-
ent low status issue drawn around vocational e ucation at the corn
munity college level finally may bedjspelled. A erceived long-stand
'rig, low respectability of, vocational programs ha been noted by prac
titioners and researchers (Cohen 1971), as reflec ed in the lack of s
dent interest, Zotitroversy over general, education re uirements; trarisf r. .

of vocational credits to senitr institutions, tracking tUdents, and
premature closin of learning options to enrollees. These teria are

ri1ow severely lenged by the influx of oraginatic and mature adults.

The Trend Towaid Functional Flexibility e
The urban community college is less like other two year insti

tutions in several important attributes, including,a broad;ta,x suppor,,t
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N base, five digit enrollment, great student heterogeneity, complex voca-

stiorial facilitation, specialized staff, close ties with municipal agencies
and business industrial entities, liaison with many neighboring public
and private senior institutigns, and development of outreach service
arms in the form of perhaps a score of community centers and satel-
lites. Such attribut are often viewed as advantages for this open-access
multipurpose college. t they do not necessarily, guarantee flexibility).,
of accommodation to new d would-be adult learners. In this respect,.
it is worthwhile to mention tw xperimental concepts for providing
more effective educational service w h are being given attention cur-
rently in the profesgion. These formativ ptions are considered here
briefly, as they affect the provision of fluid se cices and ,iustable pro-
grams for, adult continuing education students seeking vocational
training in the urban community college. ,

Marketing, an approach adopted from the bu nessicommerce
sector, is the practice of assessing customer wants and eeds, selectively
tooling up rapidly, and manufacturing the jgoods r producing the
services to meet those wants and needs. Several wr ers (F,ram 1973,
Krachenberg 1973; Wolf 1973) have suggested t is approach as an
alternative to the traditional curriculum planni for which, as
Fram continues the business analogy, "begins vOith a manufactured
product thought to have a good chance of sales success, and then the
sales department is given the responsibility fo planning and imple-
Menting the necessary promotional effort. The p oduct may be success-
ful, if it happens to meet 11 need" (p. 58). T 6 marketing philosophy
was a necessary response to business compet ion after World War II.
Braced by federal funding and the bright pro riect of inclusive accredi-

------tatiourban proprietary schoolsand speci -purpose training colleges
now Cmpete aggressively with the urban/two-year college as'ell
t ernatives for new students a definitive trend noted by higher
educatio ip-a-ifers (Jones 11973:Wirms 197 . Wilms conclude that, as -
opposed to local public middle class toll- s, "proprietary schOols need
to recruit, train, and place graduates i if. bs successfully to get a return
on their investments; Consequently Jar eir programs are specific and de-
t ined by current labor and co, merneeds. Governed by the profit -

m tive ?ether than political s ival, the proprietary schoo)s hale
built in incentive to, seek o student 'narketts not served, by rOrby
competing public schools" p.39). AACJC president, niApd Gleuer,
Unequivocally states .t the community college will ot,only hZe to
change its missi in the light of developing com tition----,but!should,
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in effect become the "educational broker" for the community in years
ahead (TheChrunicle of Higher Education, November 25, 1974, p. 1). ,

The contract (Avakian 1974), another business adoption, is a
- ,

formal yet individualized agreement between institution and student
which guarantees the responsibilities'of each party in accord with the
objectives outlined in the document. Chartering ( ar:rner 1973), an
allied technique, is a mutually binding agreement between the college
and the community busi.nesi or industrial firm, which usually serves
as erniiloyer,in"cooperative educatiqn.progr,ams. Contracting individual
izes the.learner's program to include a specifiC skill training, associated
requirements, scope and duration of study, flexibility 9f student.jni.
volvement, type of supervision, criteria for student evaluation, 'Ind
statement of ends (rewards) to berqxpected. Job placgme4 is-a key ob-

, jedtive. Chartering'sefs out mutually established community vocational
u, training needs,, establishes training objectives and alternate ways for
. meeting them, states responsibilities of participating agencies, cpro

i
ides for mutually supervised program pqrformance,,,and posits the
riteria for evaluation of student progress. Contracting and chartering

are seen as key components of performance based and community
based teaching-learning methodOlggiest ,

, ' \ .

Organizational Constraints and Client Requirements

Even a summary treatment of organizational problems that an
confront the urban two year college as a result of a massive news stu-
dent influx is beyond the limits of this'commentary.:We need to know
much more than we now know to even apprbach this,type of analysis.
However4 a growing awareness by all involved staff of the fundamentally

'different requirements-of adult Part time Cli$ntele does call attention
to three areas of possible organizational stbain ;which may soundly
affect the relationship of vocational 'training to adult contipuing educa-
tion. The potential constraints appear 'to be the legacy 9f still largely
unresolved questions generated in the past decade abbut service to.
minority.groups and the disadvantaged pOor, and stem directly from
rrrul ipurpose institution's mandate (1),to'provide for greater financial
flexi (2) to increase staff and services shport,. and (3) to
st n then internal leadership. Some rarn)ficati94 are briefly .con
side dd.
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First, federal funding has been relatively generous to vocational
education (but less so to adult education) in the past decade, and state
legislatures have been notably supportive of vocational education for a
wide spectrum of community clientele, including older learners (Eulau
and Quin ley 1970, pp. 117-21). But neither federal nor te funding
has been at propitious for part time students, or for sTudents gen-
erally who do not follow the more traditional college offerings, or who
do not pursue credit bearing twining. Predominantly locally financed
institutions have not yet been able to shift adequately or swiftly
enough the internal allocation of monies to satisfy new clientele sup-
port requirerrients. These observations are in stark counterpoint to the
fact that the reported prime obstacle to adult learning today is cost to
student, including tuition and all incidentals.

Second, faculty an staff services suppOrt and understanding
may be judged to be inconsiste t and counterproductive by the, mature
student. The perceived low-st tus and questionable worth of voca-
tional prograrris and services in the opinion of academic and other staff
members has been previously indicated. Bulpitt (1973) has reported
that adult qudenTs in general are surprised to discover that they repre-
Sent a thr# to the entire college establishment, in particular to tradi-
tional faeulty expeCiations for student academic choice and behavior.
Such observations about continued instructor intractability appear to
be reinforced by 'the recent report of the Study Commission on
Undergraduate Education and the Education of Teachers, whose find-
ings leads to the conclusion that_ "ourrent policies ,for financing and
accrediting teacher education,and for licensing teachers, themselves have
failed to produ eachers who are sensitive to community needs and
cultural Jiff ence ' (The Chro cle of Higher Education, November'
11, 1974, p. iated issue, the service area of vocational
counseling an_ ce is,chronically underdeveloped and short staffed
in the community c !lege, while job placement has been a uniformly
questionable fiunction in the student services inventory./

There( is irony in much of this because vocational instructors
are generally acknowledged to have greater compatibility with the com-
munity colleg philosophy than veteran academic instructors holding
advanced degr es (Bloom et al. 1971). Through years of personally de-
veloping pr e o craft, "hane419 on" skills,experience, and fraternal ties
with local many wer units, the vocational instructor has gained the
capacity for ust inedi patienCe with and understanding of the trial-

eip
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and error learning habits of a variety of apprentice types. One result is
that he can and does offer more useful- tounsel,to students, inclading
advice concerning job placements, for which he is given neither release
time nor monetary reimbursement. The collegelstudent services staff
is not usually so knowledgeable or helpful, yet students with voca-
tional interests are assigned there.

How these institutional support problems can be effectively re-
solved on behalf of an unsuspecting adult clipnteleis not immediately
determined, even for the established inner-city .community college
whose decade of experience in dealing with the nontraditional student
has afiumulated the gamut of staffing, counseling, and occupational
placePient assignments. Past experienN with a wide vatiety of faculty
in,vrvice programs has not proved, effective, while voqational instruc-
to,havenot always been included in administration planning strategies
for staff preparedness and growth. And there is real dqubt that mature

sophikicated adults, levhile wholly apprerciaiive of professional
consideration but pressed for time during the day or job-weary in the
evening, will long tolerate the well meant, blue-sky admOniihments
(that often pass for occupational; coupseling and guidance) by un-
practiced student services staff more fAmiliar with the indecisions of
wide-eyed youth.

Finally, the ucloan corn., unity .college is a corhplex, multi-
purpose institution whose priorities must be ch,ecked constantly against
a barometer' of dnvironitiental. demands. Administrative leadership is
continuously teste'd in fthis highly variable setting. Historically, the
community services ar4 has harbored catch-all programs including
adult and continuing Oucation. With few outstanding exceptions, thfs
service area has had little voice in the internal allocation of budget, has
not 'been indluded in ihstitutional curricular planning, has been korly
understood by fine administrators, 1-is been held suspect by regular
faculty, and hbs;found its programs to be the first excised. when
heightened economic lestraint is practiced by understandably hard-
minded fiscal. o ficers. Against today's mounting requirements for
more flexible, irrse, and practical training strategies, these tradi:
tional logistical attitudes and practices. can be quFstioned. Notar's
0974) forthrigh comments indicate hoW difficult may be the change.

an institution educational phorities from transfer to vocationalO..

e ucation. 0, e rlication is that the complex, urban, multipurpose
community c e cannot be viably managed through the use of cob-
ventional patte of administration and orgagization. and that differ-.
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ent and more ffective forms must be devised and implemented. An
.,

other is that 1.1 ,experienced anti ranking leadership (e.g., assistant
chancellor) for adult and continuing edUcation should now be sought
by urban institutions (Governing Board, San Francisco State College
1974), and that these community services should no longer remain
only fringe considerations with secondary status to transfer and other
creditbearing offerings. The. urban community college has yet to
grapple seriously with these priority problems.

'In sum, the city two-year college of an earlier period has ex-
perienced great change

L
in the last 10 years. it has become the largest

and mot complex of its general type. It has accumulated veteran ex-
perience in rving new students i new ways. Its educational service
record so far is good,141 a few ca s, spectacular. Presently it faces a
massive influx of new learners for which past experience and practice
will,have provided few guidelines. At the same time, it must increasingly
compete with local institutions and agencies in a period of economic
downturn, enrollment leveling, and conflicVagexternaLpoliti I irce j-_____

%,

fluences. There is reason to believe that a demand for vocational prep- _

aration by a massive client body constituted largely of a9lult and part-
time students will further catalyze the direction of the4tirban college
aw C/Jrom conventional curricular and, student service prior\ities. It is
in he area of establishing /new priorities for vocations training and
rel ted services necessary to aduKcontinuing educatio that the city
co lege of the 1970s will meet t[4 greatest test of its pr mise of equal
e ucational opportunity for all. Its or ani ational vita will be the

yi to this lest.
/ /
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THE ROLE OF RESEARCH IN
ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Patrick A. O'Reilly

Research Associate
troject Baseline

Norther ArizoniUniversity.'.

Surely there are few if any educators who would argue that
re earth has not been, is-not, or should not be an integial part of any
educational endeavor. The role of research in adult vocational educa-
tion programs is the particular focus of this discussion. Because there
are many definitions of adult education'anel research, a brief discussion
of these terms would seem to be useful.

Education is defined by the The Random House Dictionag of
the English Language as "the act or process of imparting or acquiring
knowledge" (p. 420). TheretOre, education is as old as man.,Addi-
tionally, education is a continuing process for as long as a man lives.
Irt light of the previous definition, it is clear that formal education as .,
we know it is a relatively new enterprise. The following discussion wi4
deal with adult vocational education, that is, those formal education

society- who have at some time in the past left the formal edu a on
LIprograms4offered by an educational institution for those mem e of

society-

setting. These programs are in some way relevant to the world of yvo k.
Almost since the founding Of the nation, some form of 'adult

education has been availabl to many. elne need only investigate trie
granges or the Chautaugua of the last century to establish this fact

adult vocational education p-rogra s offered through educa- \
tional institutions and at public expense are relatively new develop
ments. Bennett (1937) states that during the late 1800s many evening,

pools for industrial workers were established. These schools supple,
m ed the mechanics institutes. ,Their stated purpose was "to give
men already employed in thT trades . . . an opportunity to brod
their mechanicaQraining and make themselves. ore efficient w.O
men" (p. 511). Today we,are offeiing programs or the unemploy
and those with special needs as well as the efriplo ed

1 . .
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The other term central to this discusSion that needs some clari-
fication is the term iesearch. The Random House Di(tionakr of the
English Language (19.69) states that to study, inquire, examine, or
scrutinize are synonymous with research (p, 1122). Research is, like
education, a process in which every human 'being is constantly engaged
throughout his lifetime. Educational research is merely a more formal
and specific type of research than most individuals ar..e involved in. Also
it is important to remember that although the following.discussion will
be mainly concerned- with formal educational research, research is not
a process conducted only by the researcher at some uriiversity. EVery
classroom teacher who is even minimally successful is constantly em
ploy ing educational research because he is constantly trying to use bet
ter. examPles or modify his teaching method to suit the needs of his

rticytar students. It is for this reason that research and education
are inseparable. Therefore, if education is to exist at the adult or apy
other- level, research must also exist. °

I

Factors Creating a Need for Research in Adult Vocational Education
t,

The nature of education and how it is viewed is currently un-
. dergoing radical change. This is particularly true of the relationships

betw en education and the adult members of society. Gilli (1974)
poin s,o t that "The traditional concept of grade 12 being the termi-
nal in of education is becoming less realistic" (p. 13). It is probably
reasons le to say that the idea of terminal education is unrealistic. In
view of his 4nd confronted with the facts that, according to the O. S.
Depart ent of Health, Education, al Welfare (1972), the median
years of school completed for the populatio5 is approximately 12 years
and the expected life-span is ,65 to 70 years, adult educators face an
enormous challenge.'The magnitude of this challenge was emPhasized
by 11N1 (1974) in reporttng that at the 1973 AVA convention Dr.
HowaVd Jordan "Contended that traditional in school approaches alone
cannot meet the educational needs of the population, and therefore, a

ii variety of adult educational schemes rnst be developed and 13- omoted"
(p. 25). Much of this new emphasis on adult education and a lilt voca
tional education has come as a result of technological chan4es jri indus
try' and the increasingly closer relatio ship between industry and edu
cation.

I2
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Technological change is eliminating old jobs and creating new
ones at a rapid rate. With some exceptions, jobs requiring little or no
educational preparation have been eliminated while jobs requiring in-
creasing amounts of preemployment preparation have been created.
This trend has caused increasing concern among Many. The National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education (197,2) concluded that-the
limiting factor of economic growth in the se enties and eighties will
not be technology or availab'e capital t inaccurately and inade-
quately educated manpower. Further ore, they also point out that
while industry adapts to and encofirages change, educational institu-
tion's ignore change sprat best ch nge very sloWly. Hendiickson (1973)
de'fi'nes the effects of technoio, cal change in tndustry upon adult edu-
cation in another way. He it: ieves adult education is in the process of

11edefining the "3 Rs." The ,..

ould be:4
/Renewal. Helpinit
/

the adult to grow and keep himself re-
plenished in his ob, by thinking, by conferring with others, by
use ot,Iibraries, .y reading his journals and books, and by simi-,
lar methods. . t
Retraining. Where changes are drastidally leading to losses of .
job or need for wholly new skills, retrainingan adult educe-

. tion fanctionWill be needed. . ...,

Readjustment. Train* fOr a stance of preparedness for change:
openness ofor new ideas, new work tasks, new ;personalVela-

-.,
..M.

tiOnships to. 2i-t).
r

Nor are edeicatitrs and national leaders the only ones expressing con-
cern about the, effectiveness ()Vile current education system .and pro-
grams. The general citizenry has begun toacall for an accounting.

There has been considerable discussion in the past y'ears about
accountability. it should be obvious to most educators that this is not
just a passing fancy bur a trend that will be with us for the fqrseeable
future. Accountability in education is probably long overdue. Effective,

'concerned educators should, and do, welcome reasonable accounta-
bility requirements. Vocatibnal educators in rarticularsh&uld welcome
such requirements. The accountability rgovem,ent cou1be the can-
lyst that will ,change education by malting it more responsive to the
neels of thesommunity and th.e student, more responsive to change,
and ring vocational education on equal forking with academic educa-
tion. The call for accountability 'has created some problems, however,
since the educatiorral system has not been accustomed to providwza.
the pes of answers now being required. This problem should bea
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major focus of research in all phases of education in the future; but is
especially pertinent to adult education programs. The problems of
measuring outcomes in adultv,ocational education programs have been
largely ignored in the past. The accountability movement cv be ex-
pected,to remain a part of the educational scene for some time to come
because of current economic trends which are affecting society in gen
eral and education in particular.

Thecurrent economics situation, namely inflation, has affected
all S'egments of society. It has been especially damagin to educational
institutions. When coupled with the so-called "taxiSa er's revolt," the
effect has been .almost devastating to many institutio, s and prOgrams.
Quick relief does not appear to be in sight. Many economists are pre-
dicting inflthtion rates of 10 percent-or Slightly less for the rest of this
century, At the sare time, there is the problem of the taxpayer's fe-
vat. The traditional sources of revenue'for support of education ap-
pear to have been taxed to the limit. Therefore, education-in general is
caught in a dilemma created bt/ rising, costs and static or slowly'rising
revenues. Vocational education 'programs in particular have been es
pecially ttulnerable because of high per student expenditures created,
by the need fpr large, expensive piece's of ,equipment
relief from these problems has not come via federal funding for voca
,zional education, as has often been the case in the past. The problem
then is to maximize the resoves available, to develop new techniques
for running Programs, and to use the resources available in the commu
nity.

Weave discussed fou'r major trends that ark affecting, and will
continue to affect, education in general. These trends are. the changing
nature of education, rapidly chahging technology, accountability, and
the current economic situation. It appears thal4solutions to the
protblems created by these trends ate to be found, a concerted research
effort, must be established and maintained. This research effort should
increasingly focus on adult educati n programs. Davis (1974) points .

ou . ':The projected' increase in the dult population in the age group
ra ing..from 35 to 50 years of age expected to be approximately
7,5. percent by the year 2000" (p. 245, He goes oh to state that at the
sa e time a marked decrease in the Po ulatior b low 20 years of age

ojected. When the increasing adult p pulation is coupled with the
rap, ly changing ocAational structure r ulting romochanging tech
nol gy, the challenge to aduitvoCatiopal educati n is overwhelming.
Dav s (1974) indicates that currently one of every eight adults is going

*
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back for further education &id this trend is expeCtectto. continue.
Adult vocational education will be one of the major educational thrusts
of the future and considerable research is needed if we are,to effectively

"serve the needs of both'our society and individuals. .

..

Re,searc Needs in Adult Vocational Educati

Having investigated several factors which are creatipg a need
.4or a concerted research effort focusing on adult vocational education,

it would seem appropriate to discuss some of the present and future
research needs in adplt education. Knox (1965) classified adult educa-
tion.research 'needs into three categories; (1) The Individual Learner.
Who is he? What are. his skills, abilities, motives, needs, and back-
ground? (2) The Social Context of Qrpup.and Comniunity. What are
the influences of peer group, community, geographic -regign, social
status, cultural background, and life style upon the .adult learner?
(3) The Aduli Education Agency. What teaching methods, administra-
tive techniques, course organizational structures, and teaching aids are
effective with' adult learners? How can the community and industry
be encouraged to participate in the total educational process?

o .The Individual Learner

One of the first and most basic prdblems that needs to be at-
tacked is the definition of the adult vocational education student. Be-,
fore effective program planning can be conducted, it is essential that,
the clients of that progrtim be identified. Johnstone (19631 repprted
that an estimated 25 million Arhericans were engaged in some form of
adult education from June 1, 196\1 , tO May 31' 1942.,One-third of these
were engaged in self organized (,programs of study. Furthermore, he
noted that the emphasis was on vocational and avocational areas and
predicted an adult educatiOn explosion in the fCgOwing decade. It 'is

important to note that Johnstone included all types, of eddcational
programs, formal or informal, in his figures. Lee and Sartin (1973) re-
ported tliat 2.39 million, adults were reported to be enrolled_ in adult,
vocational - education programs in 1965. Burkett (1974) states that of
the 12 million students enrolled in vocational education programs in
1973, 27.9 percent or 3.34 million were in adult programs. The figures

ireported by Lee and Sartin and Burkett are these reported to the U. S.
Office of Education as the number of adults- enrolled in formal fed-
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erally reimbursable, programs. It is obvious t)-Lat this is ,.small percent-
age of the total number of adults engaged in educational; activities.

The question that needs to be answered, regardless of how you
elect to count adult learners, is, who are they? Qhe of the most signifi-
cant groups presently entering the labor market and the classroom in
increasing numbers is women. The U. S. Department of Labor (Man-
power, March 1974) projected that

Women in the 25-34 age group will have the largest population
increase in the 1970s. The labor force participatiOn rate of this
age group rose from 36 percent in 1960 to 45 percent in 1970,1
and is expected to go to 50 percent in 1980 (p. 26).

More women in the tabor force will undoubtedly mean more women in
adult vocational prqgrams. Women as learners and adult women as yo
cational students are a group about which we know precious little.

Another group that will be participating in adult vocational
education programs is the senior citizens. With the increasing adult
population, longer expected life spans, and early retirement, more of

. these people will be looking for additional education. Many will be
hoping to begin a second career on either a part time or full time basis.
Qthers will be hoping to gain skills and knowledge which will serve
them in an avocational nature. These participants will present problems
to the educator and the researcher that are not wholly in
nature. This groupb is also relatively unknown in terhs of our ex-
perience. Howev r, we can no longer afford to ignore t eirlexistence.
They represent large untapped resource as well as a pr sing sciial
need. For Dea (1 62) stated th'at for older people lo eliness was
defined a abse ce f activity rather than absence of peo

ditionally, what about the handicapped or advantaged
adult? WO have sped considerable time and resources try' tO identify
the handicapped or isadvantaged youth but the handic ped or disad
vantage,d ,adult is n t well known. It would appear th ?t this group
will need to be inv ,stigated also. The National Advisory Council on
VqcatiorialEducatian (1970) gave as a priority, programs for thp dis
advantaged wo Id not separate them from the ma nstream of
education. It is difficul to believe they were referring to di dvantaged
or handicapped youth nly.

The alloTe:meri ed groupswomen, senior citizens, and the
handicapped or dielvan ged-are only those adult learners who are
easily identified. We need ays.to identify the skills, abilities, needs,
motives, and interests of th so, alled "average" adult learner. This is.

a
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no mean task. Lorge (1963) states that the individual differences within
any group of adults are greater than in groups of children or youth.
Furthermore, every -adult brings many resources to the learning situa-
tion which are a great asset in teaching adults. Until ways can be found
for identifying those resources, they cannot be systematically used to
enhance sand maximize the learning situation.

Related to the problem-of describing the adult vocational stu-
dent is the identification of his needs. The "3 Rs" of adult education
(renewal, retraining, and readjustment) proposed by Hendrickson five
been previously discussed. The task in the past has largely been that of
retraining and renewing.(upgradingrworkers from the ranks of the un-
skilled and semiskilled. The professions have largely been considered-
stable, lifelong career choices. But, Farmer (1971),reports increasing
numbers of thirty- to fifty-year-old persons in a variety of professions
who are involved in career changes either by chOice or neccessity. Fur-
thermore, "the percentage of profesSional and technical workers that
are unemployed has gradually risen from 3 percent in 1958 to 5.1 per-
cent in 1969" and is expected to go higher (p. 318). The vocational

nee of this group may bring about a change in the definition of voca-
tion I education. The identification of t e vocational retraining and
renewal needs of all adult learners is an a ea that is in desperate need
of research.

a
Another area that should be researched is the avocational needs

of adults. For yearS many, vocational educators have complained that
many adults Who enrolled in their classes, ,clid so in order to fulfill
avocational interests. It seams to this author,that the stance that voca-
tional education, should have nothing to do with fulfilling avocational
needs is completely unrealistic. Harris (1974) iJoints out that orter
work weeks and changing work schedules have combined to,i crease
the amount of leisure time'available and reduce the tradition I influ-
ences of one's work,schedple upo'n the rest of his life. It is b oming
increasingly difficult to separate vocational and avocational activities.
More research on the effect of leisure time and leisure time activities
upon the individual and his productimitY are needed. Likewise, Holt
(1972) points out that it is impossiblel tb separate peo lives into
parts, such as work and leisure, programs must be releva to_ the whole
Tan.

,
I M addition tb providing' for the vocational d avocational
needs of adults, vocational programs, must remember he third "R,"
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readjustment or education for change. It is important to provide atti-
tude development activities in addition to teaching skills and knowl-
edge. Accompanying this att;tude development are guidance counseling
activities. Farmer (1971) fou d that the adult who is involved in a pro
fessional career change is c nsidered an "oddity" by the educators
from whom he seeks aid. He needs guidance counseling since he must
rapidly return to, and complete, those develomental tasks and life
stages involved in'making a career choice, rare iv does he get the help
needed. Vocational education programs for adults must be designed to
cut across the traditional Curriculufn boundaries and,serve the needs
of the whole man. ,

The Social ConteXt of Group and Community

Before the needs of the community can be identified or the
effect of the community, upon the adult learner can be investigated,
the community that is being served must be identified. Given the in-
creasing mobility of our society, the problem may not be as Simple as
it appears. It is important to,remember, however, that skilled workers,
technicians, and professionals are much more mobile than unskilled or
semiskilled workers. The problem of defining the community served
is not a new problem in education. In the past, artificial definitions
have .been established based on tax laws and political boundaries, A
good example of these artificial definitions is the practice of charging
out of state tuition in many institutions of higher education. A similar
practice is employed by many community colleges and area vocational
technical schbols. These practices are curr/ntly being challenged in the
courts, the outcomes may free educatois to define the community
served inla more realistic way.

1

.

Once the community served is defined,. the very thqrny prOb-
lem of identifying and projecting the community's needs,arises. Es-
pecially significant to adult vocational educators is the problem of
identifying and projecting manpower needs. Considerable research has
been and is being done in this area. It would appear that this research
effort is, extriemely important if adult viocational programslore to func
tion effectively and if educators are to be able to plan systematically.
It would seem obvious that the economic well being of the community
is directly related to effective manpower planning. Kraft 6970) em-
Phasizes that "thy relationship between labor and technological changes

o



should be of great con ern to the educational deCision maker since he
must understand the implications of curriculum, revisions in light of
technological changes nd the far re hing consequences of unemploy
ment" (pp. 496-97). Tihe attempt t develop models to preditt man-
power needs have resu ted in limite success. Johnstone (1974) points
out that while the models develope to date have not been very help-
ful to educational planners, progress i being mad' the effOrt should
be continued.

,., .

Another area of inquiry rela vely ignor d is that of the effect
of, the community upon the adult learner. It seerris highly unlikely that
adults from all communities react in the same manner to given educa-,.
tional programs and techniques. Kreitlow (1964) stated that one major
area of adUlt education in which further researchlwas needed was that
of the adult's response to sociocultural phenome a and its effect upon
the learni9g environment. Some progress ha been made since
Kreitlow's call for additional research, but more nowledge is needed
if programs are to effectively reach the greatest numbers at, the least
cost.

The Adult Education Agency

N
The key to designing educational institutions, programs, and

teaching methods to meet the vocational education needs of adults
seems to be flexibility. The National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education (1969) underlined the need for flexibility in adult voca-
tional education by stating: .4

Vocational and technical programs should be readily available
to most adults through adult high schools and community col-
leges. The rapidity with which Americans will change jobs in
their lifetimes must be matched by the variety and acce sibility
of training programs through which new skills and suloj ct mat-
ter can be learned at any age 'n every locality (p. 3). .

This stance emphasizes that the ed cational needs of the community,
especially adults, cannot be met by,the traditional idea th education

0.
is a 9.00 to,5.00,tnine months a year business. Neither w occasional
adult evening offerings fulfill the needt. Research is.need to develop
programs that will give all adults access to instruction egardless of
where they live, when they need it, at theproper time of day. Verner
and Kulich (1665) pointed out the need for mdre systematic research
in this area. They state. "Research studies related to instructional
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techniques for ,adult (cucation are few, often poorly concei and,

(

generally inconclusive for the most part, such studies as have been done
are unrelated and no-logical synthesis is posAible",(p. 181 )`.

Denemafic (105) identifies one of thp rdajor trends in curricy,,
lum development and research as a demand for better coordination
across school, community, and state bounOries. It is important that
this trend be continued. Ways must be found;to encourage interaction
among students, industry, community, andi educational institutions.
Educational objectives, administrative policies, and program offering
should be designed to consider the needs of those affected. Once} e,
community and industry are assured of some input into the educa-
tional system, it will be much easier for educators to solicit aid in ex-
panding Educational programs. Cooperative and work study programs
should be incorporated into adult vocational education programs on a
larger scale. By utilizing the resources availablesin the community,
equipment and machinery, educational institutions may be able, to...,
relieve some of the financial problems inherent 'in a truly flexible voca

tu ,tional education program. Such programs will be extremely important
to those adults who are unemployed and in need of further education
to obtain employment. -

Finally, there are the areas of program evaluation, teacher
training, and development pf instructional techniques. Since most
adult vocational education programs are short term in nature, little
has been done toward developing ways of measuring their effective
ness. The need for accountability will entourage research in this area.
It is important that meaningful evaluative measures be developed and
made any integral part bf each adult vocational program. In the past,
adult vocational.programs have usually been evaluated based solely on
the comments of the adult learners, this is a start, but more objective
measures'are-needed. .

Teaching adults is not exactly like teaching in-school yt uth.
Ways of ,identifying those te9chers most likely to be successfulfin
teaching adults are needed. Special training programs for teacheo of
adults are needed in order to maximize.the teacher's effectiveness and
the program's value to the adult learner aV society. More research in
the area of tea0inq methods appropriate to various adult learners is
a needed to provide input.into teacher,\training pryyrams. Along

ith teaching methods, ways must be found to better utilize the mass
rnedia' nd provide additional individualipd instruction. ,
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/Immediate.Research d

If it s that much of this discussion has been centered upon
ua .t_ciAtjearriec, his characteristics and needs, t is be-

cause thes must be identified before much progress be made in
the othe areas. A concerted, Well-concekil

/
ed res effort in adult

vocati.> SI education ,s desperately needed. itlow (1965) en er-
ated e foil wing as ''prior-ii-f4earch needs" that are esp II ap-
p < nate to bdult voc tiohal- education.

1. D monstrat on of how groups aff
b identifie in advance and-re

/itl ntifiable eeds.

De erminin whether there is a/ ferent inst ctional approach wi
of the life span.

by automation an
ed on the basis of t eir

.-3. Investigatios of learning u9derl lifferent conditions (skill
training in t ry,e facto, training in ipe factory hops, train hg
ih public vocational-technical -schoqls).

, 4. Identifidation of who the participants in adult programs are
and their needs as well as ways to make projections aboLlt
who 'fiiture participants will be and their needs (pp:241-43).

These ar ut a few of the research heeds that must be met if adult
vocatio al education programs are td effectively answer the apparent
chall gy/of the future.

ological basis for a if-
adults at different st es

'*

The Future of Adult Vocational Education

With the United States approaching zero population growth,,
the median age of the population will continue inIreasing through at
least the remainder of this Century. This will occur, barring any radical
changes in the present trends. This fact, coupled with the expected
continuation of rapicltechnological change and the resulting, expansion
of knowledge, can hardly halp but increase the importance of adult
education' Adult vocational education programs in particular may well
become the most important focus of educational endeavors by the
year 2000. Nesser and Bujold (1974) discussed their projections in an
article entitled "Adult Education in 1993.",-They,cOncluded that the
future will require constant study and upgradi
extremely likely that study will be condu6teCI
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as well as leisure time. This ill necessitate,the complete individualiza-
tion of instruction as well as the development of individualized, com-
pletely portable teaching evices. Johnson and Schatz (1974) echo the
need for complete flexibility in education to meet future needs. They
state. "An individualized instructional system is a prerequisite for
prescriptive education, dOrrenrollment continuous progression, and
teaching to Mastery" (p. .54). Adult vocational education has been
largely ignoredby ivearchers and a half-supported stepchild of most
educational institutions in the past Lee and Sartin (1973) found that
while adult vocational enrollment was about 30 percent of the total
reported vocatiOnl education enlIment in 1972, Jess than 10 percent
of the total monies spent for vocational education were spent tOr
adultprogram Such a trend cannot by allowed to continue in light of
the presentankfuture needs. The'future of adult vocational education
appears to be bright if the challenges can be At. It is obvious,
however, that a large number of questions must be answered and the
answers disseminated.
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THE IMPLICATIONS OF
ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

John W. 'Glenn, Jr.

Head
Department of Vocational-Technical Education

State Technical Institute at Memphi

fr,

Z.

Th-e ma eup of student enrollment i ',the postsecondary educa-
tional institute in, today shows an increased number of adults recog-
sizing that edup4o must be an ongoing prlacess in order to compete
in the labor 'market, advance economical14, and develop to their maxi-

t potential, The growing number of plontraditional adult learners
. elude returning veterans, women reentering the work force after
raising their families, individuals who hold positions add seek improve-
ment of their crederitials, the worker who has been displaced, by tech-
nology\

and needs retaining, individuals who need to update their,pres-
ent skills to maihtain and advance in t 'eir'present position, and indi-
viduals interested in self-de elopment o avocational interests.

Technical institu colleges, nthuniversities throughout,th
country. are faced with h challenge of meeting the needs of the non-

,

traditional that are differ nt from youthful learners. The range and
diversity of e)Terigices And aptitudes that adults'bripg to the learning
situation point oune need .for innovative programs designed specli
cally Tor the adult learner, individual counselitig, assessment of prior
experiences; and placement at an entra3ce-re'vel where the student will
be able to experience success in his learning pursuit. How an institu-
tion.responds.to adult learner needs will determine how ehectively_it
will be able to mee ese needs. ', '

Many a trecognize the importance of continuing their edu-
cation but ar hesitant to take the first step to return to school be-
cause they feel they have been out of school too long, lack confidence,
or fear that they might not be able to do the required work. This hesi-.,
tancy can be partially attributed to the approach educational institu
tions have used in the past with emphasis on 'Mat a person should know
instead of stressing what they should lear throughout their life. As the
lifelag learning concept is recognize , more and more adults of all
ages will further their education. 1 (

/
.
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What assisdhce must the educational institutions give indivi-
duals needing more education 'and training in making the tra sition
back into the classroom? First, it is import At to understand the adult
learner and recognize the'characteristiceand special needs so that we
can help them feel more comfortable in the ,1e4wing-situation. Sec-
ondly, the types of noht aditional programs designed for the adult
learner should capitilize or maturity, motivation, and past experiences
of the adult wherever po iblp and concentrate on helping them to.
achieve Heir goal in the I ast 'possible time: \\Finally, public relations
stra egies must be develop d by the it Stitution\to communicate to the
co munity of adult learners that the institOlat\i is there and ready to

sery their needs.

Pro rams and Coutre Op s Available

The types of progre a ailable to adults Inge from special.,
short courses to degree progra s. variety of workshops anti seminar
programs can e designed from as Little as a two-houf Meeting to a full
course dependin n the R. eds Of the individuals seeking Such.serOites.
A closereXamination of t e different courses and programs available
at technical institutes, cO11 ges, and universities reveal thot much is.al-
ready being done to help th adult learner achieve his educational goals.

Special Industrial Courses
---

The special courses are being designed to meet the trairt'ng re-

quirements of individuals in a specific business'br industry. The nature
and depth of the programs offered are determined by representatives
of the industry_or busineis and repfesentatives from the educational
institu ion in the desired training area. The employees of business and
indust are being serviced in three major areas. new technological
'advan es rel g to their jobs, upgrading in their .positions, and re-
training.

Afters the specific requirements of the industry or business
training heeds hgie been outlined, the educatiOnal institution and in-
dustry then ditermirie how to meet th'e needs. If a program is to be
olfered %on industry time utilizing'their machinery, the employees will
usually take the course an the company premises. If the company is
compensating the employees additional'l'y to take course work, it is
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\usually on the employees' time. Whether e course is offaredin he
industry shop Or at the is determined by the

ryavailability of necessary equipmen and laboratories. The special
courses can be awarded continuing education units with each person
completing the special training receiving a certificate recpgnizing their
participation. Individuals completing courses offered in industry that
that approximate college degree course content may receive educe-
tional.college credit for that particul r cour e through the college.

.
Other courses are also esta isheci for individuals or profes-

sional groupi Nilo are preparing for licensi g, certification, or in need
of refresher coarser. The technical institut s and colleges publicize the
availability of such courses and encoura e individuals or groups to
contact their special program's or continlii g education department to
make arrangements for, such courses. ,

Personal enrichment courses that are not needed for job-related
skills are also being offered to assist individuals in sailisfying avocational
interests. Such courses as basic car care, how to survive in retirement, .
cabinetmaking, investment. planning; Spanish,,and gourmet cooking

`are a fEiw orihe'rnany courses available to adults tt rough continuing
ed u citir n',

Course i n Basic Education

Some educational institutions are providing 'developmental
courses in English, mathematics, and social sciences to upgrade skills
in thee areas. This basic education component gives an individual the
opportunity to review subject matter that he has not studied for many
years. It will give him a foundation' in areas where he feels uncom-
fortable and the base from which to pursue future studies confidently.

An adult learner would pe evaluated in these subject areas to
determine strengths and weaknesses and then would begin at the level
diagnosed by the preevaluation. It is interesting to rote that many in-
dividuals taking the diagnostic( placement test feel that they should be-
gin with a lower level course than is indicated by the preevaluation.
When this occurs, the adult student is allowed to begin at the lower
level if he so desires. The primary object& is to get the adult learner

(started in class and build confidence in his academic abilities by his
successes Once a student is in class, the initial fear is behind him.

in addition to Offering basic education courses on campus, the
colleges need to seek out adults in their communities,who are in need
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of such educational services by meghandising the services that are
availablt The

k
following two programs are examples of how basic edu-,

,

cation ourses,.hpve been designed into programs to attract specific
,

'-sktors of the population.

The College Prep Program,.
,

courses aimed at adults who \ hav
years and, need refresher courses and

I

I

II

The college prep program offers
een out of high school several
adults who have dropped out of

high h of witkout receiving a high school. diploma. The courses pri
maril ork wiTh the kinds of information that will' enable an indivi
dual attain a high school equivalency general education diploma.
Many mployers require a high SchP.o/ diploma or its equkalency for
the eery basic entry level positions Individuals whb are unemployed
re the primary target for such la k:orogram. Many returning veterans

o have given up on the education system long ago ffrld their opooll

il7
to get the prefequisites for that beginning job oc entry into, that
al program they would like to pursue in college.;

i\ . .
The Prep Program. The prep program is a predischarge edu a-
gram for enli'sted military pgrsohnel. It is designed to pro icle

et and high school equivalent' Lourses for,approved indivi uals,
e about to be discharged frorh the military service. The go I of

rogram is to assist these individuals in self improvement and ran

tion
refr
who
the
)itlon back into the sector of society. Enrollment inae
program doesn't aft veterans' educational benefits whiCh-a_a,
centive o.begin on tie development of their educfitional
still in tfe military service.

hese programs pre just two examples of how tec
tuts an colleges reach adults in their communities. It is

.
mon to fed college extension centers throughout the com
address themselves to the basic edutation needx. A,few
have eveloped the basic educp

ac ).1 an even greater number
On the adult learner experienc
cation is more'realistic to him.

'NoiCertificate Programs

in lel,
This t
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on courses f
f sindividual
s success in

rep
in

hile

ical insti-.
ot Uncom
unity

nsti
levision viewing

needing such services
chieiingthe basic edu

The certificate programs range from three months to two years
and are designed to train adults with skills for specific job_

p of training is attractive to individuals who a e in need of

0
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training that will get them on the job in the shortest possible time. In-
dividual's who have been displaced by technolo y usually find the cer-
tificate progranis th most direct route to reent into the labor force.
Other adult learner ake these programs to cr ss train themselves so
that they have increased job mobility.

.;.;',Degree Programs

Many colleges offer a variety of degree programs based on the
needs end.interests.,of students. More and more programs are being of-
fered.to meet the needs of adults who are mobile, employed dunjig
regular class time, and can attend classes only in the vening or on

.weekends. Life experiences are being evatuled and stuants are able
to receive eredit toward degree progrirps in specific areas. Many col-
leges'offer the learner the option of exemying a course- by taking an

examination if he/she feels that he/she has hacl experience similar or
equal to the content covered in the course. Some schools offer the

,. Igarner.the opportunity to design his own program dependent on ca-
reendecisions. Other institutions are encoura ng adult learners to con-

*tract with them individually for a degree d allow them to transfer
credits back to their institution to complete the degree requirements,

..w
in the event that they move befbre completion of the degreesprogra9.
Other schools allow students to work independently .with a professor
if they cannot meet the course at the assigned time or have prior knowl-
edge in the subject area which gives them a base from which to work.
on their own.

The variety of degree pro rains available, to adult learners ha?'
taken on many names to attract tP e attention of the adult.consumer.
The f011owing are a few that have been in existence for some time.

Evening Programs. Certificate and degree programs are offered
in the evening in many,ereas that parallel the colleges' day programs
for individuals who work during the day or find it impossible to attend

. college dirring the day due to other obligations. The student-usually
takes a longer period of time to comple0 the evening program but
gains valuable work experience' n his profession.

'The Weekend College Program. The )weekend college program
is becoming popular for individuals who, ltravel during the wegOnd
find the weekend the only time available for capt i nu ing their studies.
Friday night, Saturday, and Sunday courses eaoffered that permit a
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learner to study two credit bearing courses per qUarter or semdster
that lead to a degree or certificate. Each course offered requires from
3 to 7 class hours (50 .minutes per class hour) of attendance and can
be accommodated within the weekspd time period. This program offers
many possibilities to those individuals whose work schetlules hatte
never permitte them to pursue further studies before. It can be a good
incentive to of er adults who prefer to take courses, knowing that they

. do not have t get up the next day for work or can devote th ir full
time on a particular day to school.

ServHcernan's Opportunity college. Servicemaq's oppo unity
college a/ter* to resolve the forced mobility problem that fa s ser-

vicemen and servicewoMen or mob le persons when trying to a hieve
their educational goal. The rogram is tailored to the individual .that
he will be able to continu his education without interruption when
transferred from one geographic area to another. The partici ating
colleges allow the student maximum credit for service-con ected
courses and experiences and assists the student in receiving his egree
once he leaves the geographic area,where he began his studie . The
serviceman's opportuntity program concept, in combination with the
Associate of Independent Studies degree, makes it possible to grarit
credit through the' nontraditional modes such as correspondence
courses, examination programs, service schools, and service experience
where there is a relationship between the training and course of study.
Once the student- completes the degree requirements, he will receive
the degree regardlessof where he is transferred to.

General Technology or Specialized Degree Programs. General
>technology or specialized degree prpgrams consist of courses that are
selected by learners with needs that are not met by the other
curricula within the institution: A learner designs his rprog am of
study based on his career objectives. It May consisti of oursesTM

t from different technologies but must have at least one c e con-
cenpation of courses in a specific technology area. The learner
then prepares a formal statement of his program objectives for the ap-
proval of the dean of instruction. Once the program is accepted, the
learner has entered into a contract to complete the program as out-
lined on his forfnal statement. Upon completion of the contract, the
learner will receive a degree in general technology with an emphasis
designed to meet\ is specific employment needs.
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Conclusion JTh
.

Adult education is attempting tpmake the traditional institu-
tions more accessible, relevant, and accountable to the total needs of
society. In the past few years, many new courses, programs, and degree
options hbve been developed specifically for the adu ea ner. This is
just the beginning of assessing adult learning needs n the ommunity

ianog designing programs to'satisfy these needs. .

Educational institutions throughout the country Ve tudying
the major

Mad
of bringing the adult learner and institu ons to-

gether. Mad institutions are werkirig to remove the .stigm that has
been attached to them by aggressively taking to the- sp. is to make
their services available to the public. Planned industrials's/. , neighbor-
hood visitations, radio, television, and mail advertisin' e a few of the
ways that educational institutions, are communic in to the adult
learner that they are there and would like to ass ad Its in meeting
their educational needsl__I-low successful the pos onda; educational
institutions are in fulfilling the adult learner' ducati nal heeds will
be dependent upon their flexi ility in resp. sing to ind vidual learner
needs and a willingness to spec late with e adult learn r market.

ir
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RURAL AND MIGRANT HEALTH AIDES:
EXPANDING HEALTH OCCUPATIONS CURRICULA

AT THE pDSTSECONDARY LEVEL

Eliiabeth _Cam'', King-

Assistant Professor
State University of New York at Buffalo

1

Words are so easy, action so difficult; to
-proclaim one's beliefs, to profess one's con-_
-*viction is one thing; to enact them, to do
them, toface the hard ugly realities . . . is
quiteanother.

-
, Adldi Steve4on.

;,
.51

Significant changes in the.str&cture of ounation's health dare
delivej must come before the strong relationship thai existsbetween.
ptwerty and health can be. ameliorated. Thy evidence is overwhelming
that just as the.poOr are deprived politically, educptionally, and en--
IiirOnmentally, so are they deprived mdlically.Mortality, rates for all
ages are higher for the poor, as is the incidence of serious illness.
(Kosa 1969),. Similarly, the level_of dental health is related to poverty, .
with the poor having the highest insidence of dental diseaie., In !dr:i
tion, -the evidence is eriambiguous altd piiwerf41 'that tffe poorralso
have the ,highesf rates of severe 15Sydliatric di.iOrder in ouru.society
(Hollingshead and Redlich 1961). .

Am9ng these poor .are the migrant wOrkers for whorn, Ls.

paper was,oTiginally conceivedthe migrant workers, the "hidden peo.. .

Ple" whosd. labor_is vital to our econorriy..-They. perform menial, labor-
intensive farm chores such as'weeding and thinning row crops and har-
Vesting fruits and vegetables too fragile to be picked by machine. Their
poverty and the conditions in which they live and work constitute a
major social and medidal problem.

,

Migrant farm workeis have the lowest 'annual incomeof all oC.-
cLipationtil groups in the United States. Wage rates are low and work is
irregular. Migrants are not paid for rainy days whpn work is pot avail-
able, and they have no guaranteeof a minimum number 9f days' work

132 4
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.., ,..s. .
during a season. Along with this poverty comes a correspondingly high
death rate . and a concept of health care with its own structure, ra-
tionale,tionale, and values.

,.. 0 e

I . i'. G :s A .

' .. , I
1 ' .

Barriers to Preventive Health Measures for the Poor
.

i
. .

Although research demonstrates that those with lower income
are,less likely to acceptor seek preventive cm' diagnostic health services
than those with higher income, it does not provide a simple explana-
tion of why this is so. The cost of the service dod not Wholly account
fort the response of those at lower income levels since they are also
more prone to avoid presumably free serves and refrain to a greater
extent from perional health practices which could be undertaken at
nominal costs. consequently, we'are left with the perplexing problem
of explaining why poorer people are less likely than richer people to
take advantage of inexpensive or free health services.

, The findings of.research on health behavior support the con-
. cluon that there is a culture of poverty that helps explain the health

behavior of the poor. It is therefore suggestive that while financial
costs may serve as barriers to obtaining health services, their removal
would probably not have the effect of creating widespreatichanges in
trig health behavior of the poor, at least not in the foreseeable future
(KOsa 1969). .,

, \.

it
The interrelationship between poverty and health is complex .

and , vdIves many, nonmedical factors. Kosa presents four possible
reasons that may partially explain the health behavior of the poor.

-

1. The poorate less well inforned than any other social class
. concerning general health matters, The taking of a preventive Or pre

symptomatic, health action on a voluntary, health motivated basis pre
sumes both knowledge of disease processes and a value and interest in
planning for:the futpke. Ithas generally* been shown that those with
low incomes pOssegs less information abouf health and. disease than
these with high incomes ,(Rosenblatt and Suchman 1964). T.hil lack of

t
adequate infotmatiOn may serve as a karrier to obtaining health ser
vices.

,.
2. The poor have a tendency to use a shorter time horizon as a

framework for planning. It has been noted that persons of lowei eco
nomic status (Simmons 1958) accord greater priority to immediate
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...
r Wards than to achievement of long-term goals. In direct contrast,

reventive health care requires an orientation toward the future, toward ,,
fanning, and toward deferment of immediate gratification in the in-

erest of long-range Oats. How can One expect the poor to take any
Intl of preventive health care measures when their basic daily needs

are not met? It seems highly unlikely that this will occur without
, 1some ,outside stimulus.

3. The poor are often reluctant to,iiseprofessional referral and
service systems; they depend more-upon ley, advice. A consideration of
the institutional setting in, which most health actipns are taken may
throw further light on economic status and preventive or presympto-
matic health action. It isclear that most preventiv'e services require the
individual to enter into a professional health systtim. <Yet (Friedson
1961) notes that the Ictwer income groups are more prone to use a lay
referral system; at-least4n the early stages of syMptomatology. Only "-
then the lay 'remedies are exhauited will the poor visit a professional.
In view Of this, the chances of convincing the poverty group,to enter a
professional referral system when they are presymptomatic seems re-
mote.

4: The poor7often feel powerless in the face of' a hostil envi-
ronment. The poor are indeedpowerless in many ways: they ar weak
politically; they are weak in purchasing power; they are often physi-
cally weak because the proper diet is beyond their budget. Herzog
(1963) 'has shown that hostile feelings seem to characterize the poor's
response to local gov rnment and to social selfare. It seeafairly safe
to conclude that thes same feelings may transfer,to heirTesponses to
preventive health mea res.

In conclusion, he poor's lack of knowledge c ncerning health
measures, their tende cy to use shorter time horito s for planning,

' their reluctance to use professional referral, and servi e systems, and
perhaps their general feeling of powerlessness all s ggest that the
problem of altering 'their health action behavior will be highly com-
plex and not susceptible t6 a simple remedy.

A Curriculum to Prepare Rural and/or Migrant Health Aides

As" a partial answer to the 'problem of increasing preventive
health care action by those from the lower socioeconomic group, this
, .
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Viter would like to suggest a curriculum that prepares indigenous per
dons to work as rural and/or migrantbealth aides. The curriculum will
consist of five modules and be perfoVmance-based, student-centered,
and product oriented. The health aides would be closely s pervise by
a county health department and/or rural migrant heal1 din, Of
course this would vary since the health care delivery mo els are dif-
ferent frOm state to state and eve from county to County.

Process,of Curriculum Developm4t

Before discussing the performance-based curriculum, it n-Lht
be advantageous to briefly review the process of curriculum develop-
ment and revision in vocational education. Here are the steps suggested
by the Battelle Columbus Laboratories:

1. Administrative decisions concerning programs to be offered
ishould be based on employment opportunities, students'

, interest, available resources to support'the p-rogram, and iden-
tification of any constraints that might impede success.

2. The characteristics of students to be served are identified.
3. Performance objectives are developed at each level, along

with ways to measure their achievement.

4. Causes of study are planned by developing performance ob-
jectives for both courses and learner, identifying and plan-
ning learning activities, developing strategief, and instruc-
tional methods to achieve learner objectives, and designing
measures to evaluate student performance.

5. Instructional staff, materials, equipment, facilities, and other
sources are supplied.

6. Programs and courses are implemented.

7. Student performance is evaluated through achievement of
course performance objectives, job placement record, job
performance r ord, and the assessment of student and em-
ployer satisfacti n.

8. Evaluation resul s are fed back into the system as tools to
effect course an program improvement. ..

4 Program Objectives

1. To train indigenous adults to work as rural and migrant
health aides for the Purpose of encouraging preventive health care.

135
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2. To stress with peer influence the importance of individual
responsibility to attain and 'maintain pod health.

-
Recruitment and Selection of Students '

Recruitment of the students vitill be coordinated by the post-
.

secondary institytions involved in the programs. Assistance will be
provided by state and local agencies when appropriate. For example,
those agencies already working arming the poor, such as social services,
may help to identify prospective students. In addition, it is not uncom-
mon r prospective students to be able to identify other likely stu-
dents. I

The suggested cur culum consis.4 of five modules, each module
containing measurable p formance objectives. The first four modules
are to be developed pri ariy in a classroom setting. The fifth module
is an internship training peilod with a local rural health center or a
county health department. 't

.

iRur I and Migrant Health Aide Program

MOdule I

Required Function

1 To work effectively with existing social
service agencies

1 Base communication skills

136

Relevant Competencies

1. Ability to successfully complete and teach
the application process for food stamps,
medicaid, and medicare.

2 Knowledge of existing community service
agencies and how to work effectively with.
them

3. Ability to serve as a resource to the client
concerning the community's social service
agencies.

Module 2

1, Ability to plan, organize, and carry out
workwplans.

2,' Skill in arranging for and keeping appoint-
...- meets for serf and client.

3.' Skill in helping Ihe clients overcome their
indifference to preventive medical treat-
ment.

kaA 4 C
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Requirkl Function

1 To be able to identify'obs able signs
of health problems in childr .

2. To be able to identify observable sins
of health problems in adults.

1

a

cont..)

\

Relevant Competencies

4. Skill in decision making:

a. Defining the-problem
b. Gathering information
c. Identifying alternative solutions
d. Action

Module 3

1. Ability to describe the most common ob-
servable signs of health problems in chil-
dren.

2. Ability to describe the most common ob-
servable signs of health is in adults.

Module 4

To gain knowledge concerning alcoholism 1. Ability to recognize signs of alcohol abuse.
and mental health.

1

2. Ability to refer a person to an appropriate
alcohol treatment program.

3. Ability to refer arequesting individual to
an appropriate mental health facility.

Modul4 5

1 To work effectively as an intern with a 1. To practice m a work situation the relevant
county health department and/or a rural competencies listed in modules one
migrant Health clinic. through four.

The program will be evaluated in terms of achievement of
module competencies,jOb placement records, job performance records,
arid the assessment of student, client, .41d employer satisfactiOn.

ci

Conclusion

It is again obvious that significant changes in the structure' of
our nation's health care delivery must,come before the strong relation-
ship between poverty ,anti oor health can be ameliorated. However,
we as vocational educat annot sit back and wait for others to act,

A. we must plan met ods o instruction and training strategies that are.
IV effective within the urrent health delivery models to help better meet..

the health needs of t e poor.

4/
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EVALUATION OF THE CONFERENCE

'Edward C. 1%lann

Graduate Assistant
Department of Vocational Edu ation

The Pennsylvania State Universe

`se

The Sixth Ahnual Pennsylvania Conference on Postsecondary
Occupational Education was held on October 2 and 3, 1974. The theme
of the conference for this year was "Continuing and Adult Education
in Vocational Education." The major goals of the conference were:

1. To provide authoritative preOntations on continuing and
adult education in vocational education;

2. To provide inforination to the conference partitants that
would better enable them to initiate, evaluate, nd rejuve-
nate prOgrams of continuing and adult vocational education

A in their particular institutional setting;

3. To provide an opportunity for educators and administrators
from various: institutional backgrounds to exchange ideas,
and viewpoints concerning continuing and adu t vocational
education;

4. To ontinue with the series of cooperative vent res between
The Pennsylvania State University and other Pennsylvania
inst tutions that are 'directed toward making cont ibutions
to t e overall improvement of occupational educati n.

Because man's need to know is close y coupled wit his wish
to judge, an attempt to evaluate the confere ce and the achievement
of its goals was undertaken through the use f a conference evaluation
questionnaire.

Approximately three weeks after the conclusion of the con-
ference, a questionnaire was sent to all conference participants except
those affiliated with The Pennsylvania State University. On November
12, 1974, a follow up letter and another questionnaire livere sent to all
nonrespondents. Of the 79 questionnaires and follow-ups sent, the
total responses were 65 returns or a response rate of 83.4 percent. The
following evaluative information is based on these responses, along

/
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with i ormation provided at registration. (See Appendix A fo copies
of the qrstionnaire.)

Attenc,ce

0 the e 79 persons registered for the sixth annual conference,
32 (40.' ercent), were from community colleges, 28 (35 percent)
were fr m area-vocational technical schools, 6 (8 percent) were from
the Pennsy vania Department of Education, 4 (5 percent) mire from
private ju.n or colleges, 3 (4 percentl were from private fur-year
colleges, f2.5 percent) were from secondary s hools, 2 (2.5 percent),
were from proprietary schools,.and 2 (2.5 pe eta) were from state
univelVties.'

The attendance at the various sessions the conference as re-
ported y the participants showed that ,Dr. Ph Ills Higley's presenta-
tion "Li elong Learning. A Systematic Apioach in Health Occupations
Educati n" was the most heavily attended, wit 92 percent of those
reporting in attendance. This session also had t 6 highest head count
with 9 persons in attendance.

, 11

, The final sessionof the first day,.."Management-by-Objectives
J.,for Ad It and Continuing Vocational ,Education," presented by Dr.

Baym nd Bernabei, was the least attended,, with only 60 percent of
those reporting in attendance. As in the past; the session following the
dinner presentation was among the lowest attended. Several of the
comments made, both on the questionnaires and to the staff, indicated
that this late session should be discontinueViiiring future conferences.

An interesting point that should also be noted about,the
attendance patternjs that over the past threeyears there has been a
positive (.63) correlation between the order of th.e.variou's presenta-
tions on the program and the attendanCe. The o erall attendance figures
are presented in Table 9. . ,

Exchange of IdeaS and Viewpoints

A major goal of this conference was to provide the participants
the opportunity to exchange ideas and viewpoints concerning con

Members of The Pennsylvania State University faculty and graduate students were
not surveyed.
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/ TABLE 9

ATTENDANCE AT CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Presentation Na % Rank Headcountb

Holt/"Adult and Continuing Vocational Education: 57 88 3
v.

86
Pt, Present, and Future'

\'
Higley/"Lifelong Learting: A Systematic Approach t 60 92 1 92
Health Occupations Education" .

i

DorlandrThe Role. o Continuing and Adult Eduta- 54 83 5 83
i tir.in Vocational Ed calon"

I onisak/"The Role f e AVTS a d the ComtitunitV 59 91 2 65
' olleg*lin Contin ing dticatid and Community \

i
Servic c'
Gleaier/"Continuing and Adult E cation: -Role of 55 85 4 1:1

/ I

the Community College" .

rnabeirImplementing Managem ntby-Objectives 39 60 9 , .46.AN, .

Spence/ "Problems in Counseling th
and Continuing Education Student"

9

Vocational Adult .44 68 82 1

Howard/"Continuing and Adult Education in Comic,- f41 63 8 57
tionel Institutions"

I Weis/"The Changing Nile' of Adul; and Continuing 45 69 '
Education for Women" 1 \

so.

The number reported in attendance from the questionnaire. -
EiThe number in attendance, including those persons associated with..The Pennsyhiania

4 ,State University and invited guests. -

Itinuing and adult vocational education, To Measure the extent. to
whith this goal was achieved, the participants were asked to rate the
prese,ntations on a one to five stale ranging from very much, to very
little' The results indicated that the dinner:. presentation "Continuing
and Adult EducatiOn: Role of the Community College" by Dr.
Edmund Gleazer proyided the gr6atest opporturiity to exchange ideas

.
and viewpoints OR continuing and adult education in vocational educa-

..tion. t.
The range of scores was very close, with the high being slightly

more favorable ihati alfway between some and much, and the low
being less than halfway etween some and. little. The mean score of
2.67 was slightly over the alfway mark betWeen much and some. The
total results are outlined in Table 10.
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TABLE 10,

EXCHANGE OF IDEAS AND VIEWPOINTS
\ , . t

Prrientation Wan Scoria Rank

Holt 2.84 8 /
Higley 3.35 9

,, Dor land 2.38 2
Homisak 2.41 X:,..----, 3

Gleazeric) 2.34' 1

8ernabei 2.74 6 151vP

Spence 2.52 4
P. Howard 2.64

1 Weis 275

1

a1 = vdry much; 2 = much; 3 = some; 4 = little; 5 = very little.

%

Theme of the Conference i
4,

. The conference pa rticipants were asked to rate the present&
thins on the degree to which the theme 'Continuing and Adult Educe-
tion in Vocational Education': was followed. The scores ranged from
slightly less than much to slightly more than some, with the mean
being very close to the midpoint between the two (2.47). 1

e cpdference participants rated Dr. Edmund Gleazer's pres-
,
enteton,\ ontinuing and Adult Education: Role of the Cbmmunity
College," as lowing the theme of the conference the most.closily,
with a man ore very close to much (2.12). The total results are
outlined i

1

Tabl 1.

'TABLE 11 .

ADHERENC= OF .1113ESENTATIONS TO CONFERENCE THEME

Presentation Wan Score' Rank

I.

Holt .1
2.42 5

$

i .

Higley
Dorland

2.95
2.32

9
3

'

HOmisak 2.24 2'

%Gleazer
2.12

8ernabei 2.56
- - 7 I I

Spence 2.40
Howard 2.46 6
Weis 2.88

aSee note to Table 10.
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Amount of InfOrmation Provided

**\

A third means ofifvaluating the presentations was on the
amount of information pro ded to the particippts. 'The scores ranged

'from providing slightly less than much inforpation (2.24) to providing
less than some information (3.38) with a mean score of 2.75. The
presentation by Dr. Edmund Gleazer, "Continuing and Adult Educa-
tion: Role of the Community College," was again -rated as the best
peesentatiotv providing th.ernost information to- the participants.
the total results are outlined in Table 12. -

a

T LE 12

AMOUNT OF INFORMATION PROVIDED BY P,RESENTATIONS

Presentation. Moan Scoria Rank .

Holt 2.80 6
Higley 3.38 , 9 '.
Dorland ti2,11 4

. Gleazer 2.24 1

Homisak 2.49 . 2

Bernabei 2.89 7i
... Spence 2.52 3

Howard . 2.73 , 5

Nittl."
Weis -. 3.06 I 8

4See note to Table`10. 't.5.;/---

ti

.173

Overall. Rating of the Preientations

,
Finally, the participants were asked to evaluate the presenta-

tions on an overall rating. As can be expected from the previous results,
"Continuing' and Adult Education: Role

as

the Community Col-
lege" IN Dr. Edmund Gleizer was rated as the best with a score of
2.07' or a good rating. The mean score was 2. or halfway between a
good and a fair rating. The scores ranged fro good (2.07Yto slightly
less than fair (3.17).

An interesting point to note is that a positive (.83) correlation
exists betWeeri the ratings by the participants on the first three factors
(exchange of ideas, following of theme, and arnotint.of information
provided) with the 'overall i-ating of the presentations. The total re-
sults are presented in Table 13.

4

4'
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TABLE 13

OVERALL RATING OF PRESENTATIONS

'4. Presentation Mean Scorea Rank

Holt : 2.41 4
Higley 3.17 9
Dorland 2.50 5
Homisar 2.28 2

47i Gleazer 2.07
12.72

.1
Bernabei , 7
Spence 2.39 3
Howard 2.52 6
Weis 2.66 8'

aSee note to Table 10.

TABLE 14

4UGGESTED TOPICS FOR FUTURE CONFERENCES,

Title I 1.equencya

.4 Status and Role of Women iriocational Education
1
i 7

,e)locatiossill Education for Offenders 8

EducatiOn for.the Chronically Unemployed \ 26.Vocational

Administration of Secondary and Postsecondary Occupati nal,Education 36
.

COmpetetty-Based VoCational Education 38

Open tiniversitY's4Flole of Adult and Continuing Education 1

ShOriTirrn.CareirPrograms \ 1

Core t urrkul in Vocational Education . 1.Vocationdan ontinuing Education for Handicapped an'd Mentally Retard 1

CommunityBased Vocational Education

Career Counseling for the Undecided Housewife
d . N .

Role of Administration in Improving Funding of Adult Education 1

Cooperative Education in Vocational - Education 1

i Legislation Affecting Adult and Continuing Education
.

.Recruiting and Training of Adult Instructcirs 1

Individual Currictlum foc,Occupationally OrieniedStudents

Cooperation Bettveen the AVTS and Other Higher Education Institutions,
Particularly the Commurtly Colleges '

Manpower Needs vs. Manpower Output 1

, Pe
Manpower Inforniation. How to Acquire for Local.Needs and Program Plani4g, 1

aEach participant was asked to make two choices.
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Topics for Future Conferences
.

T e final section of the questionnaire queried the. participants
on their interests for.future conferences. They were presented with a
list of five 'choices and a space provided for write-in,suggestions. Each
participant was asked to indicate two choices. 0# the 130 votes cast,
the most popular choice was "Competency Based \Vocational Educe-
tiog" with 38 votes, followed very closely by "Admihistration of Sec-
cindery and Postsecondary Occupational Education" with 36 votes. A
complete listing of the suggested topics for *the Sevegth Annual Con
ference on Postsecondary Occupational Education with their frequency
of responses are presented in Table 141

-,

Participant Suggestions for Improving the Conference

Several of the partiOipants Provided suggeStions on their ques-
tionnaires which they feltcwould improve the future conferences.
Leading -this list of suggestions was the idea that discusiion and/or

'workshop' s should be the method of presentations rather thah the
lecture type AZ;totations. This idea- may have algo been the reason
for thfe lower ratiO of the presentations at the sixth annual conference
as compared to earlier copferedHces. -

- The other two suggestions were tied f the number of tunes
4.

mentioned. They were (1) the after dinner se ion should be discon;
tinued and (2) the evaluative questionnaire hould be distributed dun,
ing the final session of the,conference so that the presentations a. re still
fresh in the participants' minds.

Conclusions
"."

\ 1 v

The percent ,of atienOande reported from the questionnaires ,.

was 74 ercent: The aver* headcoUnt which included those
ate wit ii The tc'ennsylvan'a State Uhiversity was 73 individuals per
session: ",

-
, . om the ratingsd the presentations by Ipe conference partici-

pants, it is felt that Ih'e sixth annual conference was quite successful in
achieving ilsgoal' z ,-,1 1

. ..,
. 0

We hci you next yew': .,
.

-,, , ., ..... .

, .

P . . I . ,
I
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Major papers were presented at the conference by Holt, Higley, Dorland, Homisak,
Gleazer, Bernabei, Spenc,e, Howard, and Weis. Please give an overall rating to each
of these presentations using the scale. 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = fair, 4 = poor,
and 5,= very poor.

drcle Choice

1 2 3 4`5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1-2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 23 4 5

1 2.3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Alfred S. Holt

Phyllis Higley'

James Dorland

Edmund Gleazer

Raymond Bernabei

Charles Spence

"Adult andnontinuing Vocational Education.
Past. Presek andkFuture''

.

"Lilelong Learning. A Systematic Approach to
Health Occupations Education.,

"The Role bf Continuing and Adult Education in
-Vocational -Education"

"The Role of .the AVTS and the Community
College IA Continuing Education and Community
Services" -
"Continuing and Adult Edutation. Role of the
Community College"

; "Implementing a Management-by-Objectives
System"

"Problems in 'Counseling the VocatiOnal Adult
,and Continuing Educatuin Student"

Ronnalie J. Howard "Cohtinuing and Adult Education in Correctional
Institutions"

Susan Weis "The Changing Role of Adult and Contipupg
EducatiOn for Women"

As participants-in t lip Sixth Annual Pennsylvania Conference on Postsecondary
Occupational Education, we are asking for your suggestions for possible topics
for next year's conference thenr. In the check list belovi, please indicate your
two (first and secondmost preferred topics of interest. Note. If you haye sugges-
tions other than those listed, please write them in the space provided below in
number 6.

( ) 1. Status and Role of Wbmen in Vocianal Education
. .

( ) 2. Vocational Education for Offenders

( ,) 3. Vocational Education for the ChrOnically Unemployed

( Administration, of Secondary and Postsecondary Occupational Education
( ) 5. Competency-Based Vocational Education

( )' 6
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SIXTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
ON POSTSECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

October 2-3, 1974
J. Orvis Keller Conference Center

Theme. "Continuing and Adult Education in Vocational Education"

PROGRAM

Wednesday, October 2, 1974

11.00 a.m. Registration Lobby, Keller Building

12 00 Noon Lunch Multipurpose Room, Ground Flobr, Keller Building

12.30 p.m. Rood.) 402-03 Keller Building

Chairperson. Mr. Carl E. Herr, Consultant
Adult" and Po%tsecondary Vocational Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education

Welcome: Dr. G, Lester Andetson, Director
Center for the Study of Higher Education
The Pennsylvania State University.

Speaker: Mr. Alfred S. Holt -. - .
Former Chief of the Division of Continuing Education

Topic. Adult and Continuidg Vocational Education. Past, Present,
and Fyture

1:15 Session I

64

Chairperson. Dr. S. V. Martorana
Rofessor of Higher Education and Research Associate
Center for the Study of Higher Education
The Pennsylvania State University

Speaker Dr. Phyllis Higley
School of Health Related Professions
State University of New York.at Buffalo

Topic. Lifelong ',earning. A Systematic Approach in Health Occu-
pations Education

\ 2:00^ Session II

Chairperson: Mrs. Ethel K. Matthews, Advisor
Division of Adult Educition
Bureau of Vocational Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education

S>lacer. Dr. James Dorland, Executive \Director
National Association for Public Continuinp and Adult Eclu-

. cation
Topic The Role of Continuing and t4dult Education in Vocational

,Education

3.00 Coffee Break Multipurpose Room

.

59\ .
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3:30 Session III

Chairperson: Mr. James Kistler ,/
Director of ComniuniTy Services
Lehigh County Community College

Speaker: Dr. William Homisak
Director of Community Services and Continuing EducatrOn
Williamsport Area Community College

Topic: The Rote of the AVT$ and the Community College in Con-
tinuing Education and Commitnity Services

4:30 Adjourn

5p0 Social Hour Cash Bar Nittany Li On Inn, Fireside Lounge

6:30 Dipner Nittany Lion Inn, Perm State Room

Host: Dr. Stanley Ikenberry*
Senior VicePresident for University Development and
Relations

Introduction
ofSpeaker: Dr. James Hammons

Research Associate
Center for the Study of Higher Education
The Pennsylvania State University

Speaker: Dr. Edmund Gleazer, Jr., President
American Association of Community and Juni Colleges

Topic. . Continuing and Adult Education: Role of the Community
College

8:30 p.m. Session IV Room 402.03, Keller Building-

4 Chairperson: Mr. William C.bowns ,

Director of Vocational Education
, . Central Westmoreland County AVTSk

Speaker.' Pr..Raymond Bemabei,
Assistant Executive Director

4
BrIcks County Public Schools
Head of Curriculum and Instructions, Services Division'

Topic Managementby-Objectives for Adult and Continuing Voca-
tional Education

'
Thursday, October 3, 1974

8:00 i.m. Breakfast Nittany Lion Inn, Penn State Room

Chpirpirson: Mr. Edward Mann, Graduite Assistant
Department of Vocational Education %t .

, The Pennsylvania State U4versity

Speaker: Dr. Charles Spence, Dean of Students
Butler County Community College

Topic Problems in Counseling the Vocationhl Adult and Continuing ,

EducatiOn Studept
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9:30 a.m. Session V Room 402.03, Keller Building

Chairperson: Dr. Rutherford Lockette, Chairman
Department of Vocational Education
University of Pittsburgh

Speaker: Dr. Ronne lie Roper Howard'
- Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction Education

Topic Continuing and Adult Education in Correctional Institutions
44.

, 10:15 Coffee Break Multipurpose Room

10:45 Session VI

Chairperson.' Mr. Thomas Feeney
'Di'rector of Community Services
Montgomery County Community College

Speaker: Dr. Stfsan Weis
, Assistant Professor of Home Economics

The Pennsylvania State University

Topic: The Changing Role of Adult and Continuing Education for
Women

12:00 Noon Lunch Multipurpose RQom

12:30 p.m. Room 402-03.
. -

Chairperson: Mr. Robert Sheppard, Advisor , .

Division of Two-Year Programs
Oennsylvania Department of Education

Speaker: Dr. Angelo C. Gila, Sr.
Professor of Vocational Education
The Pennsylvania State University

Topic: Summary of the Conference

`:
. .

.
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Mr. Dean Witmer, Chief
Special Emphasis Program Section
Department of Educatioh
Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126
7-447-80'40

Mr. Robert Foster
Assistant Professor
Engineering Graphics
328 Hammond Budging
UniverSity Pafk, PA 16802
B14-465-2952

'Mr. Joseph J. Vallone, Diretor
,,Vocational Education
upper Bucks County AVTS'
Star Route Perkasie, PA 18944
215.795 -2911

Mr. Richard Skihrier
Bucks County Community College
Swamp Road
Newton, PA 18940
215. 968-5861

).
Mr. John Bacon
Butler County Community College
College Drive, Oak Hills
Butler, PA 16001
412. 287-8711

Mr. Edwin Dunkelberger
Centre County AVTS
Pleasant Gap, PA 16823
814-359.2793

Lr

(-or '

tr

4,

Dr. George Elison, Dean
Lehigh County Community College
2370 Main Street
Schriecksville,fA18078
215. 799-2121

Mr. Edward C. Mann, Graduate Assistant
Department of Vocational Education
247 Chambers Building
University Park, PA 36802'
B14.865-1921

lb
Mr. Robert Sheppard, Advisor
Division of Two -Peer Prognims
Bureau of Academic Services
Department of Education, Box 911
Harrisburg, PA 17126
7447-7653

Mrs, Ethel K1Mattews,Advisor
Adult Basic Education
Division of Adult Education
Bureau of Vocational Education
Room 116, Executive House
Harrisburg, PA 17126
7-447,6178

)
Mr. James 0. Tule,.Director
Vocational Educatiori
MontgomeryCounty AVTS
Colony Office Building
7198 Butler Pike
Blue Bell, PA 19422
215. 643-7600
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BACON John
Dean of/Technical Arts
Butler County Community College
College Drive, Oek Hill .

Butter, PennsyliAinia 16001

!ALL, James E.
. Director of Vocational Eduction
VocationalTechnical School
Eastern Northampton County

. R. D. #1, Kessieriville'RoaCI
Easton, Pennsylvania 18042

BERN LOR, George L.
Dean of Continuing Education
Butler County Community College
Oak Hills; College Drive
Butler, Pennsylvania 16001

BOH,LIG, Barbara A.
Assistant to the President
Lackawanna Junior College
Linden Street at Jefferson Avenue
Scranton, Pennsylvania 18503

BRAVAR,
Director of Adult Education
Sun Area Vo-Tech School
815Market Street
New Berlin, Pennsylvania 17255

CAMPANO,' Irene
Community College of Allegheny County
South Campus
1750 Cfairton Road, Route 885
West Mifflin, Pennsylvania 15122

CLARK, Charles H.
Chairman -
Harrisburg Area Community College
3300,Creron Street Roast
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17110

CpNNOR, William A.
Northampton County Area Comniunity

College
3835 Green Pond Road
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18017

COOKE, Thomas C.
Vice President -
Spring Garden College
102 East Mermaid Lane '
Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania 19118

CROCHUNIS, Robert V.
Division Chairman
Harrisburg Area Community College.
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teriter for the'Study oPHigher Educdtion
The Pennsylvania State University

T e Center for the Study of Higher Education_was established
in Janua 1969 /o study higher education as an area of scholarly in-
quiry an research. Dr. G. Lester Andersbp, its director, is aided by a
qaff of twenty, including five full-time researchers, and a cadre of ad-

.
Vanced graduate\students and supporting staff.

The Center's studies are designed to be relevant not only tcethe
University and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, but also to colleges
and universities throughput the nation. The -immediate focus ,of the
Center's research Tails into the broad areas of governance, graduate and
professional education, and occupational programs in two-year colleges.
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Research reports, monographs, and position papers prepared by
staff members of the Center can be obtained on a limited basis. Inquiries
should be addressed to the Center for the Study of Higher Edtlication,
101 Rackley Building, The Pennsylvania State University;Unrvertity

Vark, Pennsylvania, 16802.
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Faculty Voting Behavior in the Temple University Collative Bargaining Elections, Kenneth P.
Mortimer and Naomi V. Ross, with the assistance of Michael E. Shorr and Cheryl Toronyt,
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CUPIR Cooperative Utilization of Private institutional Resources. A Multifaceted Thrustfor
the Private JuniorColleges, S V. Martorana, Eileen P. Kuhns, Richard M. Witter and Alan J.
Sturtz, October 1974 (jointly with the American Association of Community. and Junior
Col leiges).

Innovative Programs in Education for the Profeskions, Larry L. Leslie, .June 1974.

insigh into Higher Education. Selected Writings f CSHE, 169-13, Vol. .111, Curriculum,
Grad and Professional Education, Finance, Viiint 1974.

Insights into Higher education Selected Writings of C E, 1969-73, Vol. 11, Community Col-
lege and Postsecondary Occupational Education, Winter

'
Insights into Higher Education Selected Writings of CSHE, 1969-73, Vol. 1. Governance,
Winter 1974.

Anatomy, of a Collective Bargaining Election in Pennsylvania's State-Owned, Colleges,
G. Gregory Lozier and Kenneth P. Moftimer, February 1974.

Variability in Faculty Perception or the Legitimacy of Decision Making at Nine Pennsylvania
nstitutions, David W. Leslie, November 1973. '

Human Services Occupations in the Two-Year College. A Handbook, Theodore E. Kiffer and
Martha Burns, May 1972.

Institutional Self Study at The Pennsylvania State University, Kennet P. Mortimer and
David W. Leslie (eds.),, December 1970.

Numbered 53eports

. .Tire Higher Ejucation Faculty of Pennsylvania Selected Characteristics, Larry L. Leslieand -,
James Creasy, July 1974, Report No. 24.
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The Co /nm Bacc Study Postbaccalaureate Activities of DegreoRecipients from Pennsylvania°
Institutions 1971-72, William Toombs, August 1973, Report Na. 23; .. ,..,,,Shidertts and Unioa, Neil S. Bucklew, July 1973, Report*No. 22. tt.

1Compensatory 'Education in No-Year Colleges, James L. Morrison and Reynolds Ferrante,
April, j973, Report No. 21. I

i.
,

Pent jgrania's "Slcite Owned" Institutions. Some Dimensions of Degree, Output, William
Toombeend Stephen D. Millman, February 1973, Report No. 20. ,

The 71'end Toward Government Financing of Higher Edutation Through .ktudents, Can the
Market MOdel 14 Applied' Larry L. Leslie, January 1973, Report No. 19, (Out of Prir1$;)

The Rationale for Various Plans for Funding American Higher Education, Larry L. Leslie,
,June 4972, Report No. 18.
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Collective Bargaining fniplications for Governance, Kenneth P. Mortimitand G. Gregory
Lozier, July 1972, Report' No. 17. . ,

Productivity and the Academy The Current renditzon, William Toombs,,May'4972,Report
No. 16. (Out of gent.) r
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Exceptional Graduate Admissions at The Pennsylvania State Lniversity, Manuel G. Gunne and
Larry L. Leslie, March 1972, Report No. 15.

The Quality of Graduate Studies Pennsylvanui and Se.is..ted States, 6tephen D. Millman and
William Toombs, February 1972, Report`No. 14. . .
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Confsrsncs Reports r
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State Long Agency and Community ,college Cooperation. fur, Community Improvement. A
Conference of State and Local Officials in the Middle Atlantic States, S. V. Martorana and
James 0: Ham-dons (eds.), December 1974. . ==.1:1''' '.

14
The Fifth Annual Pennsylvania Confireme on ..Pystsecondary acupational Ediu.atlim, Angelo
C. Gillie (ed.); June 1974. .. . ,

The Fourth Annual Pennsylvania Conference en Po;stseconfary Occupational Eduation,
'raft C: Gillie (ed.}, August 1973,
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Community College Staff fievelopnlent. An Anruitatfd Bibliography, Terry H. Wallace, April
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The L`niversityat).1 the Arts 4 P:relimipary Annotated Bibliography, Apil Kieffer Bragg, May
. ; 1974.
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Selected Bitillogra Phy in Higher'' Education. September 1969, revised Agra 1972, rev1sed:
August 1974: ,1 :

Occiaipnikl Papers .
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Larry L. Leslie, A Case fot Low Milton. 'Nottember 1974_

Ann Kieffer Bragg and G. Lester Alderson, ..lournals4f raucatum for the Professions. A Pre-
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